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OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and
coastguardsmen are doing lo
protect coastwise shipping 5,
day and by night. The dayg
news from many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront

Made Snapshots

PORTLAND HEAD
MLss E'lzabcth Sterling was
hit overnight guest of Mrs. R -r
Jterling.
'
' 1
I Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Sterlint. and daughter Ann were vfeitnS
unday nt the home of R. t
1
ng at the station
IE. C Stoddard cf Portland *.«
■cent overnight guest at the ster
hgs.

*

Mr and Mrs. W c. Dow of p,
Ind joined the crowd Sunday n <
!>r tlie usual picnic lunch.
1 Mrs Clyde Grant daughters p,

licia and Earlene of St. George r,,
Tilt guests of the Hilts, return, '<

Line Tuesday.
pWlllard R. Hilt motored to FT j, I
Ind on business Tuesday.
] MLss Ann Walker Sterling s-pf.n
day recently with her grandpar
its at the station.
lunday night, July 36.
Then this program will
Vnted:

at fi 15
be pre.

Ov or a u I

IIt-riati
1

aim

>ns for Piano and String
1
Quartet with the composer.
Edith Brauni
Quintet

Edith

No

Braun

2.

DoIiiihii'

collaborating

’ 1

I The personnel c f the Quartet j ]
I
»
Brodsky,
first
VIh tries Jaffe, seccnd violin; Maxi
Ircnoff viola; Orlando Cole, cello
Irrangeinents for tickets may be I
1 ■ by calling Mr. Cole, tel
|an. len 2445
-—By Gladys S. Heistad

|Furs are stall plentiful in1 AlasFox farming has been devcl-

>ed in recent years and now mink
ie being raised.

Rockland Boy Climb*

response to a telephone call
from Glen Cove Friday, Sheriff C
Earle Ludwick removed the film
from a camera of a Summer visitor
who was reported taking pictures
along the waterfront.
Sheriff Ludwick said the visitor,
who produced satisfactory identifi
cation, told him that while he knew
he should not take pictures near
diipyards, he was not aware the use
of a camera was banned on other
waterfronts.
Glen Cove in the past has been
especially attractive to camera fans
because of its wonderful location,
overlooking Penobscot Bay and its
Islands.
In

However, under wartime regula
tions all photo activity of harbors
and shorelines has been prohibited.
This film will be developed and
held in the Sheriff’s office.

To Be Held At the Union
Church In Bremen Next
Sunday
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The
Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Promotion of Bartholomew C.
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Kirkpatrick to the post of general was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune.
agent, Lewiston; and of Verne T. These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Blaisdell of Portland to be general
agent at Bangor, is announced at
[EDITORIAL]
the general offices of the Maine
Central Railroad by F. W. Rourke,
The Maine State Guard, with its brief
General Manager.
WHERE
period of training, gave such an excellent
The promotions became effective
PRAISE
account of itself in Sunday’s maneuvers on
Aug. l, and are occasioned by the
BELONGED
Dodge’s Mountain and at Community Park
recent promotion of John P. Scully,
general agent at Lewiston, to be
that distinctive praise is difficult to mete
division engineer of the Maine
out, but we believe that no one will begrudge our statement
Central’s Portland Division.
that the Rockland Motor Corps “stole the show." The “girls"
Mr. Kirkpatrick, now general
must
have put in a tremendous amount of time to have
agent at Banger has been with the
Maine Central Railroad since Feb.
welded themselves into a group which proved to be such a
21, 191(2, when he entered service
military unit. Rockland was proud of this new organization
as a clerk at Rockland. He was
—very proud. And every Knox County citizen had words of
successively promoted to freight
praise for the gallant and efficient manner in which the Cam
clerk at Rockland, cashier at Wa
den High School Band conducted the review. By noonday lt
terville, chief clerk at Rumford,
assistant to the general agent at
had seemed well nigh impossible to get the organization into
Lewiston, and general agent ut
anything like the form it has exhibited during its school
Bangor, having held the latter posi
career, and when it marched at the head of Sundays' parade
tion since April 1, 1938.
few suspected that a number of the ablest musicians were ab
He w’as absent from railroad
service from June 29. 1917, to July
sent. The Band distinguished itself in the maneuvers, and
21, 1919, serving with (he United
fairly outdid itself in the rendition of “Star Spangled Banner.”
States military forces. Mr. Kirk
patrick was at Lewiston for three
•Rumors and false alarms spread so
and a half years as assistant to the
general agent and has a wide ac
TRACING
rapidly these days that it would be useless
quaintance among shippers and
FALSE
to attempt to deny or disprove them. A
businessmen there.
RUMORS
few nights ago a man rushed into the
Mr. Blaisdell has been with the
Rockland police station and the patrol
Maine Central Railroad since June
6, 1917, when he was baggagemasmen made out from his remarks that he had seen “five Ger
ter-at Madison. He was successive
mans in a car down on the Owl’s Head road.” So the police
ly agent at Anson; telegrapher at
started
out to investigate. What they found was a ditched
Passadumkeag; agent at North
car in which were five Knox County residents of foreign
Belgrade;
clerk-telegrapher
at
Skowhegan; an on Jan. 1, 1936.was
birth (not German) who were somewhat inebriated, and had
appointed traveling freight agent.
run their car off the road. They were certainly not saboteurs
or Gestapos. Other stories of a like nature have been found
equally baseless, yet lt pays to investigate any rumor that
bears the tinge of suspicion. It is not over zealousness; it is
very proper caution.
Committees Being Set Up In

The Union Chtfrch in Bremen in
vites all present and former resi
dents and friends of the town to
come together for a Community
Service Sunday, Aug. 2, at 10.30 a. m.
Thc pastor cf the church is J. Shel
don Spangler. Serving with Mr.
Spangler as a ccommittee of Ar
rangements are John Heiser of
Somerville. Mass., who will be in
charge of music, Rev. W. M. Macnair of Cambridge, Mass., Miss Villa
Stahl, Frank Studley, and Howard
Kimball all of Bremen. The ser
mon will be preached by the Rev.
W M. Macnalr. Special music will
be furnished by Oeorge Jones of
Damariscotta Mills.
Various Knox County
Last year the attendance on
Community Sunday was very large
Communities
and it is expected that many old
residents of the town will take ad
In connection with the gasoline
vantage of the cccacsion to worship rationing program, the Civilian
together and to renew cld friend Defense heads have been asked to
ships.
9et up a car-sharing committee
in each community. This com
mittee will be in charge of form
ing ride-sharing clubs and in this
way aid persons who would other
Picnics At Mrs. E. M. Law wise find it impossible to get their
gasoline cards.
rence’s Home — Enter supplementary
The committee will establish a
registration point, which wil prob
tained By Fine Program
ably be the Volunteer Placement
The Womans Educational Club Bureau where seekers of assistance
enjoyed a picnic Friday afternoon will fill out questionnaires and
and evening at the home of Mrs. will receive names of possible club
E M. Lawrence in Rockport a.s riders. The bureau will have a
guests of Mrs. Lawrence and Mrs. cross file of applicants 'by name,
by locality and by destination.
White.
The afternoon
session was Employers in industrial plants,
opened toy repeating the Lords business houses and stores are
Prayer, the president, Mary Perry asked to assist their employes to
Rich, presiding. Current events form ride-sharing clubs.
Car-sharing is urged among ten
vere discussed and1 the president
had a quiz called “News arjd ants of office buildings or any
Views," Question* on the primary groups of employes seeking rides
election were answered by the to work. The committee is also
asked to arrange for car-sharing
members.
on a neighborhood basis, neigh
A TOAST
borhood exchanges to be at filling
A toast to this Club with
stations, stores, fire stations or
Visions, united ln rapture.
Education your scheme
other points within each neigh
With shared gifts of laughter.
borhood, and to arrange for surYou win In your search
burban group riding.
For the things you go after
You are women United Indeed,
As drivers find that their A card
Who feel as you aspire.
is
insufficient for their gasoline
Who brave and who pave
needs, more and more of them will
With a national deelre
For best for our country.
be interested in getting passen
Our homes and our state.
gers to share their cars and the
Who keep bravely on
A fine courage, we should all emulate. help of the committee will become
more and more important. A
Kathleen S. Fuller
Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller, a life small registration fee will be
member of the club, gave a fine charged to defray expenses.
Each committee in Knox County
toast to the club; also a reading of
has
been asked to Include one wo
her own poems entitled. “Winter"
"New England Nature Studv," man and from a total of 19 com
"America Awake", "Altore." ‘Tay munities; eight have already sig
Day," “Wings," “S tatoes in the nified their representative. These
Field." "Homes in the Wilderness,” are Mrs. Fred L. Linekin, -RookOrchards and Voices.“ And these 1 land; Dr. Anna Platt, Friendship:
Mrs. Everett E. (Pitts, Rockport;

The Car-Sharers

■ t

stand for?
an (VI. D., no one-school

Before he may practice,
kt. severest course of study

Sessions.
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Educational Club

As if there wasn’t already sufficient
THE JAPS’ trouble in the Eastern Hemisphere there is
strongly growing concern over the possi
NEXT
bility that Siberia may become a new seat
MOVE
of war. Ostensibly at peace with Russia the
Japanese seem about to inflict a new blow upon that harassed
nation through the medium of the Siberian wilderness. Have
they been waiting, as the cowardly Mussolini waited, until
the conquest was nearly completed, or have they already so
many irons in the fire that the attempt is considered inad
visable? Between Japanese treachery and Italian cowardice
almost anything might be expected.

The organization of the two major political parties in Maine are swinging into
NOT TURN action. There seems to be a move on foot
ABOUT”
on the part of the Democratic party to
emphasize the necessity of the election of
ex-Governor Brann as Congressman in the First District and
George Lane of Lewiston as Governor in order to properly
support the President in his promotion of the war effort.
The Republicans on the other hand are emphasizing the con
tinuation of a two-party system in which Maine as a rockribbed Republican State should not turn about and elect
Democrats to office. In this debate the Republicans would
seem to have the better of the argument. Two or more argu
ments are being used to support their position. First—There
is no point in fighting a war to preserve the form of govern
ment which has alweys been carried on under a two-party
system and then develop into a form of government in which
every one votes—as ordered and in support of one party—
the party in power. Second—The Republicans can rightly
claim that both Governor Sewall and our Congressmen and
Senators with the exception of the unlamented Oliver have
supported every war effort of the President. Proof—the votes
in Congress, the platform (recognized by even the Democrats
as the following quotation from the Democratic National
Clip Sheet will prove—“The Republican party of Maine pledges
its wholehearted support to the President in a Vigorous and
efficient prosecution of the war”), the sale of almost $35,000
in war bonds and stamps at the Republican State Conven
tion—(none sold at the Democratic State Convention) and the
fact that a larger proportion of production is devoted to
defense contracts in this State than in any other State in the
Union, and that we are further ahead in development of air
ports in proportion to population, etc. The last two proofs
may be credited to the fact that we have as Governor a man
who is ready and willing to back the Administration in every
war effort and who is a World War aviator and “air-minded.”
—Lincoln County News.
“SHOULD

GLOVER HALL, WARREN

Friday, July 31
Entertainment
Refreshments

on serve

Admission 30c

73-74

CE!
do ask that
distance calls

pssible.
^ar calls must
|fly, forbid the

Important war

BLUEBERRY RAKERS
WANTED
I will pay per hour or per
pound and will provide transpor
tation from my home to the field.
Call at—
,

EMIL RIVERS
342 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

73-lt

Tigers Forge Well Out In Front, Winning a
Double Header
The League Standing

Thomaston Concert

Pirates Took Both

sent Free Program
The Pirates captured both ends
Wednesday
of the twin bill Sunday by beating
both Camden and Thomaston.
At the Baiptist Church in Thom
Dave Newcombe held Camden
scoreless after Thompson had aston this concert will be presen
started for Rockland anji allowed ted Wednesday night at 8 o’clock.
two runs. Simpson led both teams ' Panis Angelicus. English Text.
at bat with three singles.
Cesar Franck
Choral Society,
Ducky Drake in the second
Mrs. Grace M Strout director
game had a shut-out until a wild
Antlphonal Choir of Junior voices
Miss
Shirlene McKinney, violinist
peg in the eighth allowed a run
Miss Beverly Kirkpatrick, pianist
ner to reach second from where
Mrs. Faith G. Berry, organist
he scored on a single. Simpson con Impromptu, for harp.
Faure
Ruth Dean
tinued his heavy batting in this
Ah! Love But A Day.
game also.
Mrs H H A Beach
Marsh. Glover and Barnard all All Day on the Prairie, from Texas
David W Guion
played good defensive ball for To Mytunes.
Team Ploughing,
Rockland.
George Butterwcrrth
First Game
Rockland

Simpson, ss ....
Ellis, If ............

Glover, 3b .......

Thomas, cf ....
Starr, c, lb .....
Thompson, p, c
Wink, lb ........ .

Newcombe, p ...
Marsh, 2b .......
Barnard, rf ....

ab r bh
4 3 3
4 2 2
4 1 1
4 2 2
4 1 2
4 0 2
OOO
4 0 2
2 10
4 1 1

po a
1 1
1 0
1 5
2 0
8 0
5 0
0 0
2 0
1 2
0 0

BOND DAY

OLDSMOBILE OWNERS

OFFICIAL OLDSMOBILE SERVICE
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS

In Appreciation

FOR ROCKLAND

WANTED

•H CO.

KNOX COUNTY LEAGUE

poems were greatly enjoyed by the
members.
34 11 15 21 8
Mrs. Diana Pitts gave written
Camdenn
questions to the club, and read the
ab r bh PO a
answers, on “Vitamins" in regard
Heal, 2b ..... ............. 3 10 2 1
to the health of the body and she
McGrath, ss ........... 3 1 0 0 1
showed a chart describing the
3 0 0 0 0
Wright. 3b ........
vitamin content in meat, vege
Boynton, cf ............ 3 0 3 0 0
tables.
2 0 1 3 0
Richards, If ......
After box lunch, supplemented
3 0 1 1 0
Crockett, rf ....by coffee, the evening meeting
Curly, p .......... ....... 0 0 0 0 0
epened with the Lord’s Prayer,
Merchant, p ........... 3 0 1 1 0
led by Mrs. Letetia Starrett and
3 0 0 2 2
Dearborn, lb ....
Salute to the Flag, led by Mrs.
1 0 0 9 1
Wellman, c ----Evie Loring. The president intro
duced the speaker, Mrs. Helen
24 2 6 18 5
Paul Stearns, North Haven.
Carlscn. who spoke briefly of her
Stanley Trott, Stonington.
Two-base hits, Starr, Simpson.
work as a missionary in China
Ellis. Base on balls, off Thompson
and of the drive now being con
The subterranean caverns of 2, off Newcombe 2, off Curly 2. off
ducted in Rockland for the relief
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Czechoslovakia are among the Merchant 3. Strike-outs, Thomp
•f the Chinese. Mrs. Carlson said Wonders I
curiosities of Europe.
son 1, Newcombe 4, Merchant 5.
there were thousands of little or
Double play, Glover to Starr.
phans wandering in the streets of
Second Game
China and that we should do our
Thomaston—
R- H.
utmost to help China. Mrs. Zadie
0 O 0 0 0 0 0 1 O—l 4
Winslow read an article from
Rockland—
OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO
Dorothy Dix on the money prob
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 x—6 10
lems of wives. An open forum
Batteries. Drake and Thompson;
followed. Meeting was adjourned,
Robinson, lives and Hart.
the place of the next picnic to be
Dust From the Diamond
announced. Mrs. Stella Linekin
Les
Simpson was plenty hot
and Mrs. Junetta Kalloch are two
We have been appointed
Sunday
—
six hits in eight times up
new life members.
and stealing five bases.
Mabel Harding. Secretary

is bv public
’hone conver-

[INK BEFORE

Enemy troops were wiped-, Mary Winslow’ and Corp. Ruth Maz
out in the environs of zeo. Capt. White was chauffeured
Dodges Mountain and by Clara Nason, with Dora Carlson
Chickawaukie Lake Sunday and Eleanor Lewis acting as aides.
by Company D of Bath, A parade, review and awarding of
under Capt. David Y. Al medals by Adutant General George
kazin,; Company K, under M. Carter at Community Park
Capt. Vernon Flagg of closed the day’s exercises, for the
Gardiner; and Company L, under tired, but toughened troops.
At the parade and review, the
Capt. Cecil B. White of Rockland,
to say nothing of “Cline’s Hellcats,” Camden High School Band which
under Leader Ralph E. Cline of has won honors throughout the
State for its fine playing, drill and
Spruce Head.
snappy uniforms, played as the
The maneuvers started at 11.30 troops and Motor Corps marched
with a hot sun shimmering down on onto Community Park Field. The
the troops, who were dressed in
Motor Corps unit was sup
overall type uniforms, and wearing Rockland
plemented by the Camden Corps,
full equipment including steel hel and under Drill Sergt. Evansky
mets, carrying tommy guns and shot made an excellent showing.
guns. Through the courtesy of Mr. Company D of Bath presented the
and Mrs. T. A. Heline and Clifton colors in review and saw four of its
Marriner, the Motor Corps was able officers honored by Oeneral Carter,
to procure cold water for the tired,
presented them with medals for
thirsty Guardsmen on their return who
perfect attendance for the first year
from maneuvers.
of State guard drilling. Those re
At the command post observing ceiving honors were Capt. Alkazin.
and planning the day’s movements First Lieut. Edmund St. Peter, Sec
were David E. Haynes, Major Ralph ond Lieut. John Crooker, and Sergt.
B. Skinner and General Carter. A William Peasley.
special observer was Lieut.-Col. Ed
In the reviewing line were Cap
gar F. Miller of Hartford, Conn., of tain Hight. Major Skinner, General
the service command of Dist. One, Carter, Colonel Hayes, Mayor Ed
stationed in Portland.
ward R. Veazie Police Chief and
The Rockland Motor Corps aided former Captain of Co. L, Laurence
in the troops’ movements, using K. Mansfield, Colonel Miller, and
trucks to transport Rockland troops. Major Marchildon.
Drivers were Drill Sergt. Elizabeth The review ended with the troops
Evansky and Jennie Titus, and re marching back to the Rockland Ar
lief drivers were Corp. Eleanore mory for truck transport to their
Morton, 2d Lieut. Adelaide Adelman, ow'n cities.

We are fully equipped with mechanics and parts

to give a completely satisfactory Oldsmobile Service.
Warranty repairs as well as owner’s repairs.

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND
Establtahed 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
pl-60Ttf

C W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

I desire to extend my sincere

thanks to those who supported
me for the Register of Probate
nomination in the County Con
vention, and for the fair treat
ment given me by the opposition.

WILLIS R. VINAL

You'd Better Ask Me,
Herman Lohr
For You Alone,
Henry Geehl
Rand Smith, baritone
Mrs. Berry accompanist
Offertory Prayer and Collection for
Benefit of
Patriotic Purposes
and the Choirs,
Rev H. S Kilborn
Divertissements,
Andre Caplet
Tn the French Mood
In the Spanish Mood
for harp
Ruth Dean
Chorale Melody. Johann Cruger (1647)
arranged by Mueller
The Choral Society
Star Spangled Banner,
With Audience

The Biack Cat

.

i
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(By The Roving Reporter)

MLss Theresa Stuart, State li
brarian, formerly of Rockland,
speaks an earnest word for the
value of library service, at a time
when people seek relief from men
tal strain. Libraries can be made
indispensible, fulfilling* both an
opportunity and an obligation. De
spite the fact that library circu
lation figures throughout the coun
try are falling, Miss Stuart believes
this does not mean less service. It
may indicate the need to re-apportion library funds to meet cur
rent situations. “Make the library
an intelligence station as well as
an escape agency,” she suggests.
“Help our leaders out guess our
enemies by providing material
about offense, defense and civilian
activities.” Miss Stuart welcomes
increasing use of the State library
facilities. There are quarterly lists
showing acqutstions available For
borrowing by individuals or by lo
cal libraries. A defense list was
mailed out last month. These
save time for busy people, whether
in business or war workers. “Here
is a storage base for morale,” she
concludes.

Mrs. Emma Torrey of Rockpcrt
has two fine squashes from last
year’s crop, raised by Charles Cava
naugh of Rockix>rt.

Henry A. Howard, senior member
of the firm of Howard & Brown,
possesses a pair of shoes which he
has worn at regular intervals dur
ing the last 42 years. Not from ne
cessity, but rather out of resppect
to the footgear's old age.
License number seen on Main
street last week—111,101. Just one
too many aces for safety.

Somebody has left with me a copy
of “The Mail,” published in this
city in November. 1875, with Clar
ence H. Brown as editor. The local,
items tell of the State street man
who found “a half-grown pair in
his apple tree.” The item went on
to say that the “pair" were now in
the House of Correction.

Mrs. Fred Anderson of Georges
River road presents a new angle on
patriotism. She writes:
“Helping with the haying is a
man-sized job and, to my mind, a
patriotic one; for it’s helping to
store food for cows, sheep and
horses, producers of milk, butter,
meat, wool and motive power. Rob
ert Carey of Marblehead, Mass., ls
helping his grandfather, Robert
Carey; Bernard Robinson of Thom
aston his uncle, Walter Stackpole;
Raymond Stein of Topsham, his
uncle Alfred Harjula; Ralph Paul
sen of Thomaston is assisting his
grandfather, Albert Nelson, Herbert
Wickstroin of New Hampshire, ls
at Karl Niemi’s and Sulo Rytky at
Fred Anderson’s.
— o—
One year ago: Major Arthur M.
Wortham, U S A. retired was a guest
at the home of Mrs. Anna Bickford.
—Arthur K. Walker of Rockport
was elected a director of the Maine
Municipal Association.—Military fui eral services were held for Captain
Charles G. Hewett.—Snow’s Yard
launched the mine sweeper Turaco.
USS. Governor was launched at
Camden—William H. Weed was
elected business manager of the
American Legion Corporation.—
Among the deaths: Tenant's Har
bor, Mrs. Stephen Maxwell, 74; Cam
den, Mrs. Nina M. Gowell, 71; Vinal
haven, William A. Beverage, 66;
Utica, N. Y., Mrs. Harold W. Haynes
(Nellie Crie); South Thomaston,
Mrs. Mike Sutela, 63.

Kearly Was Held

What ‘A’ Books Mean

Employes of Class I railroads of
the United States last month, to
taled 1,240.171, an increase of 14.62
per cent compared with the cor
responding month of 1941, and 4.18
per cent over March, 1942, according
to a report just issued by the Bu
reau of Statistics of the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

Union Man Charged With State Director Moran Gives
Breaks Made There
Explanation Which Many
In 1941
Wanted
Robert F. Kearly of Union was
bound over to the November Grand
Jury after probable cause was found
against him toy Judge Zelma M.
Dwinal on charges that Kearly broke
into the homes of Raymond S. Bird
and Mary Skay in that town Nov.
15. 1941.
A radio taken from one of the
homes was identified by Arthur
Smalley, a dealer, as having been
sold to him by Kearly. Other goods
taken from the two homes were
sheets, pillow cases, tablecloths,
napkins, bureau scarfs, dresses, and
another radio while the Bird and
Skay families were in Florida.
Kearly was arrested by Sheriff C.
Earle Ludwick and Deputy Sheriff
Ernest Gray. Bail was set at $500
on each of the two cases.

Maine Newspapers

BOY

WANTED ‘

465 Main SL, Rockland
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Miss Dean uses the Lyon and
Healey Harp exclusively.
The Ladies Circle, Mrs. H. H.
Newbert, president, will serve a
public supper at 6 o’clock. In the
interim between supper and the
concert an opportunity for social
intercourse will be offered. It is
desired that this event be regard
ed as an “Old Home" Day. Acting
as hostesses will be: Mrs. H. S.
Kilborn, Mrs. Carl R. Gray, Mrs.
John H. McEvoy and Mrs. Donald State Register Shows 11
L. Perron. The "Choristers” will
Dailies, 51 Weeklies and
serve as ushers at the concert. Mrs.
Two Twice-a-Week
Edward B. Newcombe and (Mrs.
Alfred M. Strout will arrange the
The annual Maine Register and I
decorations.
This concert is open to the pub Year Book which was distributed I
locally, Friday has been published
lic.
every year since 1870. Among
A pessimist is a fellow who sits other facts abount Maine there is
in his air-conditioned home and given on page 220 a list of all daily,
weekly and monthly newspapers
moans for the good old days.
and publications in Maine, togeth
er with the publishers and the po
litical character of each paper.
There are 11 daily papers: there
are 51 weekly papers: four college
publications, representing Bates,
Bowdoin, (Colby and University of
Maine; two twice-a-week news
papers, the Franklin Journal of
Farmington and The Courier-Ga
zette. Only three of the daily I
To learn the operation
papers are listed as Republican.
of the Linotype—one of
The
rest are independent.
the best paid of the
No daily paper claims to be the
printing trades.
Per
organ of the Democratic party,
manent
employment.
and only one weekly claims this
High School education
distinction — the Penobscot Times
Old Town. Seven weeklies are list
desirable but not essen
ed as Republican. Therefore, eight
tial. Apply—
daily papers and 43 weekly papers
claim affiliation with neither poli

The
Courier-Gazette
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Maine State Guard Puts In a Hot Day On
Dodge’s Mountain Sunday

Ducy Drake made another of his
W. L. Pet. bare hand grabs at first to retire
Rockland .................... 8 3 .727 Fales in a pretty play.
5 6 455
Dick Barnard covered right field
Thomaston ..............
2 6 .333 like DiMaggio on two long drives.
Camden
...................
• ♦ » •
That third baseman Robinson
again was in the right spot twice
Sunday’s Results
Sunday on two hot grounders tak
Rockland 11, Camden 2.
ing 'em easily.
Rockland 6, Thomaston 1.
Dave Newcombe held Camden
• • » «
scoreless after the starting pitch
This Week’s Gaines
-F Tuesday—(Rodkland at Thcmas er (?) had allowed two runs in the
I first.
ton.
Thursday—Thomaston at Rock
land.
Sunday—Thomaston at Camden;
Rockland at Camden.
• * * •
The Baptist Church Will Pre

Miss Helen McCobb. Camden; Mrs.
Myra Cooley. West Washington;
Miss Mildred' Merrifield, Washing
Among the many students en
ton; Mrs. Arlene Hopkins. South rolled at the State Maritime Acad
Thomaston and Mrs. Ellen Lud emy in Castine are:
wig of Hope.
Benny Billings, Stonington.
Wilbur Dorr, Rockland.
Eugene Fales, Thomaston.
Alvin Fisher, Camden.
★ ★ ★
John Flint, Rockland.
MAKE
James Harding, Rockland.
Harold peal, Rockland.
EVERY
Richard Libby. Vinalhaven.
Ambrose Peterson, Vinalhaven.
William Porter, Camden.
PAYDAY
Miles Sawyer, Rockland.
Richard Spear, Rockland.

Learning Navigation

Motor Corps Dance

FOUR CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 28,1942

Summer Visitor Thought It “Bart” Kirkpatrick Becomes
Was Harmless, But Cam
General Agent M. C. R. R.
era Was Seized
At Lewiston

Community Service

luartet In F Major (The American)

« Second darn Mali Matter
By The Courier-Gazette. 465 Main St.

TUESDAY

tical party.

Factographs say that in the
United 'States there are 11,000,000
hay fever sufferers. Who said 11
was a lucky number

Each sheet of eight coupons in
the “A” books under the new gas
rationing system is good for two
months and any or all of the eight
coupons on a given sheet may be
used at one time within the allot
ted period. Edward C. Moran, JrM
State Director of O.PA. said.
“The first eight coupons in the
“A” books, each numbered “1” are
good to Sept. 21 inclusive.” he
stated.
The announcement was made
after a complaint was referred to
the State Office that a gas station
attendant refused to sell gas to a
shipyard wohker who already had
used most of the eight coupons
allotted for the current tzwomonth period which began July 22.
Unable to change the attendant’s
mind, the shipyard worker was
reported to have hiked to the near
est bus line to get to work.

YOUR FAVORIfE POEM
JI I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loes of these
tastes Ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
GODSPEED
Outbound, your bark awaits you.
Were I aae
Whose prayer avalleth much, my wish
should be
Your favoring trade-wind and con
senting sea
By sail or steed was never love out
run.
And, here or there love follows her
l'n whom
All graces and sweet charities unite.
The old Greek beauty set ln holler
light;
And her for whom New England's
byways bloom.
Who walks among us welcome as the
Spring,
Calling up blossoms where her light
feet stray.
God keep you both, make beautiful
your way.
Comfort, console, and bless; and
safely bring.
Ere yet I make upon a vaster see
The unretumlng voyage, my friends
to me.
—John Greenleaf Whittier

Buy War Bonds
Every Pay Day

,★ * ★
let's Double
Our Quota

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 28,1942

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

“The law* of his God is in his
heart; none of his steps shall
sl’d».”—Psalm 37: 31.

WORKING FOR VICTORY
—-

The Memory Man

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

WE SERVICE

Gave Punch Party

Fife &
One of the most delightful social
affairs of the month tock place
Saturday afternoon, from 3 to 5 at
Mrs. Donald H. •Fuller’s charming
Breadway residence. Mrs. Fuller
X
and Mrs. Dana S. Newman were
hostesses at a punch party honoring
Mrs. Fuller’s sister-in-law. Mrs.
Winfield Ramsdell of Portland. The
pale blue walls enhanced by a pro
fusion of July garden flowers, pre
dominantly blue, pink and white,
made an effective setting for festive
zpartying.
At the punch bowl were Mrs. Ruth
E. Sanborn, Mrs. R. E. Estes, and
Mrs. Ernest Keywood, assisted by□otf
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels and Miss Mary
Copyright 1942, B. P. O ELKS
Ramsdell. Dainties were served by
Mrs. John M. Pcmeroy, Mrs. Wil
"COLONEL, NOTHING! Ht S THE MAIL ORDERLY!'
bur F. Senter, Jr„ Mrs. Fred L. Line
kin, Miss Barbara O’Neil. Miss Berthat Luce, and Miss Marilyn Rams
dell.
Bidden to the affair were: Mrs.
Robert M. Allen, Mrs. Ralph A.
Bangs. Mrs. Burton E. Bartlett, Mrs.
Charles H. Berry, Miss Marie Berry,
Mrs. Francis H. Bickford, New York
C'ACH family should have one paper, or with your handkerchief,
and Camden, Mrs. Frederic H. Bird,
or more flashlights to help dimming find diffusing the beam
Mrs. Theodore S. Bird, Miss Char
prevent a c c i- until you can see only objects
lotte Buffum. Mrs. Jerome C. Bur
dents in black nearby. The paper or other cov
rows. Mrs. Ina Clukey, Mrs Staffcrd
outs and to ering should be tied firmly in
M. Congdcn, Mrs. Donald Coughlin.
promote good place to prevent the likelihood of
Mrs. Horatio C. Ccwan. Mrs. Lloyd
morale. Such any sudden exposure of the beam
Daniels, Mrs Sherman Daniels, Mrs.
flashlights
If you know in advance that
J, Russell Davis, Thomaston, Mrs.
should be used, you must be outdoors in a black
Sanfcrd W. Delano, Miss Lucille
however, only out, cut two discs of newspaper
in accordance and insert them under the lens
Durette. Mrs. R. E. Estes, Miss Car
with instruc Deep red paper may also be used
rie Fields, Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost,
Miss Helen Fuller, Boston, Mrs. Wil tions that have been reviewed and (blue is unsatisfactory). And re
liam H. Glendenning, Mrs. Earle R. passed by the Office of Civilian member: The Office of Civilian
Defense. These include the fol- Defense has not yet approved any
Gowell,
owing, which the National Carbon so-called “blackout lights.” So
Mrs. Geneva Huke, Mrs. Ralph W.
for your own protection, follow
Kalloch, Mrs. Wilscn Keene, Mrs. Company is helping distribute:
Select a convenient, accessible the instructions given here until
Ernest Keywood. Mrs. Arthur F
place for your flashlight and further instructions ure issued.
Lamb, Mrs. Lloyd M. Lawrence. Mrs.
Donald C. Leach, Mrs. Fred L. Line always keep it in this place. If
The foregoing applies in areas
kin, Mrs. Kenneth Lord, Miss Ber you must use the light about the where no more stringent regula
tha Luce, Mrs. John May. Cleveland, house, never point it toward un tions have been adopted by the*
Ohio, Mrs. William McKullop, Mrs. shielded windows, skylights, or local defense authorities.
Lincoln E. McRae, Mrs. Lawrence open doors.
Most families already have
If you have to be outdoors when flashlights
Miller, Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mrs.
which can easily be put
Karl E. OBrien, Miss Barbara a blackout comes, do not use an in good working condition
unshielded
flashlight
when
you
O’Neil, Georgetown, Conn., Mrs.
Usually these lights need only
Benjamin C. Perry, Mrs. John M. can avoid it. If you must use it, new bulbs, perhaps a new lens, or
(1)
switch
it
off
again
as
soon
as
Pomeroy, Miss Charleen Ramsdell,
fresh batteries. Such minor re
Miss Marilyn Ramsdell, Miss Mary possible, (2) keep the beam level pairs cost little and help conserve
Ramsdell, Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell, or downward—never even slightly the available supply of new lights
Mrs. K. A. Rice. Mrs. George Rob upward, and (3) keep the beam for families which are without
erts, Mrs. Charles A. Rose, Mrs. away from all surfaces that may any equipment.
light.
Ruth E. Sanborn, Mrs. Edwin L. reflect
Keep • your flashlights loaded
As
a
rule, you will have time to
Scarlott. Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Jr..
with fresh batteries. Finally,
shield
your
light
before
using
it.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Mrs.
can do this by covering the have an extra set on hand for
Gecrge Sleeper, Miss Elizabeth You
lens
quickly with a couple of your light in case of long-con
Snow, Mrs. John H. McLoon.
thicknesses
of newspaper or other tinued use.
Mrs. John G. Snow, Mrs. Gilmcre
W. Soule, Mrs. Thomas C. Stone,
Mrs. Rupert Stratton, Mrs. William
has been guest cf Mrs. Charles Rose
TENANT’S HARBOR
D. Talbot, Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell.
the past week.
Jr., Mrs. Fred E. Trecartin, Miss Mrs. Herbert Hawkins has reMLss Etta Brown of Greenwich,
Clara Tuttle, Mrs. I. P. Tuttle. i turned from a fortnight’s visit with Conn.,
and Mrs. Henry Brown of
Union. Mrs. Clyde Vining, Mrs. H. Mr. Hawkins in Portsmouth, N. H. Barre, Vt.,
were recent visitors at
A
public
canning
demonstration
J. Weisman, Mrs. Roy A. Welker,
!
the
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. James
j will be given at the Community Cant.
Mrs. Bernice Wolcctt.
rooms Wednesday from 1.30 to 4.
Naomi Chapter O.E.S. will hold a
Charles Rose is attending Sumpicnic Aug. 2 for members and im
' mer School in Orono.
I Donald Lucy is visiting Mr. and mediate families. Clams and cof
Wednesday — 1-4, Mrs. George Mrs. Samuel Davis, prior to leaving fee will be furnished and each mem
Wood, Miss Madeline Bird; 4-7, Aug. 3 for Fort Devens.
ber is asked to take her own dishes,
Miss Christine Norwood, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hampton cf and contribution to the picnic din
Daniel Gardner; 7-10, Mrs. Ralph Miami Beach, Fla., are spending ner which will be served family
Wiggin. Mrs. Laroy Brown.
their fifth Summer at the home of style at 1 o’clock.
Thursday—1-4. Mrs. Sydney Se Mr. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook.
Gerald Hawkins is stationed at
gal, Mrs. E. E. Stoddard; 4-7, Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ricker of Boston Miami Beach, Fla.
Persis Kirk, Mrs. R. B. Magune.
7-10, Mrs. Don Perry, Mrs. Ray
Foley.
Friday—1-4, Mrs. Arthur Haines,
Mrs. Marie Keene; 4-7, Mrs Rose
Poust. Miss Victoria Lombardo;
7.10, Mrs. Walter Barstow, Mrs. J.
L. Stevens.
Saturday—4-4, Mrs. Ivy jBrackett, Miss Mabel Spear; 4-7, Miss
Pearl Eorgerson, 'Miss Ida Cush
.»
ing; 7-10, Miss Mildred Sweeney,
•;X^vXtX-XsjE’XvXvXX’
Miss Katherine Veazie.
•r
Sunday—1-4. Mrs. Al'bert Hav
!
ener, Mrs. Mona McIntosh; 4-7,
Mrs. Juliet Lundin, Mrs. Charles
Wotton; 7-10, Miss Virginia Ccn
non, Mrs. Joseph Emery, Jr.
Monday—4-4, Mrs. Ida Dcndis,
|?z:. • ' x.'
Mrs. Roy Estes; 4-7, Miss Helen
,•
I
Winchenbaugh, Mrs. John Pom
eroy; 7-10. Mrs. Lottie Spear. Miss
Helen Coltart.
Tuesday, Aug. 4—1-4, Mrs. Frank
Hcreyseck, Mrs. Alan Grossman;
4-7 Miss Geraldine Coffin, Miss
Gladys Blethen; 7-10, Mrs. Alfred
Levinthal, Miss Lucy Ball.
Substitutes—Mrs. William El
lingwood, Miss Ruth Regers, Mrs.
Frank Tirrell, Mrs. Lena Stevens,
Mrs. Gladys Orff, Mrs. Philip
Ht’S
T°
Howard, Miss Victoria Leo, Miss
Victoria Accardi, Mrs. Cheever
Ames. Mrs. 'Edyth Fisher, Mrs. Er
nest Buswell.

How to Use Your Flashlight
Indoors or Outdoors in Blackout

An Augusta despatch to Satur
day’s Press Herald said:
“Edward C. Moran. Jr , Siate OP\
director was among nine respon
ents arraigned before Municip;,;
Judge Frank A. Farrington here cn
I charges of leaving lights burnim n
busii^ss establLshments and r< j.
dences during the blackout l.(;e
here July 8.
Moran was charged with two vi lations, one for leaving lights burn
ing at his Water street reside!.,<
which was filed, and as head ol
OPA for leaving a light burnii.
the State OPA Hearquarters f
which he was assessed $4 09 cr.s:
after which the case was put on t..,
Judge Farrington said that he
realized that the violations were
not of a wilful nature, but that m
the case of an actual raid the dam
age that might arise from similar
violations would be just as serious
whether wilful or not.

USE GAS WISELY

Bqothbay Playhouse
In conjunction with the play
“Personal Appearance” that opens
tomerrow. The Boothbay Playhouse
will feature each evening before
curtain the real personal appear
ance of some famous personality.
The identity of the person will re
main secret until the night of the
performance.
This week Is Rotary Week. Ro
tarians from surrounding towns w 11
be the guests of the Playhouse
throughout the week. On Wednes
day it will entertain the Bath Ro
tary, Thursday the Rockland and
Boothbay Harbor Rotary, and Fri
day the Damariscotta Rotary.
permanent peace, so hit Hitler and
slap a Jap until we win.
The church is not here to follow
the spirit of the age. but to control
and direct it, often to struggle
against it—Dr. Brownson.

School

ClAss

1904

11 Aug. 19 Martinsville
fair at Grange hall.
Aug. 19 — State Field
Knox Academy of Arts
Knox Arboretum
Aug. 20 Victory Party
nard's Parish at church
Aug. 21
Warn n
<
tlst Church.

The name of Miss El'
ton, was unintentionally
being one of those teceu
ed Corporal at the last
the Rockland Red C
Corps.

Class of 1904 Roti.
School will hold its ann
Friday night at the Ui
St. Peter's Episcopal C
supper at 6 30. Reserve
be made with Mr.s. Geoi(
Rankin street, not later t
day morning.
Mis.,
Coughlin will be guest
AS fuel is the essential “fire

G

power” in the vast production of
American armaments and should
not be wasted on the home front.
It ls well to remember every time
you cook over a top burner that
water boils at 212 degrees Fahren
heit. The idea that cooking can be
speeded up by rapid boiling over a
high flame is erroneous. Always use
a covered utensil and the fnoment
boiling begins, lower the flame to a
point Khere gentle boiling is main
tained. 'This temperature will cook
the food just as quickly and cook it
properly to retain maximum nutri
ents. using less than half the gas.
Are you entitled to wear a
“target’* lapel button? You
are If you are investing at
least ten percent of your in
come in War Bonds every pay
day. It’s your badge of pa
triotism.

MAKE

EVERY

PAY DAY

BOND DAY

“Full Speed Ahem
by the Navy Depart in
this item of Rocklan
"Third-shift leading ml
Avery, has just rcun
year’s perfect attend.
Todd-Bath Iron Slur
South Portland. Witli
such a vital factor in
of America’s greatest
duction program. T.B
are warm in their pr.
‘on-the-je'b' record
Avery.”
There will be a band
the Public Landing
night.
Edwin R. Edwards li

pointed a member of tl
tioning board by Stai
Moran.

A.s tlie result of a seiz
Chief Mansfield and Pa
graham and Bridges. Ca
convicted in Municipal
terday on a liquor co:
paid a fine and costs ai
$123.06. County Attor:
appeared for the Statt
A. Tirrell, Jr., for the r<

Mrs. Sanford Delano
of the canning projei
rangements for iiav
canned should be made
Those who wish to at
of the facilities of the
call her at 480-J.
Rev. Father Ericisea
the Oblate Seminar:
was at St. Bernard's Ri
week-end and celebrat
Sunday.

M*

Gerald Margeson i
few days’ vacation fn i
at the Selective Servic

Anyone having produ<
be donated to the Coir,
ning Center or anyone
can produce for pei
asked to call Mr.s. San
lano, 480-J. to make
as to time. Mrs. De;
man of the canning pr
arrangements for won
should be made with h
Beano at G AJt,
July 30 at 2.15 ,p. nir-

Try our delicious M
gum. Top quality,
filled. C. H. Moor &
St., City.—adv.
Por dependable ri
call the Radio Shop, t
517 Main street. Coi
line.—adv.

Visitors in
can get copies
ze'tte at the
Agency, 603
West.—adv.

can’t be delayed. Even minutes
count when you’re speeding the
building of a big war machine.

Un

Glen Cove.

Tixst

UNCLE SAM'S war calls are
crowding telephone lines. They

at

Peter's Episcopal Church
AUKKnox Pomona
Highland Grange, East V.
.Aug. 2 (10 30 a m l
•service at Union Church
Aug 5 Port. Clyde—Bai
Circle fair at Library
Aug 5—Doll and rug
home of Mrs Harriet S. 1
Congregational Church
Aug 8—Warren—Joint
Woman's
Club
and
ll
Alumni
Aug. 7 — Knox Coun’
OES. at Thomaston
Aug 12—Owls Head—Ch
Community Building
Aug 12 —Tenants Har
v»3CC of the 100th nnnl’.
Baptist Church, afterno,

COMING KEEN I

I. S. 0. Hostesses

new songs, dancing and games was
enjoyed by those in attendance at
the IjS.O. recreational center Sat
urday night. The hostesses were
Mrs. Pierre Havener and Mrs.
Charles Emery, who 'were ■assisted
by the following young ladies, the
Misses Betty Beach and her two
guests Edith Cooley and Francis
Parsons, Norma Havener, Virginia
Merriam, Mary Egan. Priscilla
and Charlotte Staples, Bernice
Havener and Katherine Chase.
There were about eight sailors at
the club and it is hoped that more
will attend these parties, and avail
themselves of the gocd times.

July 29—Open House I,
rastle-Damarlseotta,
July 29
Thomaston
cert by Baptist Chora: 1
July 31 — Reunion R

Aug 6—Ingraham Kami
nual. at Penobscot View i

&

♦ ♦ ♦ •
A social evening with old and

talk of the

And State Director Carl
Moran Comes In That
Category

Indulges in Philosophy Which Mrs. Donald Fuller and.Mrs.
Dana Newman Entertain
Makes Sense, You
Many Guests
Will Agree

(By Iree Member)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
"Tis said that 'Silence is gold
(By K. S. F.)
en", and like many other preverbs
and sayings handed down to us,
DuPont, One Ilundred and Forty
there is a lot of salt in it—even if
Years. Author William S. Dutton.
all our gold lies buried in Fcrt
Published by Charles Scribner’s
Knox. A good friend of mine—
Sons, New’ York.
although he is on the side of the
This is really a biography not only
political fence
oppesite me—
of a business, but of a young nation
dropped in a few days ago and
ln the march of time. There will
pepped a lot of questions, and
be found romance, bravery, humor
strong assertions at me and I was
and some tragedy in these pages.
dumb enough to give him a few
Tlie DuPont industries, one of our
facts and figures in rebuttal. I
(The Courier-Gazette has inaugurated a new department, by grouping should,
great—I almost might say with con
and did, knew better but
viction, our greatest factory—play all news items relating to those from Knox and nearby. Counties who are he got under rny hide and I went
ing its leading part in practically in the armed service. We will welcome any contributions relating to them' at him.
every vital event with the DuPont
Result! We stepped right where
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wilson of white there until he was sent to
gun powder since 1802.
Florida. He would like very much we had started. Well, perhaps
Tenant
’
s
Harbor
have
recently
re

Tlie 1865 peace is followed by dra
to hear from his friends. His ad not just where we had started, for
matic discoveries of nitroglycerine ceived word that their son Pvt. dress
is: Pvt. Milton L Gamage, after floundering arcund trying to
Wilson has been promoted
and gun cotton. Here DuPont his Ralph
Signal
Hq. & Hq Co A WS, 9th argue against facts and figures he
to
Corporal.
He
is
stationed
at
tory pins down gigantic records and
Fighter Command, Drew Field got red in the face, darned near
out of thLs era comes the world’s Port McClellan. Alabama.
Tampa, Fla.
lost his temper and stomped cut
great lifting force ln dynamite
of the Iglouo as he shouted, “No
Merton B. Haskell who has fin
through them.
Pvt.
Charles
W.
Capen
from
Fort
use, Iree, no use, we can’t agree.
ished
his
preliminary
flight
train

In this fascinating history of an
industry is revealed a growth and ing in South Dakota has now been 45ragg N. C.. and his wife spent a You see it one way and I see it
expansion of projects benefiting promoted to Staff Sergeant and is day with his uncle and aunt, Mr another.” Hew true! We talk and
millions. Broad vision has been the taking glider training in the new and Mrs. Luke S. Davis. Pvt. Capen argue, each as he thinketh and
Sill, Okla.
arrive nowhere. So it seems to be
keynote of this foremost industry Army Air Force Glider Pilot Train left yesterday «for♦ Fort
• *
Lamesa, Texas.
all over the world. I wonder
that has made for improvements in ing Program at
• • • •
Navy recruiters from the Port sometimes why enough good, hon
thousands of other American in
Mr.
and
'Mrs.
Elias Mahonen land recruiting station will be at the est people can’t get together and
dustries. As a one-time president
of the company said: “Compe of Georges River road, have, re Mansfield store from 2 to 5 p. m. formulate some plan that all of
tition should be not only recognized, ceived a telegram from their son today to enable men in that vicin us can agree to and then carry
but welcomed, complacency does Armas telling of his safe arrival ity to apply for enlistment and take Jt out to the end that men can
not thrive ln such an atmosphere.” in Great Britain. Uno Nelson is their physical examinations. In live on this old mud 'ball.
This great company reflects the stationed at Camp Grauber Okla charge will be Lieut. L. A. Vance,
Freedom of speech is a priceless
ingenuity and ability of American homa and Vaino Nelson is at senior medical officer at the local possession and the right to form
industry as a unit which has today Camp Lee, Va. Both are sons of station, and Lieut. L. V. Walker Jr our individual opinions should be
made ours the foremost industrial Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nelson. These officers will accept all appli the birthright of all. but why fight
nation cn earth. A book by Scrib Charles Lunden of West Rock cations, answer inquiries, and give and say nasty things if two of us
ner’s, worthy, timely, a story of men port writes from Aberdeen Proving physical examinations so that the fall to hold the same opinions?
and goods, of peace and war, of Grounds, Maryland, “Say hello” to applicant will not have to travel to Are we truly civilized? Have we
Portland of Augusta to enlist. Most
vision and venture, great in its en all the folks ior me.
urgently needed are men for enlist no tolerance in our makeup? Can’t
• • • •
tirety.
K. S. F.
we grant the right of cpinion to
A farewell party for Eino Maki ment in Class M-2, the inshore pa the other fellow without getting
trol.
Personnel
in
this
class
is
Philosophical Foundations of Faith. who left Friday for Fort Devens
all fussed up? What is it all about,
Author Marion J. Bradshaw. Pub was held Tuesday night at Rich i usually assigned to small Navy craft anyway? Can’t we admit that we
!for
harbor
-and
inland
water
patrol,
lished by Columbia University Press. ard Maki's, Old County road. The
and the men usually are given duty might, once in a while, anyway,
New York.
evening was spent in dancing with within
their cwn naval district. Men be wrong? It is really funny! (Not
This book is of timely assistance music by Oliver Niemi and Ma interested
in other branches of the funny, ha, ha, but funny mysteri
toward a clearer and more sensitive honen. Coffee, cake and sand naval service,
including the Naval ous.)
reality of the eternal needs of an wiches were served, including a Reserve, and The Construction
This living with our fellow man
intellectual religious philosophy. beautiful flag decorated cake. Mr. Regiment, also will be taken care of. in a spirit of tolerance and un
Coming from this fine instructor Maki received a handsome watch,
• « • ♦
derstanding is a man’s size prob
and Professor in the Bangor Theo a gift from those present. About
lem. We don’t know our neigh
Pvt.
Ephraim
Allen
Gorden,
logical Seminary it holds for those 100 attended.
bor's problem and he doesn't know
Yankee
Division,
who
is
new
sta

who think clearly the greatest help.
• • • •
ours,
and I fear that in some in
tioned at Miami. Fia., greeted a
Prof. Bradshaw incites our atten
Lieut. William Sharp arrived by few Rockland service men who are stances we care less than we know.
tive interest in the basic questions Sunday morning train from Jack
nearest our hearts and gives us the sonville, Fla. to visit his mother also in Florida. Kenneth Orcutt, “I should think, he, or she, or
assurances through his close study Mrs. Seth Lowe, and his grand David Hyler and Donald Chaples. they, would do so and so," or, “He
(etc.) Ls a fool to do this, or that."
• • • •
of different minds and times and mother Mrs. E. D. Spear. Wear
It
is quite possible that if we were
relative conditions, his thought of ing his silver w’ings of the Flying
Pfc. Douglas Starrett was recent
those times and the philosophy of Corps of the Marines and looking guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. a bit more tolerant and under
such thinkers as Pascal and Spinoza
E. G. Starrett in iWarren. Pfc. standing our opinion might be
the Great Rationalist, Leibniz, the the part of one who has worked Starrett is doing special duty in the quite different. Seems that way to
anyway.
Experience
has
great Individualist, and other phil hard in training a number of Military Intelligence Communica- me,
friends greeting his home return ion Service at Fort Williams.
taught me that much.
osophers and faiths.
These basic needs are given clear ing where many have watched his
Envy is a bad hombre to tie to,
establishment in faith and a true prowess with pride.
aso.
The man in the ditch looks
• # ♦ ♦
EAST LIBERTY
survey of the fundamentally sound
up and sees the office worker sit
Robert Hussey, who will be re
Bertha Oakes is visiting rela ting at his desk, thinking and
doctrine of Christian living
To be ignorant of the Scriptures membered by movie fans, as a for tives in Belfast.
pushing a pen and envies him.
Fleetwood Pride, Er., was recent “Pretty soft" he opines. The cffice
is to lose the teaching that God mer usher in the local theatres, is
completing
his
15
day
furlough
from
gave the world for their guidance
guest at the McfLain home. Fleet- worker looks down at the man in
and character building for the im the U.S.S. Savannah, visiting mean wood Pride. Jr. has employment the ditch and says. “How I would
home in this city. at Boothbay shipyard.
mortality of the soul. We need to while his former
like to swap places with him!
• * *•
walk by faith, to live by faith, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Hooper While I sit cooped up here, sap
Everett
A.
Munsey,
who
has
been
pray with faith in the development
have employment in Bath.
ping my energy, and chair weary,
of a truly proper philosophical foun employed in the Todd-Bath shipyard
Mrs. Ella Bennett and grand
dation for living. This book of in South Portland, left the last of daughter Pauline Peebles of Everett, he is enjoying the outdoor air and
Professor Bradshaw’s is an excellent the week for Miami Beach, Fla., Mass., are visiting her sister Hazel taking heatihful exercise.”
And so it goes. Men slave for
bearing his new commission as lst
and balanced guide.
K. S. F.
years to reach a financial spot
Lieutenant in the Air Corps. After Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Howes
Terror By Twilight. Author Kath a course at the Officers’ Training have returned to Providence, where which will allow them to retire to
School,
he
will
be
transferred
to
the country, live next to nature,
leen Moore Knight. Published by j
Mitchel Field, New York. Munsey Mr. Howes is working.
have a gaden patch, and ah. what
Doubleday, Doran, New York.
a life! A farm! Glory of glories!
Mrs. Clara A. Weymouth
Here comes to the waiting public can scarcely be considered a
“
rookie"
having
owned
four
planes
Vegetables,
grass, stock of all sorts
Mrs. Clara A. Weymouth, widow
a new Margot Blair Mystery, writ
ten by the author of “Exit a Star.” since 1927 and having had 500 hours of the late Robert L. Weymouth growing while cne sleeps! Free
eggs, free milk, free vegetables,
This crime club selection Ls a per in the air. • • • • •
died at her home here July 14.
fect entanglement of human emo
Mrs. Weymouth was born in free evrything! Ail free, grow
Made Code Instructor
tions and great personal conflicts
Searsmont July 31. 1865. daughter while you sleep!
Pvt.
Milton L. Gamage of Rock of Samuel and Lucy Herrick
That sounds very silly, but I
which thrill into the deepest im
land has been appointed cede in Fcwles. She lived the greater part read an article in The Country
portance in the story.
There are intangibles mixed with structor at Drew Field, Tampa, of her girlhood days in West Gentleman seme time since which
austere possibilities that are hard Fla . where he graduated July 18 Appleton.
made just that claim. It was writ
to be grasped with certainties in as a radio operator with a speed
After her marriage to Mr. Wey ten, I am sure, by a well meaning
the handling of this mtfrder case, of 15 words a minute. (He was one mouth they resided in Rcckport, person who knew’ not what drivel
which hold readers in thrilling in of two men chosen as instructors Searsport and 18 years in Belfast. he was writing. He was just hav
terest in its mysteries to the end. from 160>. He is expecting a rat
Ten years ago she moved to the ing a happy swivle chair dream
Kathleen Moore Knight gives zest ing in a short time.)
farm
here where she died. Foi and probably couldn’t tell a cow
and strength to her exciting weav
Private Gamage went into the more than five years she had been from an ear of corn. I feel that
ings of adventure. Her impulses Army Feb. 16 and was sent directly
this conclusion is more charitable
are direct and extremely logical in from Fort Devens to Port McClel a bed patient and was faithfully than to class him as a, well, a per
deductions Here is drawn a picture lan. Ala. There he got eight weeks cared for by her only daughter, son of rather weak intellect. Whyof a relationship of two women, un of warfare training. He was sent Mrs. Percy White.
One grandchild, Clara Leu do many trades people think that
seen by each other but known to New Orleans, from there and
Fcwles
and several nephews and farmers are burdened with cash
through correspondence until a
time comes for one to strongly com put into the Signal Corps. He cousins survive. Mrs. Weymouth and vice versa? Simply because
bat an accepted belief that the other studied radio at Tulane University was a quiet homeloving person and neither knows the problems of the
other.
leaves many friends.
was insane and had not commit
I was in a shoe store cne day
The funeral was from her heme.
ted murder.
called the Mountain Monarch of
Read and thrill with this new Maine, has had many a devotee to July 16. Charles S. Adams offi when a farmer came in, pulled out
Margot Biair mystery just published paint the sublimity of this portion ciated. The bearers were George a roll of quite some size, asked the
and a most unusual release by the of our glacial cliffs in nature’s Fowles, Charles Fuller. Eugene shoe dealer for his bill, paid it
and went out. After he left the
celebrated crime club.
K. S. F.
handiwork, but this bock carries Warren and George McfLain.
There
were
seveeral
pieces
of
shoe dealer said to me. "What
with its illustrated profiles and
Katahdin Skylines, by H. Walter junctions its camips and ponds its flowers from relatives and a beau wouldn't I give to have a farm so
Leavitt, University of Maine Press old and new pictures, a prodigious tiful basket of flowers from the that I could carry a roll like that
community.
Orono.
z
man does! Farmers always have
study.
She was buried in the Sears plenty of money when they come
From the Maine Technology Ex
Our compliments and deep ad
in here. There must be big money
periment Station comes a delight miration go to Paul Cloke Director mont cemetery.
in the farming game.”
fully interesting study of this of the Technology Experiment
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Well, I happened to know that
mountain, whose history is full of Station at Orono.
Wondersl
farmer” very well. He couldn't
romance and scientific interest to
Kathleen S. Fuller
make a living on his farm and
scholars
who
appreciate
the
ran a saw mill all Winter. When
grandeur of Katahdin, its sky
he got paid for his Winter’s work,
lines and almost inaccessible areas
he went the rounds, like the hon
that marks the terminus of the
est man he was. and paid up all
2.000 mile Appalachian Trail.
his bills—as long as his “roll”
The book, so well ilustrated, that
lasted. Yet the shoe dealer, who
it keeps the reader, who has newer
knew only that the man had a
had the pleasure of seeing this
mountain or the Pockwockamus
sizable “roll” when he paid his
Hill even, wishing and determined
bill, envied him and jumped to the
to go there for study and adven
conclusion that he was “in the
ture. Every page is worth your
money” and that farming was a
while if you wish for knowledge of
most profitable business.
our valued Maine mountains.
On the other hand, the man
H. Walter Leavitt has done a
with the “roll” remarked to me a
masterly work for our State and
short while later. “There. I paid
nation in this accurate and salu
T— almcst $25 Boy. I wish I had
tary record. Here we find the tra
a shoe store!” So. there you have
ditions brought down by Indian
It. Far fields lock green, and if we
lore, the stories of slides, trails,
fail to figure things cut a bit, we
flowers and trees. This Katahdin,
are apt to form the opinion that
everyone except ourselves are wad
ing in knee deep clover.
Experience and common hess
sense should teach us that “all is
not gold that glitters” and that
we all have a whete lot to be
thankful for, give the other fellcw
credit for being competent to solve
his own problems in his cwn way,
All Makes of Cars!
judge not that we be not judged,
try to be human, realize that no
one
person knows all there is to
41T47
know in this old world and—bend
every ounce of energy we possess
in the war effort to the end that
peace will come once more to the
whole world. As long as there Is
a Hitler or a thug with slant eyes
left cn earth there can be no
w . . p.«
Scene from the comedy “Twin Beds”

Book Review

We’re All Human

Tuesday-Friday

So we’re asking you — please
— THINK BEFORE YOU TELE
PHONE— ask yourself — Is this
call essential .* Or — Can I make

Washin
of Th
Metrop
15th

NURSE W.
Practical Nurse
Address
JOSHUA WEN'
APPLETON. Ml

this call briefer?

All of us must do our part to
THE CITY

give Uncle Sam first call on tele
phone service.

THAT GREW BY
1,000,000

YOU CAN HELP —and

help a
lot, by reducing the non-essential

ALMOST OVERNIGHT

calls you make — both long dis
tance and local — and by making

Since the start of war preparations the

all telephone calls as brief as pos

ton, D. C., have increased at a rate

sible.

equal to the needs pf 1,000,000 people.

Ordinarily, we’d build more
lines, but that’s out for the dura
tion. The order of the day is to
get along with what we have.

BING
TONIGHT, SPEAK
Given Away, $5Door Prize S
Lucky Game,

telephone requirements of Washing

Long distance lines to this nerve

center of the war are continuously

BURPE
FUNERAL

crowded.
Unless your call is essential, please

do not call Washington, D. C.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Ambulance S
telephon

390 or 781-1 or
110-113 LIMEROCI
ROCKLAND,

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

AH Human
Director Carl
[Comes In That
Category
despatch to Saturlerald said:
lMi an, Jr , State OPa

lamong nine respond
led before Munich,., •
IA Farrington here G1‘
lying lights burning jn
Iblkshments and req,
Ig the blackout heie
[charged with two viobr leaving lights bum.
yater street residence
>d, and as head ol the
Jing a light burning j|PA Hearquarters. f<
Is assessed $4.09 <•<
lie case was put on file
rington said that i„'.
J the violations were
|al nature, but that in
li actual raid the dainIht arise from similar
luld be just as serious
111 or not.

(AS WISELY

u

I

u^al ra*

TALK OF THE TOWN

report at once

In the future, when the alert is
Lloyd W Thomas of Bc-xdcinhim scunded
all members of the disas
I £-eacec*
to a charge of reck ter relief committee will assemble
less driving and paid a fine ard at once at their post of duty.
1 Thy shall keep thy mouth shut.
i costs of $12 20.
William J Sullivan.
2 Thou shall keep out of Washington: both thou and thy con
Chairman of Disaster Relief
ventions and thy car and thy family and hty family's family
I A meeting will be held in the
and all thy correspondence and thy personal problems: none of
There have been many inquiries
these shall thy bring to Washington for they clatter up the
—Open House Day tn. Sew- Hed Cross rooms Thursday right
-o consider ways and means of ! concerning the dteccntmuauoo cf
Damartoeotta
works.
Tdcmaatoo— Annual con- raising funds to purchase a re the sale of cold drinks at the rec
53.?'..-: Choral Society.
reation
center
Due
to
the
neces3 Thou shalt not harass thy sen beeaue he hath not a commis
Reunion Rockland High frigerator to contain 100 units of
sion. neither shall thou nuke him feel the amice ot' an en
'.i-s 1904 at Undercroft St b.ood p.asma to be located at s.ty of maintains a frigid tempera
. R? scopai Church.
listed man to be beneath his college education and thy colonial
Knox Hospital
Representatives ture for the ice cream it is im
Knox Pomona meet* with
background: neither shall these things be held against him by
from the American Legion pests of possible to keep the soft drinks in
i :.1 Gri.'.gtf East Wirrea
other enlisted men if thou dost not make of them an abomi
2
'0 30 a m >—Ccmznnnity Rcckland. Camden and Thomas- the same container frem freezing.
Union Church tn Bremen' ■ ten. the Retary Clubs, Lions Clubs If anyone wishes to donate or
nation.
P r: Clyde—-Bap:Sewing
of Camden and Rockland, the Ki lend, a cold drink dispenser please
fair at Library
4 Thou shalt not hoard: only the squirrel hoardeth and this he
5— D.-'.L and
exhibit at wanis Club of Rockland and the telephone the Recreation Center
doth because he is a squirrel.
r Mrs Harriet S Frost beneflt
-,°*
’
T
‘
r
j
de
of
Thomaston
reva:icmi Church.
5
Thou shalt not get ants in thy pants to put on a unfiorm
The chairman cf ISO recrea
6— Warren—Joint meeting of ■ have ail been asked to be present.
onlv because thou art vain and hast no ccur-age to hoe thy row
tion center requests that ail hos
- s Club
and
High
School
in
the place where thou art most needed.
The fire department was called tesses who find it impossible to
L- 7 — Knot County Field Day
a: Thcmas'.ca.
, *-o the Spear lumber yard Sunday serve their scheduled hours will
6 Thou shalt walk; even thus shalt thou aid to save gas and
12 -Oris Head—Church fair at -ifternocn. The fire was thought please arrange for proper substi
rubber: thus shalt thou redeem the price of thy girdle and
ur..:y Building
tutes
Recently,
on
severeal
oc

thy doctor's bill and thy very hide.
i
to
have
been
started
by
a
careless
’.2
Tenants Harbcr— Obser: :he tooth anniversary of the smoker who dropped a c.g3ret casions and particularly at night
7 Thou shalt not strike: neither shalt thy walk out; neeither
Church, afternoon and. eve- which caused a small blaze.
No a hostess has found herself in the
shalt thy lock cut; neither shall thy sit down on the job: In
uncomfortable
situation
cf
being
I» Martinsville—Ladles Circle j spec.a. damage was reported.
order that thy days may be long in the land which the Lord
alcne m charge cf the center.
Orange haU,
thy God hath given thee.
19 — State Field Meeting of
the kind effices of Joseph
The Rcckland Red Cross Surgi- Through
A.ademy cf Arts and Sciences
Emery.
the
cold
sheweres
at
the
i Arboretum
8 Thou shalt not in thy confidence measure the seas for verily
ca- Dres&I-"5 Room urgently needs
20—Victory Party by St Ber- additional equipment for its work Community Building have beer,
they who have thought to hide behind the seas are full of
- Parish at church grounds
made available to Service men.
room
in
the
Community
Building.
prune juice.
21 —Warren— Concert at BapChurch.
One smooch surfaced work table
9 Thou shalt not fret because of evil-doers for thou hast not
Rockland Rotarians will be
is required abcut 12 feet long, and
done so well thyself.
COMING REUNIONS
guests
of
the
management
of
six ordinary chairs. Donors will
Playhouse Thursday
6- -In cr ah am Family. 6oth an please notify Mrs. Arthur Lamb. Boothbay
10 Thou shalt not lose faith: thou hast lost nothing beyond re
si Penobscot View Grange Hili 22 Pleasant street.
night, observing Rotary Night and
covery if thy faith be not lost.
seeing the fine new play “Personal
—Bv Gill Robb WUson, Pres National Aeronaut.c Ass n.
name cf Mias Elear.ore MorThe Knox Pish & Game Asso Appearance.”
• ; a as unintentionally omitted as ciation will hold another of its
A certificate of award for 100
the SB recently appoint- enjoyable stag meetings a: the
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
. Corporal at the last meeting of j Thorndike Hotel at 630 tonight percent co-operaticn of employes
3
\fr«
os’ess to
Mrs. Rnbw>rt
Robert Carev
Carey was
was h
hostess
Rockland Red Cross Meter Elroy Johnson of Bailey Island will in the purchase of War Bonds has
the
sewing
club
at
its
latest
meet
Corps.
~
be the guest speaker.
These been awarded Senter Crane Com
ing The occasion also marked the
pany.
John
Webber
Talks
On
movies, provided by the Reming
birthday of Mr. Carey who was sur
Class of 1904 Rockland High ton Arms Company will be pre
“
China
”
—
Matters
Of
prised with gifts from those present.
A real opportunity awaits some
School will hold its annual reunion sented: “Moose Hunting.” “The
Business
The Dorcas Circle met last Tues
.>••• night at thr Undercroft cf Singing Reel” and “Big Game earnest boy in The Courier-Ga
day with Mrs. Lempi Torpacka
St Peter s Episcopal Church, with Hunting in the Northwest ” Sup zette office. He will be trained
China is a most interesting topic
Mrs. Bernard Jackson of Rcck
ier at 6 30. Reservations must per. 75 cents. The members are here to become an operator-ma
.
,lr w.th Mrs Geergg B Davis. asked to invite friends.
chinist on tlie linotype, one of the these days, when the natives of land is staying with her sister Mrs
Ru. ;.n street, not later Enan Thurs' best branches of the printing that country are making such a Mildred Harjula.
Twenty former 4-H Club members
mom.ng.
Miijk Anna E.
trades. It means a job when the heroic struggle against the invad
and friends enjoyed a picnic Friday
Cr ;ghlin will be guest of honor.
war industries are memories.
ing Japs. The Rotary Club Fri at Harjula's shore
Sailing with
Arthur
Anderson
in
his sailboat
day
heard
an
authority
on
the
Official
headquarters
for
OidsE.:1L Speed Ahead'’ published
mobiie service is now the C. W. subject, when the guest speaker which he recently bought from
ihe Navy Department, carries
News items from all of the Pa
Hopkins Garage. Main street cor was John Webber of Camden, who Charles Stackpole. was enjoyed by
item of Rockland interest:
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
ner James. Mr. Hopkins has a has spent several years in that all.Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harjula and
Thud-shift leading man. George
here.
fine corps of automobile mechan country.
.very. has just rounded out a
daughters. Sylvia and Elair.e of
ics and an excellent supply of parts
ears perfect attendance at the
In the course cf his travels he Quincy. Mass., aare spending the
Knox
Pomona
will
meet
Satur

for
Oidsmobiie.
The
Olds
fran

id-Bath Iron Ship yards in
went over the mountains on the week at Harjula’s.
, i Portland. With attendance day with Highland Grange. East chise has been he*d fcr several famous Burma road, which, as has • John Nevala of Gardiner is call
a.,
a vital factor in the success Warren. This program wil be years by Fireproof Garage, prior been seen, was conquered by the ing on friends Jiere while on a visit
America's greatest ship pro- presented: Greeting. Master High- to being turned over to Mr. Hop Japs. The speaker told of an air to his sister, Mrs. Amanda Maki.
raid which occurred while he was O.d County road.
cut .:.i program. TBI officials : land Grange; response. Bertha kins.
Frank Grant of Maynard. Mass.,
warm in their praise of the Bryar.t; recitation, Laura Storer;
attending a press dinner in Chung
Howard Wiggin. former night King. Tha waiters calmly removed is helping make hay at Torpacka’s.
n-the-jeb’ record of George duet. Bertha Bryant and J. E
Miller; surprise feature. F. L. Lud- clerk at the Thorndike Hotel and the foed and crockery to an air
Miss Eva Johnson entertained the
Aver
! wig. The remainder of the pro- Hotel Rockland, has gone to raid shelter and the dinner went workers of the Daily Vacation
j gram will be in charge of Chris Massachusetts with another posi on despite the din and the peril Bible School last Tuesday after
There will be a band concert at tine Jones. lecturer of the host tion in view.
noon at the parsonage of the Finn
outside.
the Public Landing. Wednesday Grange.
Refugees are conducting co-cp- ish. Church. A social hour was en
Perley Brackett of Concord. N. er&tive stores throughout China, joyed after the business meeting.
Refreshments were served by the
H is spending his annual vaca the speaker said.
BORN
E .win R Edwards has been api
Present were Mrs. H. F
tion at his former Rockland home
Watts—At Rockport. July 22 to Mr
It was Mr. Webbers second ap hostess.
:oir.ted a member of the ioca: ra- and Mrs Charles Watts, a daughter—
Leach. Mrs. H. S. Kilbcrn. Mrs.
pearance
before
the
local
Rotar

•..:...'.g board by State D.rector Arlene Dorothea
Car’. Nelson, tax collector, re ians who enjoyed every moment Ernest Reed. Mrs. Millard Snow
Moran.
man. Mrs. Vera Robinson, Miss
ceived
a letter from the Secretary of the talk.
MARRIED
i Christine Moore. Miss Olive Rowell
of State explaining the new
The district assembly to be held
Labonte-Toirey—At Rockland. July
method of registering cars for in Augusta this wak was dis and Miss Phyllis Hall. Invited but
A the result of a seizure made by 20. Clifford Lewis Lahcnte. and Shirlev
C
Mansfield and Patrolmen In Gertrude Torrey, both of Thomaston. 1943 and in part said, “Ir. order to cussed. Or.e of the speakers will unable to attend were Mrs. David
By FT James Savage
tra.am and Bridges. Car'. Olsen was —Prior-Genthner
give the applicant a permanent be Louis A. Walker, who will tell Courier. Mrs. Ina Keizer. Miss Jean
Waldoboro. June
.Gilchrest, Miss Barbara Sullivan.
• ".cd ir. M
.d Court yes- 27. Roger Donald—At
Prior and Bernelce registration certificate at the time
"The Functions of the Club , Miss June Robinson. Miss Phyllis
:erday on a liquor complaint. He Lueil’.e Genthner. both of Waldoboro. of application, the State proposes of
, Kalloch. Miss Sally Gray and Miss
Post-Witham—At Rockland. July 25. using the second copy as a com President.”
d a fine and costs amounting to
Silent tribute was paid by the Grace Paulsen.
Alden Post and Constance Witham.
$'.23 06 County Attorney Burgess both
bination excise tax receipt and Rotarians* to brother, Edward C.
cf Rockland —By Rev Alfred G
Mrs Ellen Nelson and Miss Kath
appeared for the State and Frank Hempstead
permanent registration certificate.” Payson.
erine Gilchrest returned Thursday
Moody-Morrison—At Rockland. July It will be necessary then for the
A Tirrell, Jr., for the respondent.
Visiting Rotarians were Prof. frem Portland where they were
25. Clyde George Moody and Mrs
Clara Janette Mondson. both frem applicant to ^present both the first
overnight guests of Mrs Nelson's
Mrs Sanford De’.ano is chairman Wliton.—By Fred C Lindsey. Jr., N P ar.d second copies when making Charles A. Holden. Hancver. N. sister
and brother-in-law. Mr. and
H.,
Perley
A.
Brackett,
Concord.
: the canning project and ail ar
application for registration. Both N. H.; Frank E. Poland. Boston; Mrs. Eino Partinen.
rangements for having produce
DIED
of these copies will receive the Major Ccburn Campbell. UBA.
Mrs. Wehvilainen. daughter Edith
armed should be made through her.
Teel At Port Clyde July 26. Dean same date and control number,
and son Irvin, of Harrisville.
H.
T..:se who wish to avail themselves P son of the late Sumner N. and and the second copy when prop Port Jefferson. N. Y . and Lieut. are
visiting
friends
here
as
guests
Wmlfred
N
Teel.
a<ed
10
months.
8
T
F.
Keller.
Dow
Field
Hospital.
c: the facilities of the center should
davs
Committal services Tuesday at erly validated by use of a State J Herbert Ward of Providence was ' of Mrs. Amanda Wesa. Beechwoods
call her at 480-J. ,
3 p m. at Ridsre cemetery.
seal emoossing stamp will become a guest.
i street. Tncmaston.
Gross — At Damarlscctta July 28.
the
permanent
registration
cer

Walter
J.
Gross
of
Waldoboro.
a«ed
Rev. Father Ericiseau. O M I. of
years. 3 months 15 days
Funeral tificate. and when transfer is made
•• Oblate Seminary. Bucksport, 42
Wednesday at 2 c clock frem Flanders the back of this second copy will
1 at St. Bernard's Rectory for the funeral home. Tnterment ln Rural
be filled in with information re
Wkai
With
week-end and celebrateed mass on cemetery.
Cloush—At Rockland. July 28 Mary quired
in transfer transactions
Sunday.
L Clough, aged 76 years. 3 months. and will be surrendered to the
26 davs Funeral Thursday at 10 a. m
Geraid Margeson is enjoying a from Russel! funeral home Burial in Secretary- of State's Department
view cemetery
as has been the custom on these
FAMILY
i‘ i days’ vacation from his duties Sea
Turner—At Rockland. July 2i. Grant
ai the Selective Service office.
Turner.
Funeral arrangements will certificates. By adopting this plan
we feel that we can speed up the
Navy Cruisers are built in two
be announced
REUNIONS
At Rcckland, July 28. A,fred process cf registration, give the
classes,
light and heavy, the latter
Anyone having produce which will 5 Cates
aced 83 years, 4 months 5
donated to the Community Can- daysCates,
displacing about 10,000 tons. Our
Funeral at residence Thursday customer a permanent registration
r. ng Center or anyone desiring to at 2 n. m. (private)
certificate at the time of payment
navy has about an equal number
Shadie—At Rockland. July 2o. Ma for same, do away with the use
can produce for personal use is rion
of light and heavy Cruisers, the
wtfe of Charles Shadie. aged 53
.-ied to call Mrs. Sanford W. De vears. 1 month 10 days Funeral from of temporaries of any kind, satisfy
10,000 ton Cruiser costing approxi
lano. 480-J. to make arrangements the residence Wednesday at 2 p. m the general public and gain a more
mately $20,000,000. Many Cruisers
Walter — At Friendship. July 2J
as to time. Mrs Delano is chair
favorable reaction from those reg
are under construction and many
Alonzo
G
Walter,
aged
74
years.
6
man of the canning project and all months. 21 days. Interment in Lawry istering vehicles.
more
are needed.
arrangements for work or produce
:uld be made with her.
IN MEMORIA-M

TEN TIMELY COMMANDMENTS

The Rotary Club

GRANGE CORNER

s the essential "fire
the vast production of
maments and should
Id on the home front,
remember every time
•r a top burner that
t 212 degrees Fahrena that cooking can bo
y rapid boiling over a
erroneous. Always use
nsil and the fnoment
. lower the flame to a
entle boiling is maintemperature will cook
as quickly and cook it
etain maximum nutri|ss than half the gas.
lou entitled to wear a
ft" lapel button? You
you are investing at
len percent of your In
in Har Bonds every pay
It’s your badge of pa
lm.

MAKE
EVERY

PAY DAY

BOND DAY

i'!?'

WAH BONDS

I

Beano at GAj,
July 30 at 2 IA :

Ai'v

IH !

11 Thursdayt
lv.
‘It

Try our delicious Maine Spruce
- :m. Top qualify: Mail orders
fiiied. C. H. Moor & Co., 323 Main
St., City.—adv.
»-T-tf
For dependable rad o service
aii the Radio Shop telephone 844,
17 Main street. -. Complete Philco

ime.—adv.

60tf

Visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency. 603
Wpst.—adv.

— please
|lJ TELE- Is this
1 make

Washington, D C.,
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan* News
15th street. North
58‘tf

NURSE WANTED
Practical Niinse Wanted

Addreas

In loving memory of Arnold Rogers
who was drowned Julv 27. 1908.
His mother. Ida Williams Rogers:
sisters. Maxine
and
Laura;
and
brother. Cart.

IN' MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Helen M Wlnehenbach

Years of sacrifice, little of play.
Loving and giving and smoothing
the way:
„
Gentle, unselfish, a friend ever true
Our
proudest
possession.
dear
mother, was you
m
In our home you are fondly rememSwee: memories cling to your name.
We who loved you ln life slnfel? ytStlll love you ln dea.h Just the

Sleep on. dear mother, and take your

BUY
UNITED
STATES

WAR
BONDS

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express thanks to all my
friends who sent cards and inters to
me during my stay at the hospital
.
Mrs. Uzzette Jordan

STAMPS

Buy Your Monument
THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

72*73

WAR
BOND DAY

BINGO

TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL. 7.45
Given Away. S5—1 each
Door Prize 81.50
Lucky Game, $4.00

|tial, please
C.
&NY

sro>

SMM0IMC—UOLLAK

73‘lt

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
• CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.
TXL. 662

CALDERWOOD FAMILY
The 46th reunion of the Calder
wood family will be held Aug. 5 at
Libby Homestead. Warren.
Mrs. John T. Burgess, Sec.
71-74
Seventy-five percent of living
creatures live in the sea. we rad.
And yet many a chap has spent
his two weeks' vacation vainly try
ing to catch a single fish.

AND

We miss you most, who loved you
best’
Her Family

JOSHUA WENTWORTH
APPLETON. MAINE

FQgyiCTORY

PAYDAY .

|rations the
Washingat a rate
100 people,
lhis nerve
sitinuouslv
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Under a new system we now
can bay monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask ns for details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
Ralph A. Glendenning. Prop.
20 Lindsey St., Rockland
Tel. 1216-W
A Card or a Call Will Bring
a Representative 61Ttf

GOOD
USED CARS
’41 Plymouth Sedan
’41 Chevrolet Sedan
’41 Dodge Sedan
’41 Chevrolet Town Sedan
’40 Buick Sedan
’40 Oldsmobile Coupe
’39 Chevrolet Town Sedan
’39 Studebaker Town Sdn
’37 Ford Tudor
’36 Chevrolet Sedan
’36 Plymouth Sedan
’36 Dodge Sedan
Others To Choose From
All Have Good Tires

MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

• ma

—•

For China Relief

Women In The War

Are Well Underway

List Of Those Who Have No Question About Patriot-; Canning Demonstrations Are
ism of the Female of
1 Being Held In the Rural
Contributed—Drive Needs
the Species
' |
Communities
“Perking Up”
President Ada L. Comstock of
Mre Helen Dana and Mrs. Loans
Our campaign in Rcckland toward
The $1000 apportionment is slowly Radcliffe College gives her articles Shibles, emergency home demon
advancing.
It seems that a number of people
do not realize that the drive is a
national movement, and that it Is
listed as a war-time activity. The
need is exceedingly greai.
Wendell L. WiUkie said, in accept
ing
honorary chairmanship—
“Tt new must be obvious to every
American that our faie may be de
cided. in the battle of the Orient.**
“Quite unwisely and for years we
have neglected China in her fight
for self-preservation. Now that she
is an ally. I think it ts Indispensable
not alone that our Government help
her. but also that the people of
China know that the people of
America, out of their cwn gener
osity. gladly give aid to alleviate the
suffering and the famine and the
distress of the Chinese people ”
They are fighting with their backs
against the wail—Supposing it was
the United States!
We are grateful to al! who have
given. Half the money, in cash or
in pledges, is now in from the fol
lowing sources—'cash offerings):
Free will offering from churches.
Dr. Tweedie. chairman:
Congregational.
$1801
Littlefield Memorial.
1135
First Baptist.
32.57
Methodist.
2728
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood,
50 00
Arts «Sr Crafts Society.
10.00
A Friend.
25 00
Mrs. L. E. Wardwell.
1000
Mfs. Lucy Carter.
2 00
Father Savage.
5 00
Mrs. Annie Frost.
5.00
Mrs. Faith Berry,
230
A W Gregory.
5 00
Mre. P. P. Bicknell.
3.00
Mrs. P. P Bicknell.
3 00
Helen Carlson.
4 00
Mrs. Leola Rose,
1.00
A Friend.
.50
Miss Edith Conner,
1.00
Mre. S. J. Thomas.
100
Mrs. Harriet Merriam.
1.00
Mre. Elmer Bird,
10.00
Mrs Charlotte Buffum.
3.00
Mrs Conover Fitch.
100
Ruth Streeter,
1.00
Rev. A. G. Hempstead,
2.00
Mrs. Francis Tillson,
1.00
Mrs. Lena Shafter.
3.00
Dr. Bradford,
5.00
Dr. Annis.
1.00
Dr. Hodgkins.
5.00
Dr. Frohock.
2.00
Dr. Scarlott.
3 00
Dr. Haskell,
1.00
Charles T. Smalley.
2.00
Frank A. Tirrell,
3.00
Elisha W. Pike,
1.00
Harrv- E. Wilbur.
1.00
Rev. and Mrs. Welker.
2 00
Com. Entertainment,
57.70
Mrs. Evelyn Hix.
25.00
William Talbot,
25.00
Mre. Winifred Leighton.
25 00
Dr and Mrs H V Tweedie. 25 00
Maurice F. Lovejoy.
2 00
Mr. and Mrs. A F McAlary . 2 00
Dr. Stratton.
l 00
Stuart C Burgess.
100
Alan Grossman.
i 00
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Holden.
1 00
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss.
5 00
Dr. F-eeman Brown.
2.00
Dr. C. Harold Jameson,
1 00
Mrs. Asenath Achom,
1.00
Mrs. Tompkins.
1 00
Budgeteers. Universalist.
2 50
Miss Kate T Wendell.
2 00
Miss Jessie M. Stewart.
100
A friend.
3.00
Mrs. Helen Knowlton.
1 00
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter.
2.00
Miss Edwinna Jipson.
100
Dr. P. R. Damon.
100
Dr. H. P. Richards.
1.00
Dr. Dana Newman.
1 00
Dr. H. J. Weisman,
1 00
A Friend.
1.00
Dr L. M. Richardson.
1.00
Mr. Rubenstein.
1.00
Mre. Ethel Horton.
«
5.00
We must still keep on with the
campaign until we make up cur
quota. A friend assured me that
"Rockland always met its appor
tionment.” There are many calls
for help these days, a few large do
nations wculd put us “over the top."
but many small ones will also do
the same. Remember the “widow's
mite.”
Tlie service clubs are helping b>appointing men to call on the busi
ness section. These are: from the
Kiwanis. Robert McCarty, James
Brown. Howe Glover. Rotary. Lloyd
Daniels. Fred Linekin. Alden Allen
and George L. St. Clair: Lions. A. F.
Russell, William Rcmanoff, Charles
Jillson.
Donations may be given or sent
to the chairman at 485 Main street,
to Donald Leach, treasurer, at First
National Bank, or to any of our so
licitors. who will give printed re
ceipts.
There will be a workers' confer
ence and tea at headquarters, 485
Mam street, Wednesday at 3 p. m.

To pay for these speedy and pow
erful ships with their heavy guns
and armament we must buy War
Bonds. Citizens of a large town or
a given community, working in uni
ty, could buy one of these ships for
Helen Hyde Carlson
the Navy if they put at least ten
percent of their income in War
Most of Costa Rica's population
is of Spanish descent, many of
Bonds every pay day.
U. S. Tmrtiry Dftartmint pure Spanish blood.
\

ii. The Yale Review . -"Women in
This War,” too narrow a title. She
discusses many matters as inti
mately related to mer. as to wo
men and considers not ont>* tiie

war conditions of today but the
peace problems of tomorrow. As
to women in this war. she is al
most outright m advocacy of the
application of the draft to them
foe war service. While voluntary
registration is going on.'she feels
that women in general would not
resent the application of conscrip
tion to them and to many women
it would be a distinct relief.
Of the patriotism of the women
of America there can be no ques
tion. They are anxious to help to
win the war. Their single question
is "What can I do best?” They
are better prepared to hrtp than
in any of our previous wars Like
the men. they have had an exten
sive course in world affairs in the
last quarter -century. They know
better what this war is abcut.
They have emerged into num
erous public activities unknown
to them in 1917. They have proved
their competency to perform many
of the tasks traditionally assumed
to belong to men.
With die
methods of mass industry and the
long assembly lines now in vogue,
it would appear tha: multitudes of
women can and perhaps must re
place men in man>* tasks.—Boston
Herald
Women In Khaki

The khaki of the United States
Arm}- tock on a softer sembiance
Sunday, as it was donned for the
firs: time in history by American
women. Determined that there
should be no justification for a
"too little, too late" charge against
the Womer.% Army Auxiliary
Corps, the vanguard arrived at
Fort Des Moines & full day ahead
of schedule
Apparently these 800 officer can
didates mean business. Carefully
selected from the 100P00 appli
cants throughout the country, they
bring to their new duties rich ex
perience from previous useful oc
cupations. At no small sacrifice
they have left homes, families, and
positions, to embark on an inten
sive training course, which will
ierve them little opportunity for
feminine diversions.
Thus the W’aacs are starting an
other chapter in the inspiring
chronicle of American wmen's
sereice to their country. They de
serve and have the admiration and
support of their fellow-citizens.—
Christian Science Monitor.

stration agents, and Lucinda Rich,
full-time heme demonstration agent
are to davote their time this month
and early August to demonstrating
the latest methods of canning dry
ing. arid salting fruits and vege
tables. Miss Anna Simpson. 4-H
club agent will also assist with this
program.

Demonstrations have been ar
ranged for every town, in Knox and
Lincoln counties in two or more
neighborhoods so that distance cf
travel will not prevent wxnen from
attending

This year it is very important tha:
every family can anc store as much
of their Winter's supply oi fruits
and vegetables as possible The go\ eminent needs a large percentage
of the commercial supply for lendlease and for feeding its massive
army Therefore to insure an ade
quate supply of the fruits and vege
tables. everyone should conserve all
the food possible.
Twenty - seven demonstrations
have been given to date. This week
Mrs. Loans. Shibles will demonstrate
at Washington. Grange Hall. July
29. 1 30 p. m : at Roekpcrt. Masonic
Hall July 3d 9 30 a m : at East
Union. Orange Hall. July 30. 7 d m.;
and at Union Masonic Dining Room.
July 31. 7 p. m.
Mrs. Heien Dana will be at Ten
ant’s Harbor. Community Reams.
July 29. 1 30 p. m ; and at Bremen.
Town Hall. July 7 p m
Lucinda Rich will hold demon
strations at Pemaquid. Club R om.
July 30. 130 p m : at Bristol for
Bristol Mills and Round P. nd.
Church Vestry. July 31. 1.30 o in :
and a: New Harbor for New Harbor
and Pemaquid Beach. Church Ves
try. July 31. 7 p. m.
Other meetings will be announced.
PARADE OF PRIDE

Kathleen Fuller. Rockland. Me .
writes a word of praise for her
State. "What shall I say of the
thin®9 that gave me pride in my
home of 50 years? Without desire
to have it termed as pridt‘ful
boast! Air of the purest, cloud? of
the bluest, grass of the greenest
that holds its brilliancy all threugh
the Spring. Summer and Fall, then
far into wintry months.
Salt
breezes from the sea across an
harbor that excells most fcr rar
est beauty- of outlook on any coast.
Homes that invite you. hearts that
beat right for you. gardens that
entice you with fragrance and
beauty Birds sing their rounde! lays all through the long sweet
days. This is Rockland. Maine's
' clear call, come to us in Spring
, or Fall, we invite you all
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps Here's where we build fine ships
To lick the Hun-Jap blitz.
Here^ where we work for right.
A SPECIAL FOR UNCLE SAM
Both young and old will fight
If you will brine one piece or mere of
rubber when you have your hair set.
you will be entitled to have fresh nail
polish applied without charge
Let's Help Our “Uncle”

CENTRAL BEAUTY SALON
Rockland. Me.
71-lt

For God and valiant might
Joined with the South Tis plain

I Life will be worth while again.
—From the "Think Tank." At
lanta. Ga.

Telephone 1406.

DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
COMMUNITY HALL
SPRUCE HEAD

BENEFIT BEANO
THURSDAY, 8.15
K. F. HALL, THOMASTON
Marathan $5.00: Lucky Game $14.81

Daor Pi»e $3.90

73* lt

9.90 te 12.39—Music by

DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
Benefit Defense Fund
70* lt

WALDO THEATRE
TCL WALDOBORO 109

Comfort
plus economy!
Thwlww atb,rad-maricMl herd <•«!

SHOW TIMES
single Evening Shew at 8
Matinees: Weekdays at 2.30
Sundays at 3.00
TUES.-WED, JULY 28-20
20th Century Fox presents

HENRY FONDA
GENE TIERNEY

LAIRD CREG AR
in

“Rings On Her Fingers’’
THURS.-FRL, JULY 30-31

A. P. BLAISDELL
5 PARK ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 255
*
55-56

A United Artiste' presentation
SABU
tn

“The Jungle Book”
tfilmed entirely in Technicolor >

SHOE SALE
EDGERTON
ALL WHITE
BROWN AND WHITE
BLACK AND WHITE
BROWTN VENTILATED
BROWN WOVEN
(Sises 6 to 11^4)

M35
Were
$5.95 and *6-30

NUNN-BUSH
BROWN VENTILATED
(Sixes 7 to 10)

s5.95

lU

Were $9.50

GREGORY’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WALDOBORO
a a
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MRS ISABEL LABE
Correspondent

Ifuesday-Fridav

Take The Challenge

The Larger Parish

WARREN

Rev. H. W. Nutter Resigns
At Waldoboro To Take
Up the Work

« « ~«

PROBATE COURT NEWS

ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent

Nation’s Hens Are Laying
Sixty Billion Eggs
a Year

VINALHAVEN

SENTEIbCRANE'S

MRS OSCAR LANF
Correspondent

USED HOOVER CLEANERS FOR SALE

Wills Allowed; Eljzabetn M. late of Tenants Harbor, deceased,
A A A A
✓x zx zx zx
Wiederhold, late of Vinalhaven, filed by Elizabeth J. Barter, execu
The hen does not take a Gov
trix; the first and final account;
Rev.
Harold
W.
Nutter,
who
has
Tel.
40
deceased. Emeline F. Roberts of Oscar S. Grinnell, late of Cam
Telephone 78
ernment challenge lightly in war
been pastor of the Waldoboro Bap
Vinalhaven appointed executrix; den. deceased, first and flnal ac
tist Church for the past two years,
The sum of $251.50 was turned in William W. Spear, late of Rock count filed by Charlotte M. Glea time.
Miss Frances Simmcns has 'been read Sunday, his resignation to be
Demand was made for 50 bill.on
appointed chairman of the Wo come effective the first Sunday in to the U.S.O headquarters from the land, deceased, Louise Chase Spear son. administratrix c.t.a.; Guy A.
eggs
in 1942—and the hen is laying
party
and
dance
held
July
17
at
the
October.
mans' Division of Civilian Defense
of Rockland appointed executrix; Heal, late of Camden, deceased,
Rev. Mr. Nutter received notice town house, and from contributions, Lucy J. Caudall, late of Appleton, i first and final account filed by at the rate of well over GO billion
in place of Mrs. Louise Miller, re
from Rev. J. S. Pendleton, executive it is announced by George Carr, local deceased, Gilford B. Butler of j Denzella Heal, administratrix; Ada eggs a year, almost 115.000 eggs a
signed.
secretary
of the United Baptist chairman.
South Thcmaston appointed ex-_)Byron Bampton Tremaine, late of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Butters
dav and night.
A Motor Corps dance will be held ecutor; Georgia H. Hcbbs, late of Rockland, deceased, eleventh and minute,
Convention,
July 21 of his appoint
of Belmont, Mass, are at Slaigo
In May alone, hens on farms in
ment as Missionary for the Conven Friday at Glover hall, the local or Camden, deceased. Marion G. final account filed by Rhode Island this country laid 5.769,000.000 eggs,
Ledges.
tion and head of the new Larger chestra to furnish music.
Haskell and Doris B. Haskell, I Hospital Trust Company, Trustee; a record high, exceeding May, 1941,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith of Parish Movement soon to be or
A reception for Rev. Aubrey S. both
of
Camden
appointed Lena S. Curtis, late of Camden, by 16 percent. Total egg production
Bangor have been recent visitors ganized in Waldo County. The work Bishop and family, will be held at executrices;
Frank D. Alden, late deceased, first and final account during the first five months of this
in town.
will also irfclude some of the rural 8 o’clock Friday at the Baptist of Rockland, deceased. Annie B. filed by Chauncey Belknap and
year has been exactly that per
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford sections of Knox and Kennebec Church, under the auspices of the Blackington of Rcckland appoint The New York Trust Company, centage higher than for the same
Ci
Counties.
Headquarters
for
the
Ladies’ Circle. Members of the ed executrix; Lawrence H. Dunn, trustees; Fred H. Berry, late of period in 1941. The increase is 26
and Mrs. Philbrock of Thomaston
$
were at Jennie Benner's Thurs Larger Parish will be in Liberty church and all townspeople are late of Thomastcn, deceased, Rockland, deceased, second ac percent above the 10-year average
where Rev. Mr. Nutter has served as invited.
day on a visit.
Elizabeth Pendleton Dupn of count filed by First Portland Na
1931-40..
pastor for the past eight years in
A meeting of the tennis club, and Thomaston appointed executrix; tional Bank (formerly named The forWhile
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Gray are at connection with his work on other
of the increase has
those interested will be held to Aibert E. Jones, late of Washing Portland National Bank) trustee; been due much
the home of Ralph Stahl for the fields.
to more layers, individua)
night
at
7.30
at
the
report
centre.
Summer.
Rev. Mr. Nutter has served in the Parents of the players are especially ton, deceased, Burtell R. Sidelinger Rosetta Ross, late of Rockland, hens are laying more egs than ever
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Collind have Baptist Churches of Maine for the invited, and members are also of Washington appointed execu deceased, first and flnal account before. They set a new high of 17.6
had as guests Mrs. Mabel Dow of past 18 years having served Pas asked to invite cne friend interest tor; Juho 'Tobis Heinonen, also filed by Blanche E. Arnold, ad eggs per layer for May. compared
Southport, Miss Shirley Parks and torates at Winter Harbor, Hallo ed in this project. At a meeting known as John Heino, late of ministratrix; John Herbert Annis with the 10-year average of 16.7
Joseph Parks of Lexington, Mass. well, Islesboro, Appleton, Liberty held Thursday, over which Rev. L. Owls Head, deceased, Eino Ander late of Camden, deceased, flrst and eggs for that month. The average
The Susannah Wesley Society and Waldoboro. He will assume his Clark French presided, this nomi son appointed executor; Arthur E. final account filed by Oscar B. An hen in farm flocks laid 70.4 eggs
the first five months of
met Thursday with Mrs. Henry new duties the first of October car nating committee was appointed: Martell, late of Newton, Massa nis, executor; Carl W. Moffitt, late during
rying the Gospel message into the Frank Rowe, Rev. A. S. Bishop, chusetts, deceased, Joseph H. of Rockland, deceased, first and 1942, which was 3 percent more
Crowell.
homes in the neglected sections of
of Scituate, Massachu final account filed by Jerome than she laid during the same
I. S. Bailey of Overbrook Hills, this Missionary territory and con Hilliard Spear and ’ Rev. Mr. Amsbury
setts,
appointed
executor; Ray W. C. Burrows and Hector D. Scull, period last year.
Pa., has Joined Mrs. Bailey in town ducting services and organizing French. This committee will also Hoffses, late of White Plains, New trustees.
Interest incident to egg produc
for a vacation.
Sunday Schools in communities present by-laws. It was voted to York, deceased, no appointment
tion,
feeding problems and health
Petitions
for
Distribution
Grant

this scale of dues for a season:
maintenance
centers upon vitamins,
Miss Barbara Cooney has been where Churches have been closed set
ed:
Estates,
Oscar
S.
Grinnell,
late
50 cents for juniors, 12 to 18 years made; Florence S. Atkins late of
particularly
A
and D.
appointed vice chairman of the for several years.
West
Hartford,
Connecticut,
deof
Camden,
deceased,
filed
by
Anyone desiring further informa of age, inclusive; adults, from 18 ceased. The Travelers Bank and Charlotte M. Gleason, administra
Use
of
dehydrated
alfalfa and
canning project.
tion in regard to the program of on to pay $1 a year. The need of
Mrs. Forrest Fogg of Bangor has The Larger Parish may receive court supervision was pointed out, Trust Company of Hartford, trix, c.t.a.; Rosetta Ross, a late of shark oil are helping the vitamin
Rockland, deceased, filed by Blanche A poultry situation. There is no
been guest at B. G. Miller’s.
same by writing to Rev. J. S. Pen and volunteers were Frank Rowe, Conn, appointed executor.
vitamin D problem, because of re
E.
Arnold, administratrix.
Petitions
for
-administration
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Butters, dleton of the United Baptist Con and Miss Verna Robinson. Satur
Petitions for Probate of Will Pre search conducted by Du Pont
granted:
Lucy
E.
Pcole,
late
of
days
Juniors
may
play
from
10
to
Jr. and son of Rockville Center, vention, Waterville.
Archer's own triumph of beauty plus durability.
sented for Notice: Leland J. John chemists for more than 10 years.
12, at which time there will be a North Haven, deceased, Fostena sen.
N. Y. are at Miss Grace Simmons'.
A chemically standarized source of
late
of
Appleton,
deceased,
A
four thread wearable stocking with the same
M.
Duncan
of
North
Haven
ap

small consignment of tennis balls.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leavitt and
vitamin
D.
known
as
“
Delstercl,
”
Grace
H.
Johnson
of
Appleton
sheer
and extravagant look you’ll find in. a three
Until the election of a president, pointed administratrix; William named executrix; Ella M. Eaton, is satisfactorily filling vitamin feed
Mrs. Oliver Libby of South War
thread chiffon. This “double feature” has made
Rev.
Mr.
Bishop
was
named
re

F. Wood, late of Rockland, de- ,
Rockoort deceased Theo- requirements making for neaithv.
ren have been recent visitors at
them twice as popular with fashionable women
<*
sponsible to the town for the court. ceased. George B Wood appoinled
the home of Mrs. Nellie Reever.
everywhere.
What
To
Do
About
Hay
To
Temporary treasurer, appointed, administrator; Fred E. Rankin, 1 Myra M. Drinkwater, late of Cam productive stock.
Dr. Harry W. Titus of the U. S.
Miss Lizzie Smythe who has
was George Buck, who will receive late of East Union, deceased, Ad- den, deceased, Carrie S. Drinkwa Bureau
Prevent Spontaneous
of Animal Industry stresses
b°en guest of Miss Grace Simmcns
membership fees. Temporary sec die F. Rankin of East Unicn ap ter cf Camden named executrix.
the
fact
tbat “D”-activated animal
the past three weeks returned
Combustion
retary was Mrs. Alena Starrett.
pointed
administratrix;
Peter
for Probate of Will and sterol is not merely a partial
'ast Tuesday to Auburndale, Mass.
------I A public card party to raise Prcck, late of Rockland, deceased, forPetition
Administration C.T.A. Present- j solution of the problem of finding
Word has been received of the
A warning to Maina farmers of | money to build the fireplace at the
death of Mrs. Samuel Bigelow' at the danger from spontaneous ' Community picnic ground will be Milton M. Griffin of Rockland ap ed: Betsey J. Eastman, late of War- a satisfactory source of vitamin D
ren .deceased, Doris B. Scott of Ban- for use in mixed feeds for poultry,
?
Joseph’s Hospital in Lowell, combustion of undercured and held Saturday at 7.30 at the home pointed administrator.
Petitions for appointment of gor named administratrix c.t.a.
J but is “a complete solution.” He
Miss. Mrs. Maude (Fish) Bigelow wet hay put into the barn is | Of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Simmons
Petition for Administration Pre- points out that its merits have been
wis a former resident of this place. issued by M. G. Huber, agriculture i under the auspices of the Wom- trustee granted: Estate of Carl W.
Mcfflt, late of Rcckland, deceased, sented for Notice: Walter F. Rich, verified by experiments at several
She leaves besides her husband engineer in the Maine Extension en's Club.
National Bank of Commerce of late of Isle au Haut deceased Ava Of the State agricultural experione sister Miss Addie Feyler of Service.
Members of the local salvage Portland, Me. appointed trustee. ! M. Rich of Isle au Haut named ad- , ment stations, and the U. S. ReWaldoboro, two brothers. Percy of
Spontaneous combustion causes committee met Thursday with the
Petition for guardian granted: 1 ministratrix.
! search Center at Beltsville, and in
Boston, Lindley of Gardiner and an annual farm fire loss of about chairman. Frank D. Rowe, who ex
Leonard
Swears of Vinalhaven,
Petition for License to Sell Real j the laboratories of numerous feed
two aunts Mrs. Etta Arnold of $20,000,000, Huber points out. The plained the purpose of the commit
Estate .Presented for Notice: Mar- j manufacturers, as well as by wide
Lcwell and Mrs. Ina Hoffses of loss in hay quality from heating tee and what will be collected by Lola. M. Swears of Vinalhaven ap cellus
M. Condon, late of Rockland, use jn commercial feeds during the
pointed
guardian.
Florida.
probably runs even higher.
way of scrap. The group voted
deceaesd, filed by Kathleen D. Con- jast two years.
Petitions
for
license
to
sell
real
OES. Sewing Circle will meet
Hay going into the mow should to pay one-half cent a pound for
don of Rockland, administratrix.
Layers in farm flocks totaled
Wednesda}’ with Mrs. Sace Wes contain not more than 25 percent scrap rubber, and also voted that estate granted: Estates, Scphie J.
Petition for Distribution Pre- '327,157,COO during May 1942, the
Welt,
late
of
Rcckland,
deceased,
ton.
moisture, he recommends. Hay other donations as scrap in iron,
by Ceetta Whitmore xx*
of Rock- sented for notice: Estate of Almon iargest on record for the month, ex
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
Mrs. Ralph Stevens fell Thurs that is dry enough for sale stor steel, copper, bronze, lead, alumi filed
land, trustee;Beverly Merchant JBird- la^ of Rock land,
deceased, ceeding May of the previous year by
day, cutting her hand badly and age lacks toughness and will not num, tin, and zinc, be donated for and Donald L.Merchant filed by !Presented OV. Adelle L.
Bird, of 14 per cent and the io_year average
necessitating stitches.
rope or show drops of moisture defense. Such materials may be Flcra Gray Merchant, guardian; I
wm; „- by 15 per cent' And further re-enMiss Mary Rattary of Jamaica when twisted. Another method of given to the collectors of which Frances E. Cook of Friendship, ' <=^2^
lJIwtnn' forcements are on the way! The
Plain, Mass., is guest of Mrs. Nel determining dryness is to scrape there is a representative in every
Sarah M. Wyman, late of Newton, number of young chicks in farm
filed
by
Alan
L.
Bird
of
Rockland,
lie Overlook.
the outside of the stems with the section of the town, or taken to
Mass., deceased nrst and final a(^-flocks on June 1 was the largest
Mrs. Maude Orbeton has re thumb nail. If the outer stem Warren Garage, Cogan's Garage, or guardian; Addie L. Jenkins, also count filed by Gladys W. Pride, ad- sjnce 1930—12 per cent above a year
known
as
Ariadne
L.
Jenkins,
late
turned from North Warren.
cover can be peeled, the hay is Drewett’s Garage. The salvage of Rockport, deceased, filed by ministratrix; Eugene G. Young, ag0 ancl above the 10-year average,
A
committee asks that fat from drip
late of Camderf, deceased, -*rst ac- j The rea£cn Government needs are
The Tcp Notch Sewing Club will undercured.
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
Orra
Burns,
administratrix;
of
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Lenora
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
To cut down losses from spon pings of poultry, ham, beef, lamb, Rockport; Louise F. Kinney et als count filed by Annie G. Young, at the recorcj high Ivel of 50 to 60
Black.
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
taneous combustion in hay, Mr. deep frying, be placed in tin cans, of St. George, filed by Emma D. executrix; Emma Holbrook, late of billion is that eggs are among the
and free of sediment. This fat may
Tenants Harbor, deceased, first and foods of highest nutritional value in
Mrs. Harvard Favor of Melrose, Huber makes these suggestions:
small words to a line.
Kinney of St. George, guardian. futal- account filed by Orris E. proportion to their weight. Expor
Mass, has been visiting Mrs. Nel
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
Cure hay until the moisture be taken to Buck's store or Walkers
Accounts allcwed: Lizzie M. Ful Hoibropk, administrator; H.
store,
in
no
less
than
pound
lots,
to
lie Overlock.
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Couriertation
of
eggs,
therefore,
fits
well
content is 25 percent or less; 20
Mrs. Gladys Grant of Bath was to 22 percent is ideal. Chopped be picked up by packers. Three ler late of Rockland deceased, Autio, late of Friendship deceased. I into the sltuation created by the
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional
first and final account filed by first and final acccunt filed by shortage of shipping to carry food
at home over the week-end.
hay should be drier; not more cents a pound will be paid for such Stella F. Linekin, executrix; Liz Meivrn
Lawry administrator, dian.;
America’s allies.
fat. Rags will be collected also,
Mrs. Ethel Ludwig has been in than 20 percent moisture.
Almon
Bird.
late
of
Rockland,
de

zie
F.
Crockett
of
Rockland,
sec

and
the
ones
who
donate
are
A considerable portion of all eggs
Providence called by the illness of
Tramp or pack long hay in the
to have them packed in bags ond account filed by Alan L. Bird, ceased, first and final account filed produced is being dried for ship
her sister.
mow to avoid air pockets. Spread asked
or cartons. Records in 50 pound conservator; Watson T. Barter, by Adelle L. Bird, administratrix. ment abroad for military and ci
Rhoda Chapin of Boston, Ruth hay evenly in the mow.
COTTAGE to let. scree'ned-ln porch,
BLUE Tick Rabbit Hound lost FPED
lots or not less than 100 in number
vilian requirements. Approximately electric
Stevens of Somerville, Ada Hitch
stove.
electric
refrigerator, w GRAY 9 Rocky Hill Ave., Citv.
Don’t move or stir hay in the will be collected. The red records,
flush
MRS
FRED
LINEKIN.
260
Tel,
1071-W.________________________ 73*75
3.43$,000,000
eggs
are
being
frozen
visitors this week his sons Victor
ens and Mrs. Agnes Noyes of Mel mow unless heating is excessive
Broadway, City.
73-75
CRIEHAVEN
and
Edison
records
are
not
accept

this
year
—
an
all-time
high.
Most
and
Lamond,
daughter-in-law
and
rose, Mass, are at Slaige Ledges.
PUNT
lost—11
feet,
blue,
oars
and then only If fire-fighting ap able.
Miss Lillian Wilson has returned grandchild.
of the frozen eggs are subsequently
,
aboard.
I need It badly so finder
Mrs. Lang of Philadelphia is paratus is at hand.
please notify PEI’ER PIPECELLO. Owls
to Rockport, accompanied by her) Charles Jenkins arrived recently dried and shipped abroad for con
guest of Mrs. Charles Drew.
Avoid storing hay containing
Head. Tel. 1161-W_________________ 73-74
father, Ralph Wilson.
with” a pair of fine horses. He is sumption, or used by restaurants
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed and moisture from rain or dew. Such
GLEN COVE
LADY’S wrist watch found on Main
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Ogilvie are' hauling pulpwood for Roger Harri- aud by bakers and other food manu
son of Portland were visitors Sun moisture develops higher tempera
Miss Emily Hall entertained at guests of the former’s parents for man Who came with him. Arthur facturers.
ALERT neat appearing young man St., owner may have same bv prov
day at Miss Grace Simmons.
ing
property. Inquire LUCY MUNRO.
tures than natural moisture in lunch Wednesday, Joseph Mullen, two weeks at Honeysuckle cottage. Dakin also came with a tractor for
18 to 20. high school graduate
When increased egg production wanted.
73*lt
preferred to travel with
manager Il Bay View Square, City.
Mrs. Ella Reed returned Sun hay.
Mrs. Louise Young. Mrs. Rankin
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tupper, i the same purpose. Mrs. Dakin and was first requested by Secretary of through Maine. Daily expenses and
day to Portland.
and
Ella
Fernald
of
Lincolnville.
of kevs lost Mondav Lea’e
Don’t use salt to prevent spon
Agriculture Wickard, egg-drying car furnished. Apply to MR C. MUL- at BUNCH
daughter, Mrs. Alice Palazola and son Earl arrived Wednesday,
MISS CORBETTS office, Citv
Mrs. Winnifred Barrows was guest sons William and Peter and their
14 NEY, 6 to 7 p m., at Thorndike
taneous combustion in hay. It is
plant capacity was about 50 mil Hotel.
Hemingway-Ogden
Building.
73*75
73*74
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wood on a guest Miss Martha Thompson went
lion pounds annually.
Actually
The marriage of Miss Mary useless for this purpose.
few days’ motor trip tc Boston.
AT long last, a place has been
MAN or boy wanted at once to work
highest production up to that time
Wednesday to Vinalhaven.
SCHOOL FOR NURSES I was
Ogden, daughter of Dean and Mrs.
around premises. Apply MRS JANE found where you can get delicious
Mrs. George Woodward gave a Frank Ogilvie has returned, after
barely 11 million pounds a year. W. BIRST, 13 Midle St.
It's OXTON'S
Robert Morris Ogden of Ithaca,
73*lt ginger milk shakes.
Applicants Wanted for our
picnic party Welnesday on the beach passing two weeks here with his
Main St. corner of Park. City. 72-73
But war demands have brought
N. Y. and Ensign Stuart Clayton
honoring William Gould of South
SCHOOL FOR ATTENDANT
MEN
with
carpenter
experience
about an increase in facilities, so wanted.
PLAT bottom boat. 14 ft., lost July
Hemingway, Jr., U.S.N.R., a son
See MR. ARBO at 186 No.
Union. Others present were Mrs. family.
NURSES
'
that
today
the
annual
capacity
ap

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wilson
spent
Main St. between 6 and 8 p. m. 73*75 10; gray, outride: yellow inside. ED
of Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Clayton Complete List of Republicans Katherine Gould, Barbara Wood
GAR A BARROWS. Glen Cove. 72 74
Two year course. Apply
proaches 300 million pounds. More
the week-end in Rockland. Mr. and
Hemingway of Syracuse, N. R.
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted.
middleward. Richard Woodward, Sheila Mrs. Fred Tripp also made a brief
'thn
80
egg-drying
plants,
largely
in
For
Knox
County
Is
BRUNSWICK
HOSPITAL
LADY’S E’gln gold watch, double
aged.
91 TILLSON AVE.. City; em
was solemnized July 18 in Sage
Woodward, George Woodward, Ha visit in that city, returning Thurs
the
Misssissippi
Valley
area, are in ployer home Sundays.
73*84 case with pin attachment lost Sun
26-28
Cumberland
Street
Chapel, Cornel University, Rev.
Here Given
zel Woodward and Mr. and Mrs. day.
day night, vicinity of Baptist Church
operation.
Brunswick, Maine
WAITRESS and dishwasher wanted or hospital. Reward. Leave at Cou
Charles E. Gregory.
William J. Chase, rector of St.
Miss
Joan
Guptill
is
guest
at
71-72
at once at the SEA ORffLL, 367 Main rler-Gazette office.
71 73
U S. Senator—Wallace H. White,
Johns Episcopal Church, officiat
Spectators and bidders in large Samuel White’s. He also has as
In California’s Death Valley the St.. Tel. 190. City.
73-75
numbers attended the auction Sat
ing.
Jr. of Auburn.
temperature has been known to ex
HELP wanted at PARK ST. LUNCH
Mrs. William T. Sutton of South
Governor — Sumner Sewall of urday at the estate of W. L. Clinton.
ceed 134 degrees Fahrenheit.
Tel. 838-R
73-75
Carolina, the bride's sister, was Bath.
Harry Hudson Humphrey
WHEEL
chair
wanted
to
hire.
FRED
matron of honor. The bridesmaids
2fc-QUART new^mll*
H HATNTNG. 74 Mechanic St., City.,
Representative to Congress —
Funeral services for Harry H.
Holstein e"w
were Mrs. Frederick S. Brown of
Tel 433-M__________________________ 73*75 for sale; also otner
stock. Te’
Humphrey
were
held
Wednesday
at
Ithaca; Misses Nancy and Caro Margaret Chase Smith of Skow
216. WALTER E>
« Rankin ,°t
SALES clerk wanted. Can you sell?
the
home
of
his
brother,
Everett
line Hemingway of Syracuse and hegan.
73*75
Do you like to meet people? There
Humphrey. Rev. Roy A. Welker
TEN acres of standing hay for sale
Waldoboro; Mrs. Harry L. Smith
ls a postion open to the right appli
ONE cow ant» heifer calf for sale
State Senator—Albert B. Elliot. of the Rockland Congregational
Apply on premises.
MRS. BERTHA cant
ln Rockland. References required. also 100 2-month old Chicks. 9 lavlnf;
of Buenos Aires. S. A., Miss Jane
JORDAN, South Warren.
73-75 Applications
Register of Probate—Willis R. Church officiated.
ln writing only to “X. hens, 2 sheep
TEL. 241 1.
73*75
Ellithorp of Canajoharie and Miss
STANDING hay for sale. J. F. MC M. B.” care Courer-Gazette.
73-lt
Mr.
Humphrey
was
born
in
Glen
1931
Essex
Coach
for
sale,
good
Vinal
of
Warren.
DONALD. Warren. Tel. 26-11.
73 75
Kathleen Kane of Ithaca. Jchn C.
WAITRESS wanted at Park St. rubber, one new tire extra, good run
County Treasurer — Earle C. Cove March 12. 1893, son of the late
Hemingway of Albany was his
THE
fine
modern
8-room
house
of
Lunch. Steady work and good wages. ning condition; also 2-seated grocery
Albert F. and Elizabeth Humphrey.
the late Judge L. R. Campbell, cor TEL 838-R.
FRED STARRFTT, Warren
Dew of Rockport.
brother’s best man.
73-75 wago<l
He attended school in Rockport.
ner Granite and Union streets ls for
Tel 14-12.
73*75
The ushers were James Cooney
Register of Deeds—Albert Wins- For the past 20 years he had been
sale.
Hot water heat, newlv reno
CHRISTMAS Cards—Embossed and
MODERN
house
for
sale,
6
rooms
vated, attic to cellar. Apply EDWARD with sender’s name 50 for $1. Also
and John R. Cooney of Waldo
employed as engineer, the past four
O'B GONIA. 467 Main St . Tel 710. 12 fast-selling assortments. Make up and bath. Automatic heat, flrep’°ee.
boro; Claude I. Peck. Jr. of Cleve
jin Baltimore at which place, tn perRockland.
73-75 to 100L cash profit Extra bonus. Ex good location Tel. Camden 24’8. MR^
HARRY H. JOY. Highland Ave. 72-tf
land. Ohio; Charles U. Banta of
1 formance of hi^ duties, he became
perience unnecessary. Samples on ap
QC/IZ FOR
TWO milk tanks for sale, capac'tv
Buffalo; David R. Hall of New
proval.
PRISCILLA
STUDIOS.
216
suddenly ill and died while being
Tremont St., Dept 50. Boston
73*lt 4 milk cans each berides ice: ’l»o
Cannan, Ccnn., Peter Garrett of
i taken to the hospital.
small rldqrg wagon MRS H. V STAR
Seattle, Wash.; and John R. Nor
CHEF, year round hotel. State of RETT. Tei Warren 15-11.
Surviving, besides his brother, is
72-73
Maine.
Address
ELMWOOD
HOTEL
UNITED
ton. Jr. of Wallingford, Conn.
one daughter who resides in Bangor.
HOUSSE, 7 rooms, for sale at Vlnaf
DUCKY 4-room apartment to let
Waterville, Me.
73-75
haven; water, lights 4%-acre wood
Guests from Waldoboro attend
Interment was in Sea View cemefor two All modern. 79 Summer St..
TEL. 577-W.
73*75
BOYS wanted, aged 14 20, Summer lot. MRS. C. E. NASON? Ash Point
ing the wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
' tery, the bearers Bert Gregory,
STATES
work. Address BOX 117, Rockland
_ ___________________ _ „
___________ 72*74
Robert Gregory, Ralph Trim and
Russell Cooney. Miss Barbara
HEATED apartment to let, 4 rooms
73-75
NEW
14
ft.
double-ender
for sale;
and
bath,
all
modern.
Electric
stove,
James Sullivan.
Cooney, Mr. and iMrs. Caroll
garage, garden space
Separate en
EXPERIENCED woman wanted for also 12 ft. rowboats,-. D A. WHIT
DEFENSE
Cooney and Mr. and Mrs. Carroll
MORE
5
Union
6
Rockport, Tel
trance, 355 Broadway.
TEL. 1067 J chamber maid ln hotel. Furnish ref
>,
ft ________ 72*74
MANY
Cocney, Jr.
City72-tf erences. Address BOX 117, Rockland. 2592 _____
low of Rockland.
DOUBLE tenemshl/ house for sale
The young couple will live in
5-ROOM furnished modern apart ______________________________________ 73-75
iouers
Sheriff — C. Earle Ludwick of
at a bargain near Snow’s shipyard,
ment to let, centrally located
On
San Diego. Cal.
BOY wanted to learn the linotype— modem conveniences.
TEL 763-M
NEEDED TO
ground floor; cellar, shed, garage. ApRockland.
ply to 38 BEECH ST.______________ 71*tf a permanent trade, steady employ ________ _____________________________ 72-74
LUBRICATE A CAB
ment.
Operator-machinists
command
County Attorney—Stuart C. Bur
NASH sedan fcr sale, wi'l sell cheap
THREE modem tenements to let
high pay. Apply at THE COURIERAND
BOWDOIN F
MILLER
Apply at the C. M. BLAKE Wall Paper GAZETTE office. High School educa- or trade
gess of Rockland.
Warren.
Me., Tel. 15-13._________ 72*74
Store._______________________________ 70*75 tlon desirable, but not essential, 73-lt
County Commissioners — Alfred
YOUNG mare for sale, weight 1200~
FURNISHED apt. to let. by week or
SMALL sail boat wanted, to rent for also new milch cow and calf
riRE DRESSING C. Hocking, A. Everett Libby.
• •
Wl,
month, heated ln Winter. Apply 7 Summer
Write A TCTCOMB. Owls

^-lasting

,uwry

Farmers Are Warned

$1.15 pair

&

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

SUMMER COTTAGES

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

The County Ticket

O

Px zx zx zx

Telephone 8-5
lifrs Robert Georges
l‘L[, Conway and sen E
Ke'returned to Holyoke J
k.L Harry Young returne
Lv from Qunicy. Mass.
Iwalter Hopkins and da
Ldvs and Ruth of W

tTai* iue«te of Mi
K»dell for a few weeks

Marshall Coom
tuehter Audrey, are vi
Lrtfcrd. Oonn.

Ironriance Webster retur:
I ,

to Springfield. M .

Murray Zwicker. >.
Ln guest of her aunt Ml
Ichnscn, returned Sunday.

Muriel Ch iles has retur:
‘visit with her brother
nilles in Hampton. Com
Gerald Webb returned I.ingfleld. Mass., after sp.
davs in town.
Ernest Hatch and gra:
.r Vivian and Shirley
L were recent guests of
:-‘s Fred Ccombs
Malcolm Hcpkins retur:
to Worcester, Mass
with his mother, Mrs
'arren.
'

IA large audience enjo'
e concert and solo by
Ult Arey given by the V11
#nd Thursday nigh},
(nerican Legion lawn A ‘
Elected to be used lor r
ie Band Stand.
Mrs Percy McLaughh’
L Mvma and Madden
rtenn who were gudri?
icther Mrs. Florence G:
•turned to Danfo th
Mrs. Laurence Hopkinihn have returned to G:
Cloise Johnsen cf Monher aunt Mrs. Jchn \\ t
Housekeepers at Unic:.

(hursday,

Jen:..’

au

rie Burns, Georgie R‘ |ary Wentworth
Supp

>rved at 5.39.

Mr. and Mrs. Sectt MilE
lnd are visit ing his pari
td Mrs. Fred Mills.

District Superintendent

[idrich of Augusta was
____ to attend the c
leeting of Union Church
town, he was guest of !■
rs. C. S. Mitchel
Mrs. Charles Stockbri
[ildren of Brighton. Ms
siting her parents. Mr. a
anson Brown.
Miss Marguerite Clayter
In. is at the home of her
and Mrs. Fred Clayter
Mrs. Langtry Smith, ent
nursday night at pyram e
,rst honors went to Eleanc
, seccnd to Marion L.
reshments were served
Mfs. Frank Thomas of I
lass., is visiting Mr and
ird Rcss.
4r. and Mrs Clarence 1
Portland, are at Mr. 1
. 6 Dyer's cn a visit.
A Victory Reading Club
ganized at the Public
.iris and beys over tlu
jhool are invited to join
Bible Class Organize
IWith Mrs. Nina Burae
a Rossiter, Mrs. Laura 1
s. Jennie Rcbertson. M
ilbrock and Mrs Grace La
iminine members of the
:hool Class cf John Wh
,e weil known and faithf,
Union Church Sunday S
nucleus, the Elizabeth Hi
;ble Class was organized
Officers elected were:
izabeth Hutchinson:
yde Macintosh; preside
Bwry; secretary, Georcie
Insurer, Helen Haskell;
p p committee . F/uer
Brrie Fifield, Lillian L:b
The class now has a me
Members were
28. ______
ktertained Thursday by

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

yiCTORY
BUY

DRIVERS

TO LET

SONDS

FARMERS

Representatives To Legislature

Make every market-

Pick up your War Bonds and
Stamps on your second stop
in town ... right after you’ve
sold your eggs, milk, poultry,
stock or grain. No invest
ment is too small and no in
vestment is too large ... the

important thing is to buy
every time you sell!
V. S. Treasury Dcpartnifr-t

L. Sleeper, Jr. and
Conant,
Rockland;

Cleveland
Ralph
P.

day BOND DAY!
For our fighting men,
for our country’! fu
ture and for freedom
we must meet and
beat our county War
Bond quota and keep on do
ing it.

STAMPS

SAFEST
SEASON FOB
0C1VING V////,,

Charles F. Dwinal. Camden; Ar! thur Emerson. North Haven, Wil
liam T. Smith, Thomaston and Mil
ton C. Stephenson, Union,

MISCELLANEOUS
WAR NEEDS MONEYI

mF
vi-

It will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Your Government calls on you to help now.

Answer* to Quiz for Driver*

A.—The new minimum list of prod
ucts required for complete automotive
lubrication calls for the use of 21
different products.
A.—Tire dressing is a paste applied
by sponge to renew the appearance of
tires.
A.—Spring is tbe safest season for
driving when motor vehicle accidents
ebb. They usually reach their peak in
tjtr
_—
------- ,

Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Payroll Savings Plan.
,

■MU

UM NH*S MISTI
Hill tSMT
nnss user

Elliot St., Thomaston, TEL 24. 66-tf
UN ru kN ISHED apt to let. 4 rooms
and bath. inquire 12 Knox St., TEL
156-W.
62-tf

Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10i, 25t, and up.

The help of every individual ia needed.

Do your part by pledging to buy

your share every

NOTICE—My wife. Barbara Humph
rey. having left my bed and board,
I will no longer be responsible for
bills or debts contracted l'n mv name.
WALLACE HUMPHREY. July 24. 1942,
Madison. Me_______________________ 73.75
EXPERT chair caning, bring your

chairs to IRVING FIELDS. Mechanic

St., Rockport.
72*74
DENTAL NOTICE
'
During the Summer and Fall will
make appointments for Tuesdays and
Fridays. DR J H DAMON. Dentist,
office over Newberry’s 5 & 10* cent
store. 382 Main St.. Tel. 415-W
71-tf
REV. RUTH MATHIAS MEDIUM,
live questions and reading by letter
Send $1. stamped envelope to 12
THIRD ST.. | Bangor. Me.
Prompt
reply assured.______________________ 70**1

LIOHT

aewlng

-

-----------

trucking,

machine

waste

repairing.

WATSON, Tel. 314-W.

removal;

LEROY

74*79

Head, Star Route. City.___________ 72*74

MAID wanted for general house
work, references. Apply MRS. E. D.
JOHNSTON, North Vassalboro, Me
72*74

MOTHER'S helper wanted, trustworthy. with two small children. TEL
626. 192 Llmerock St.. City._______ 71 *73

LIAM DON AH UK. Head of-Bay. 71*73
PIANO.
melodlan,
chamber
set,
what-not. new braided rues, side
board, table, old fashioned living room
set. for sale.
Many other articles.
Also tenement to let 4 NORTH MAIN
ST_______________ _ ________________ 7P73

FEMALE Jersey calf for sale, bom
July 13. H D CRIB, Criehaven 71 73
FARM 100 acres, on Bog road for
THREE used articles wanted: Olrl's
double-deck hen
pen. three
bicycle, baby stroller and couch ham sale.
brooder
GEORGE NEILD 9
mock.
TEI, 626. 192 Llmerock St, Maverick houses
St , City.________________ 71*76
City._________________________________ 71*73
FARM of standing grass for sale,
GIRL to work in kitchen at Ye An cut 35 tons, cheap
Tel. 7-5. W L
chor Inn, Owls Head
TEL. 385 21
MERRIAM. Union.
71*73
______________________________________ 71-73
LARGE beating plant for sale
In
LISTINGS wanted for small houses quire BOOTH BROS & HURRICANE
5 to 7 rooms. Have several customers ISLE GRANITE CORP., Tel. 17 Long
to pay cash for dseirable residential Cove. Me _____________________
70 75
and farm property. L. A THURSTON.
DESIRABLE property for sale ln
TeL 1158.________________________
70-tf
Camden, to settle estate J HERBERT
PERMENANTS given at your home GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden
bv experienced operator; $4 to $8. Tel. ________
______________________ 69-tf
EVA WEAVER. 67-R_______________ 68-tf
TWO fields of grass for sale
MRS.
MAN wanted to contract, gather ELIZA LOW. 524-J, 219 Talbot Ave
and bleach 100 tons of sea mom. Par
'
______________________ 71*73
ticulars write W. H DENNIS. West
D. 8c H. hard coal, egg. stove, nut
Minot, Me._________________________ 68*73
S15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
FURNITURE wanted to . upholster, of mine New River soft, not screened
called for and delivered. T J. FLEM $10.25 ton del. M B. * C. O. PERRY.
ING, 19 Birch fit., Tel. 212-W. 66-tf 51# Main St., Tel. 487.
W-Lf

MILDNESS

A MUST WITH

I SMOKE CA/V
THEY'RE EXTRA
ANO THEY 0*
TIRE MY TA
____
IMPORTANT TO STIA

7^e

of

CAM
co/rfwff'

L£SS /WC<

/-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

WAR STAMP DRIVE

VINALHAVEN

M'S

/*x zs
o zs
o zx
o
Z*x

■

OSCAR LANE
Correspondent

j^jrS

lOR SALE

er

-

t

Robert Georgeson, Mrs.
conway and sen Kenneth
io Holyoke, Mass.
};
Young returned Mon-

F

•C'

Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

u
TWO FIELDS
[For The Courier-Gazette]
I went lay the field of the slothful
Lo! It wm all grown over with weeds
Weeds robbing the soil of Its riches
And sowing afar noxious seeds.

,„;cn. returned Sunday, to Bos-

-\oo'V,«9

Ils durability,
bh the same
lid .n a three
re’ has made
hablc women

ACTIVE

:osts
rceed three lines In•0 cents. Additional
for three time*. Five
Uled 1. e. ad vert lsepnt to The Courieritional.

AND FOUND
Ik Rabbit Hound lost FRED
■ 9 Rocky HUI Ave., Cltv
_____________ 73*75
pst ll
feet.
blue,
oars
.
I it badlv so finder
lv PETER PrPECELLO, Owls
’ 11(51 W
73-74

krist watch found on Main
[may have same bv nrovInquire LUCY MUNRO.
[v Square, City,
73* 11
keys lost Monday Leave
CORBETTS office,
City
____________________ 73*75
last, a place has been
|rc you can get delicious
shakes
rt's OXTON'S.
lorner of Park. City. 72-73
Itom boat. 14 ft. lost July
|
le: yellow inside. BO
RROWS. Glen Cove. 72 74
JE’c’n eoid watch, double
Ipln attachment lost SunIvicinity of Baptist Church
Reward. Leave at Oonofflee.
71-73

OR SALE
• ew'nillch Holstein c^w
po otnfcy nA stock. Te’
E 3PB.AR, Rankin Pt.
______
73*75
and heifer calf for sale?
month old ehleks. 9 laving
~cp
TEl 241 1
73*75
lx Coach for sale, good
new tire extra, good run
2-scatcd grocery
IED STARRE IT. Warren,
__________ __________ 73*75
bouse for
fi rooms
■ Automatic heat, flrep’°ce,
I’1,’ Tei Camden 24'8, MRS
|JOY, Highland Ave
72-tf
tanks for sale, capac'tv
is each hecides Ice: '*1*0
wagon MRS. H. V. STARN Warren 15 11.
72-73
rooms, for sale at VinaL
4'-acre wood
E NASON. Ash Point.
____ ____________ 72*74
|ft double ender for sale;
rowboats., D A. WHITJnlon st., Rockport, Tel.
_________
72*74
(tenement house lor rale
»in near Snow's shtovard.
bvcnlcnces
TEL 763-M
__ __ _
72-74
la- f - sale, wi'l sell cheap
BOWDOIN F
MILLER.
7 cl 15-13
72*74
pye for sale weight 12Oo7
Pilch cow and calf. WILPHUE Head of-Bay. 71*73
Imc.odlan.
chamber
set,
■ new braided run, sldeold fashioned living room
lie
Many other articles,
fnt to let 4 NORTH MAIN
___________
71*73
I ’1/ -cv calf for sale, bom
D CRIE, Criehaven 71-73

;e! Ch lies has returned from
• wiih her brother William
m Hampton, Conn.
lot:.i:d Webb returned Friday, to
;.'/field. Mass., after spending a
jjvs in tewn.
■nest Hatch and granddaugh’ V:v: m and Shirley of Port•yere recent guests of Mr. and
Fred Ccombs.
s;;olm Hcpkins returned SunAir Cadet Robert K. Stuhlman, the energy and planning which
, Woicester, Mass.,, ij ter a
back
in New England on furlough have made American retailing the
!:
his
mother,
Mrs.Vernard
I
from Nashville, Tenn., where he most effective distributive force in
audience enjoyed the is training to be a bombardier, the "world. First National has
eonp'i't and solo by Prof. ft. helps to inaugurate FirSt National been selling stamps right from the
Arc given by the Vinalhaven Stores’ big war stamp drive all beginning.
This week’s drive,
Thursday nighty on the this week in all First National hcwever, has been planned to
- ,n Legion lawn. A sum was Stores and Markets. He is a for suit the particular conditions of
Mary food-store merchandising.
to be used for repairing mer First National man.
Hayes, Catherine Sheehy and
Prizes of war bonds have been
k Band Stand.
Percy McLaughlin, daugn- Theresa Kelly, employes in the put up by the management for
I
Mvriid and Maureen and sen First National office, are nappy to outstanding individual store per
nn ' ho were gWsts ' *of her get more stamps for their albums formance, and 200 American Le
M. s Florence Gross.’‘have from a salesman who wears the gion Auxiliary Units in New Eng
irned to Danforth.
clothes which make him one of land and scores of other patriotic
|Mrs. Laurence Hopkins and son the best-dressed men in America. ! women’s groups who are serving as
U have returned to Greenville.
The special First National drive Volunteer Saleswomen are offered
: .»■ Johnsen cf Monscn is guest brings a week-long concentration their part in the prizes which are
ann: Mrs. John Wentworth, on war stamp sales in all First announced “as in no sense pay
[j-is-tl? epers at Unicn Circle, National Stores and
Markets ment for a job which is the duty
iirsdav, ate: Jennie Maker, which aims to set some new high and the privilege of every Ameri
rie Burns, Georgie Roberts and recors fcr war stamp sales in re can, but merely as the Company’s
Wentworth. Supper will be tail stores. The Company has ' token of appreciation for good
rred at 5.39.
planned the drive as part of its woik.’’
It and Mrs. Scctt Mills of Port- contribution during “Retailers-forA special newspaper advertise
arc visiting his parents. Mr. Victory Month,’’ a July-long sales ment devoted exclusively to war
Mi Lu d Mills.
activity in which the retailers of stamps; special posters and' other
|a-rict Superintendent Herbert the Nation have put into the sales means are being used to put the
rich of Augusta was in town of bonds and war stamps all of drive over.
dav. to attend the quarterly
ling of Union Church. While
■ ii he was guest of Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Hutchinson at their at View cemtery. The bearers were
tractive Summer home El-Will-El. A. A. Peterson, Wilbur Coombs, A.
C S. Mitchel.
|Mrs Charles Stockbridge and Lunch was served in the beautiful E. Lbby, L. W. Sanborn.
Those from out of town to attend
iren of Brighton, Mass., are rose covered patio, which is the
handiwork
of
Mrs.
Hutchinson.
the
services were Mr. and Mrs.
her parents, Mr. and Mts.
After lunch a pleasant social hour Hugh Rossiter of Lynbrook, N. Y.,
Brown.
Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Brown of Rock
Marguerite Clayter of Bcs- was passed.
Those present were GraceLawry, land. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Brown.
at the home of her parents,
Irma Holbrook, Julia 'Johnson, Lu Betty Brown, and Phillip Brown of
and Mis. Fred Clayter.
Langtry Smith, entertained cille Carver, Marion Littlefield, Kate Richford, Vt.
ir-riay night at pyramid bridge, Greenleaf, Emma Winslow, Georgie
icr.ors went to Eleanor Grpg- Roberts, Edith Newbert, Rebecca
seccnd to Marion Littlefield, Arey, Mary Ncyes, Barbara Fraser,
Florence Mullen. Cora Peterson.
hinents were served.
pi's Frank Thomas of Belmont, Edith Erickson, Nellie Nickerson,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ly- Helen Haskell, Mary Gray, Carrie
For the first time since the plan
Fifield, Lillian Libby. Special guests was
_ Rcss.
started more than 30 years
were
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Mitchell
ilr and Mrs. Clarence Kneeland and F. L. Roberts. Mrs. Lou Rossiter, ago the annual Summer conference
Portland, are at Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Clyde Macintosh and Mrs. of New England Grange lecturers
A Dver’s on a visit.
Laura Bickford were unable to be will be emitted this year. Aban
A Victory Reading Club has been present.
donment was deemed necessary in
ized at the Public Library,
view of the shortage of gasoline
Freeman A. Brown
and beys over third grade
and the scarcity of automobile
il are invited to join.
Freeman A. Brcwn, 79, prominent tires.
* • * *
busines man and esteemed citizen,
Bible Class Organized
At
Tunbridge
Grange in Ver
With Mrs. Nina Burgess, Mrs. died July 23. at his home. De
mont
the
membership
was divided
ceased
was
born
in
this
town,
son
tra Rossiter, Mrs. Laura Bickford,
■ Jennie Rcbertson, Mrs. Evie cf Abner and Alzada Brown. For into two teams and a contest
brcck and Mrs. Grace Lawry, the many years he was engaged in the started to see which team cculd
linine members of the Sunday grain business, until his retirement sell the greater number of war
bonds and stamps in the com
lool Class cf John Whittington, 20 years ago.
Surviving are his wife, two munity within a given time limit.
e well known and faithful teacher
mon Church Sunday School, as daughters, Mrs. Martha Brogan of A tremendous hustle followed and
I* lens, the Elizabeth Hutchinson San Francisco. Mrs. Hugh Rcssiter practically no cne in the entire
Cla. s was organized July 16. of Lynbrook, N. Y.; three sons, Dr. locality escaped the call. The re
Officers elected were: Teacher, F. F. Brown of Rcckland, Dewey sult was a total sale of $1165
iiabeth
Hutchinson;
assistant, Brown of Richford. Vt. and Ralph worth, followed by a jolly Grange
p Macintosh; president. Grace Brcwn of this town; also seven party, in which the members of
the winning team were feted by
va -ecretary, Georgie Roberts; grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Sun the losers. Tunbridge Grange has
■urcr. Helen Haskell; member1 committee: Florence Mullen, day at the residence. Rev. Charles only 50 members and is located in
Mitchell officiating. The abundance a small rural section in the heart
de Fifield, Lillian Libby,
ie class now has a membership cf floral offerings tsetified to the of the Green Mountain State.
♦ ♦ • ♦
■8 Members were delightfully love and esteem in which he was
Interment was in Ocean
rtained Thursday by Rev. and held.
Among many stirring resolu
tion adopted by the recent annual
session of the South Dakota State
Grange was one which sharply
_iA6 H
condemned the selling of beer in
army camps and insisting that
“every available precaution shall
be taken to see that no liquor is
sold to soldiers in uni.orm and
that all liquor selling establish
ANTOINETTE
ments be removed far away from
army training camps.’’ The ses
CONCELLO
sion also urged the converting of
Ringling Bras,
all breweries to the production of
war materials until the present
and
struggle is over.
Barnum
Bailey

Nation’s Grangers

I

aerial marvel

p

■> ?cr?s' on BoS road for
| c-rtcck
hen
pen. three
tses
GEORGE NEILD. 9
City-_______________ 71*76
standing grass for sale,
.'heap
Tel. 7 5. W L.
| Union.
71*73
pating plant fcr Ss!e
BROS & HURRICANE
‘ CORP . Tel 17 Long
_______
70 75
Le property for sale in
settle estate .1 HERBERT
p 2306 or 2170, Camden
_______
69-tf
H of grass for sale MRS.
I 524 J. 219 Talbot Ave.
______________
71*73
[hard coal, egg, stove, nut
r°n- de! Nut size and run
rw River soft, not screened
pel. M B A: C. O. PHRRY,
Tel 487.
tki-K

• * « *

A substantial Grange member
ship gain has been made the past
year in the State of Washington,
whose present enrollment is 37,202.
e * • •

Hundreds of Grange fairs will
be held this Fall as usual, drawing
their patronage from the immedi
ate home areas.
• * • •
The six New England states
have at present membership of
163.151, which is a decided gain
over one year ago.
• ♦ ♦ •

MILDNESS

IS

A MUST WITH M£.

I SMOKE CAMELS.
rHEy’RE EXTRA MILD
-

AND

THEY DON'T

TIRE /Viy TASTE

’mportant

Story Of The Thomas W. Lawson Recalled By
Weathervane—Rockland Man In Crew
Publication Limited to Brief

Qunicy, Mass.

■j er Hopkins and daughters
T-.s and Ruth of Worcester.
arP j iests of Mrs. Montilieu
triell for a few weeks.
Marshall Coombs
and
[?chter Audrey, are visiting in
crd. Ccnn.
i.
Webster returned Satingfleld. Mass.
M it ay Z wicker, who hps
ot her aunt Mrs. Andrew

to steady smokersi

TAe smote of

CAMELS
CO/ffaMS

Less /V/CO7ME
than that of the 4 other largestselling brands tested—less than any
nf them—according to independent
scientific tests of tbt smoke ilsettl
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In Van Wert county, Ohio, re
cently the entire evening's pro
gram of Convoy Grange. No. 2530,
was presented by a single family,
composed of feur generations. The
entertainment features, as well as
the lunch for all present, were
taken care of by this family, head
ed by Joseph Lare, 93 years old.
who has been a member of Con
voy Orange since April. 1875. and
during the past 12 months, in
spite of his great age. he has
missed only four Grange meet
ings. His brother, John, is 89
years old. and both were con
tributors to the unique program.
• • * •
One of the most prosperous sub
ordinate Granges in Colorado is
being entirely wiped out and its
membership scattered by the tak
ing over of a vast territory for
the building of a government
chemical plant. This is Rose Hill
Grange. No. 266. in Adams county,
which held its last meeting on
June 10.

I went by the fleld of the worker
Lo! It was all richly fruited with grain
Oratn blessing the earth with Its
beauty.
The life of mankind to sustain.
Allison M Watts
Jamaica, Vt.

at

R at

UNSUNG
(For The Courier-Gazette]

Ah, who wtll tell of unpralsed truths
When length of time brings knowl
edge
Of great reforms that dauntless men
Have engineered through courage
No credit, no. applause they sought
These souls * with visioned battles
fought
For better life and health and plea
sures
And stunted growth to gallant mea
sures.
Through wilderness of petty crimes
They sought no monuments of stone
No eloquence ln rhyme or story,
Struggling not for world desenture
These heroes neither Whig or Tory
Not alone was their work for adven
ture
But for betterment of life their songs
These dauntless men to whom praise
belongs.
K. S. F.
Rockland.

at at at at
BEYOND
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Beyond the sunsets and the dawns
The deep, dark purple tints of night
The noontide and the evening .songs
There ls a land of endless light.
These sunsets fade, these dawns give
place
Today, with tasks of weal or pain;
The noonday's heat foretells apace
Cool evening will bring songs again.
I sometimes wofnder where will be
This sun. this moon and stars so
fair;
Through countless years thair course
they've run
Undlmmed by time, will they shine
there?
I look Into Thy face to see Thy glory.
It fills all heaven, e'en every face
and mine
But ln that glad new earth, that ls
the story
If 'tls Thy will, again for us they'll
shine.
These lovely dawns I’ll see again:
Will see agal'n these sunset skies,
The evening songs so sweet they pain
Fill all my heart when daylight dies.
Mary E L. Taylor
Tenants Harbor.

at «t«t at
WHEN BLINDNESS CAME
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Light of my life
M> Lord so dear
It will 'not be dark
If thou art near.
Old love divine
too pure, so tree
Illumine my life
That lt may be
A living witness forever for thee.
Nellie Mills
Hayward. Calif.

at at at at
A LONE COWBOY
[For The Courier-Gazette]
I'm Just a lone cowboy a-rldlng along
In my heart there Is sorrow, on my
lips a song;
The round-up Is over and I have no
home.
No father, no mother so I'm on the
roam
Oh, I had a sweetheart a long time
ago.
But where she ls now. folks, sure
I do not know;
She Hved ln a Abln on a lone moun
tain aide.
She told me she loved me, promised

she'd be my bride.

Then along came a play-boy from the
city one day.
He won her heart from me and took
her away;
So with pack and a saddle on my
strawberry roan.
I'll follow the doggies forever alone.
Rae of Belfast

Out Of State Cars
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New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Nevada
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Panama
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee

Texas
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

Wisconsin
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that matter—ever was before. The
equipment of engines to hoist and
lower sa.il saves crew and stevedore
expenses, the two heavy items on
the debit side of a merchantman’s
account, and gives her all sorts of
conveniences that she could not
otherwise have, such as electric
lights, steam steering gear and an
easy way to hoist the big anchors.
Strange as it sounds, it was steam
that made this sailing vessel pos
sible.
port.
"The Lawson is built much as a
One day it yielded to the force of big passenger steamer might be, ex
an unusual gale, and came crash cept that she has no staterooms
ing to the ground. It was salvaged and no propellers. Net only her
by the owner’s son, the late James hull and ribs, but her decks and
H. Simonton, and today, put in as houses, are of steel, and her 135 foot
good condition as new, is the prop masts are steel cylinders topped with
erty of Adelaide R. F. Prince of this 56 foot spars of Oregon pine. She
city, who greatly treasures it. along has a double bottom four feet deep,
with the story which Capt. John which is divided into watertight
G. Crowley wrote about the new compartments by four collision
craft for Munsey’s Magazine before bulkheads, and if a hole was torn
it began its brief but eventful ca half her length she would still float.
reer. The title of his article was When she is going light laden, a
"The Greatest Sailing Ship Afloat.” thousand tons of water ballast will
Capt. Crowley, who was well known be pumped into the double bottom
here and at Camden expressed the as a steadier. Two decks are above
hope that these new mammoth this, and altogether there is room
sailing vessels “may regain for in her for 8100 tons of cargo—say
America, her maritime supremacy." coal, for instance—which is nearly
The early part of the article re twice the capacity of the six masted
views the story of wooden shipbuild Wells, and about double what the
ing and the evolution from the ordinary steam freighter carries.
threemaster to the Thomas W. She is 403 feet long over all, or
Lawson.
368 feet on the waterline; she is of
Quoting from Capt. Crowley's 50-fcot beam, and 35 feet deep.
story:
When she has a full load she will
“I built the first of my big five draw 26 feet of water.
masters, the John B. Prescott, in With these dimensions I had size
1899, and the first six master that enough to make seven masts neces
was ever floated, the Gecrge W. sary and stability enough to make
Wells, the year before last; and now. them possible; but to set the great
in the Lawson, the first steel ship in motion, and give it any
schooner built in this country, and speed, tremendous sail power was
the first seven masted schooner in required, and that meant rigging so
the world, I think I have an entire large and so heavy that if it could
be managed at all by human muscles
ly new type of sailing vessel.
“In spite of the increased cargo there must be a very large crew.
capacity of the schooner, the square That is why six little engines are
rigger kept ahead of her for a long ranged along the middle of the Law
time. Each additional mast in son’s deck. Five of them are just
creased the number of men neces alike, of twenty five horsepower
sary to handle her. and also put a each; the sixth, up forward, has
forty horse power, and will do noth
heavier strain on her hull.
"It became necessary to strength ing but turn the capstan for the two
en her against the fearful wrench big stockless anchors, which weigh
ing that came when her great length five tons apiece. This and the aft
was hung from bow to stern be ermost engine are in deckhouses,
tween the crests of two waves, and with the two steam boilers; the oth
then balanced amidships on top of er four stand in the open air. Each
the swell. The keelson by means of has what is called link motion—
which this was dene—a framework that is, it can be reversed by a lever
of heavy beams that graced the hull so as to exert strength in either di
from inside—cut down the cargo rection. like a railroad engine, and
room and added to the load; the pull down as well as up.
timber for that of the Wells, for “Having this power at hand, why
example, being in itself a burden not make further use of it? So the
that brought the three master which engines were placed in such a way
delivered it to the builder down to as to be convenient to the hatches
her waterline. Besides, the great as well as to the'masts, and they can
spread cf canvas, divided into a few do stevedore work besides crew
large sails instead of several smaller work. They take the place of a large
ones like those of a ship or bark, was number of men. and that is the
tco heavy to be managed economic greatest single economy that can be
ally by hand. This put the schoon worked on shipboard. A square rig
er, big as she had become, at a dis ger the size of the Lawson would
advantage again, and in the Wells have a crew of at least 35; the LawI made the first move towards over son has only 16 men, including her
coming one of the troubles by pro master, engineers, and cook; but
viding two engines to help in hoist her sail can be changed in five
ing the sails and anchors and pump minutes, while the old fashioned
ing her out in case of a leak—in jship takes a quarter cf an hour to
fact, for doing all the heavy work. do the same thing.”
“Some of the cld skippers laughed What were the names of the seven
when I built the Prescott, and more masts with which the Lawson was
of them scoffed when I launched equipped? There’s a poser for you,
the Wells, but the big ships have and small wonder, as maritime au
turned out to be two of the best and thorities disagreed. A Boston au
most profitable that ever sailed, thority says they were: Fore, main,
and my belief in the schooner was mizzen, jigger, spanker, driver and
only strengthened by my experi pusher. And if the reader has any
better names cr authority, let him
ence with them.
“When it came to the seven mas come forth and. make himself
ter, I tried to overccme some of the known.
There’s one Rockland man who
bad features of the big schooners by
having her built of steel, and man ought tc know, and his name is
ning her by steam. Steel construc Capt. Charles R Magee, retired
tion gained for cargo room the space deputy collector of customs who is
taken up by the keelson which would just recuperating from six months
have been necessary in a woeden sickness. Why should he know?
vessel, in addition to the saving in Because he sailed on the Lawson
the difference in the thickness of and is possibly the sole survivor of
wooden and steel hulls. It also Its crew.
made her stronger than a schooner The Lawson was lost in 1908, near
—or any other sailing vessel, for the English Channel.
A seven-masted steel schooner
sailed into the editorial rooms of
The Courier-Gazette yesterday—a
miniature model of the famous, but
ill-fated schooner Thomas W. Lawson, which was wrecked on Friday,
the thirteenth, magic day in the ca
reer of her distinguished namesake.
Por more than 30 years this model
veered to fickle breezes as a weath
ervane on the barn owned by the
late Joshua Simonton of West Rock

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

We talked with Esther Forbes the spoons mustard. 1 teaspoon tumeric,
other day who did that completely 3 quarts vinegar.
Chop vegetables fine, sprinkle
fascinating and beautiful book
“Paul Revere and the World He with salt and let stand overnight.
lived in.” She admitted she be Drain well. Make a paste of the
came Interested in him first be flour, mustard, tumeric and about 1
cause of the mixture of caution and oup of the vinegar. Add to remain
boldness she read in the John ing vinegar. Cook in double boiler
Singleton Copley portrait, then until mixture thickens. Pour over
Cook
10
because he was an everyday indivi chopped vegetables.
dual who walked the little paths of minutes. Pour into jars and seal.
life in wartime, reared his family, Makes about 5 quart jars.
managed to enjoy himself. Did the Clarendon Corn Bread—2 cups
thing at hand with complete con sweet milk, 1 cup sour milk, 1 cup
centration on the thing to be done. cornmeal (stone ground, white) 2-3
(Even to the point of casting only cup Ceresota enriched flour, 2
a glance over his shoulder at the tablespoons sugar, 1 teaspoon soda,
raging battle of Lexington because 1 egg.
Beat egg and sugar and put in
he had been sent to rescue John
Hancock’s trunkful of papers at the sour milk and soda, then the meal
Buckman Tavern, not to gaze at and flour and after stirring well,
battles which seemed to us the add the sweet milk. Bake in a shal
height of concentration on the job low pan in a hot oven <409 degrees
F.) for about 20 minutes. Serve het.
at hand).
All of which is by way of intro
MENU
duction to the fact that we women
Breakfast
are asked to concentrate just now
Chilled Melon Halves
on scores of small tasks. We’re sav
Soft Boiled Eggs
ing fat, we’re making things do in
‘Clarendon Corn Bread
place of something else, conserving,
Coffee
obeying orders. We may dream of
Luncheon
joining the WAAC, of being an army Broiled Cheese & Bacon Sandwiches
nurse a welder on a factory line.
Mixed Pickles
We’d like to do something more
Blueberry Cake
dramatic, something more concrete
Blueberry Sauce
but we have our prosaic jobs right
Lemonade
at home.
Dinner
»
For cne thing we’ve got to get in
‘Savory Corn Patties
the scrap. We and cur 40 million
Creamed /Potatoes
civilian sisters are fighting woman
Stewed Tomatoes
power with the Army, the Navy,
Green Salad
the factories depending on us. If
‘Special Garlic Dressing
we don’t concentrate on this job,
‘Chocolate Refrigerator Cake
factories will close down so waste
Coffee
is treason. Here’s what we need:
* Recipes given.
Rubber: SQ% of America’s former
rubber sources have been cut off by
»the enemy. Get out your rubber
gloves, hot water bottles, bathing
caps, rubber heels, girdles, garters,
garden hose. Every little bit counts. The Story Of An Indian Girl,
Iron and Steel: Unestimated tons
and Of Doctors and
of scrap metal are lying around
Dentists
American backyards, farms, attics.
Get it out! Old beds, stoves, electric
New Haven, Conn., July 23.
fan§, heaters, doorknobs.
Cooking Fats: 2 billion pounds of Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
From time to time there appear
waste fats vanish out of kitenens
every year. Don’t let that happen little Indian legends cr, that is
now! Save drippings from meat, my humble way cf saying it. It
poultry, bacon grease. Needed for has been hundreds cf years since
the
war-whoop
has
sounded
making explosives.
Rags: Cotton, woolen, rayon, silk through our peaceful valleys pro
—'badly needed for wipers for ma claiming warriors on the warpath.
This story which I received in
chinery, for propelling charges.
Tin Cans: Only if ycu are in a a recent letter, has to do with an
city where there is a collection. Indian girl down Texas way. My
Then cnly fruit, vegetable, fish and nephew having occasion to do some
soup and tobacco cans properly minor repair woilc, met an Indian
prepared according to instruction. girl working in some Indian affairs
Call your local Salvage Commit office. Being desirous to knew
tee for details. If ycu haven’t cne something new about the Indian,
yet, ask your County cr State he asked her if they ever sunChairman about starting one. Get, burned1 and if she was a full
all the women you know in on it- blooded Indian. She told him
start the Scrap moving back into that they never sunburn, and that
War production today, even if you she had a white great-great
have to...move
, it yourself
,
..
grandmother. It seems, a long
S nf nPehnv nfrTJunaP qLn tlm*
3 White ^i!d Was stolen
in.f. ’of a box of Sterling Salt frcm
white people and when

Mrs. Cuddy’s Letter

Enclose that bit of paper witrt ten
young brave of her tribe He
cents and send to Marjorie Mills bein8 in love ’wlth hpr rebelled at
mistreatment at the hands of
Yankee network, Boston, Mass, for
a set of the best looking initials, to his tribesmen and managed to es
be used as decalomania transfers to cape taking her with him and
personalize all your own belongings. succeeded in finding a friendly
Doesn’t that sound like a smart haven with another tribe which
idea? You get 24 initials in all in they joined and fcund refuge frem
two sizes and the Bodini type design the fury of her oppressors.
If this story of the Indian girl
is in blue and red. The initials slip
off onto glasses, wastebaskets, trays, indicates any moral for these
even nctepaper. easily, and you'll modern times, let us remember
have lots of fun making your cwn that no matter how grave the
things doubly yours with these situation may be, faith and justice
initials. Send your name and ad cannot be destroyed.
dress. and printed clearly, the initial
To change the subject—Many of
you’d like to have plus the paper the doctors and dentists of Rcck
from Sterling Salt’s pouring spout land whom I knew in the well re
and dime to Marjorie Mills, Yankee membered past, are being brought
network, Boston, Mass.
to mind through the medium of
We’d love to send you all the free “Iree Member’s’ sketches.
For
books the sponsors are offering example. Dr. Austin, a dentist,
right now. There s the whole new was a regU[ar mealtime boarder
set of sugar saving recipes Nancy | at Perkin's Restaurant where I
Holmes worked out with Ceresota was employed as waitress. Also,
enriched flour, the Kyanize book having room and board at the
of ideas for re-decorating “Bring
Your Bright Ideas to Life,” and the same restaurant was . Dr. Mason
Nestle sugar saving recipes that call and wife and a near relative “Sara
Doctors Damon and
fo r Nestle semi-sweet chocolate. Mason."
Then there’s the big La Rosa recipe Richan occupied an offlee in the
I passed their
bock “101 Ways to Use Macaroni.” same building.
All are free and yours for the ask door many times daily in the per
ing. Address Marjorie Mills, Yan formance of my duties.
If my memory serves me right,
kee network, Boston Mass.
Chocolate Refrigerator Cake—1 one day while attending/ to m.v
7-oz. Nestle’s Semi-Sweet Chocolate, duties, I came upon a small boy
2 tablespoons sugar, 3 tablespoons seated at the top of the stairs
cold water, 3 eggs, separated, 1 cup waiting to have a tooth extracted.
heavy cream, whipped, 1 tsp. vanilla I may be wrong about this, but I
extract,
teaspoon peppermint ex believe it was Dr. Richan who
tract (optional) 18 lady fingers, split. came out and questioned the boy.
Melt chocolate in top of double 1 finally telling him to go heme and
boiler. Add sugar and water, and 1 get a written permission frem his
mix well. Remove from heat. Stir i parents. It was obvious from ihe
gradually into egg yolks, and beat j beginning that the youngster was
smooth with a spoon. Cool. Beat i being stubborn. After considering
the egg whites stiff, and fold into j a moment the doctor invited him
the cooled chocclate mixture. Fold . jnt0 fhe cffi;e. Well, pulling that
in the whipped cream and extracts. I tooth survived no better than
Arrange some of the lady fingers on tnjght have been expected, as the
the bottom of a loaf pan 10”x5”x3”, j boy with a groan scuttled down
and pour in some of the chocolate the stairs and around the building
and the whipped cream mixture. to the back of the restaurant, with
Then alternate layers cf lady fingers the most terrible wails and a gcod
with the chocolate mixture until the deal of suspicious peering through
loaf pan is full and all lady fingers
and chocolate mixture have been his fingers.
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy
used having lady fingers on top.
Chill in refrigerator for 24 hours
and serve with or without whipped
FRIENDSHIP
cream. Serves 12.
Private funeral services were held
Special Garlic Dressing (From Sunday for Alonzo G. Walter who
August Better Homes & Gardens) — died July 23 at the age cf 74 He is
1 teaspoon Sterling Salt, ’/& teaspoon survived bj- his witiew. Abbie and
Photo, Courto/y Putuford Mohing Powdet
black pepper,
teaspoon chili pow one stepson, Arthur Fitzgerald of
iSS np the sugar bowl and heat dients, a little at a time, blending der, % teaspoon celery salt, % tea Bath; one brother, Charles Walter
cup vinegar. of D&mariscctta; also several nieces
ap the oven, for you don't need well after each addition. Drop by spoon dry mustard,
teaspoonfuls on lightly greased Dash of Tabasco sauce. I cup salad and nephews.
that precious sweet stuff to make
Rev. Robert L.
cookie sheet and bake in a mod oil, 1 clove garlic, grated.
the brand new sugarless cookies*
Sheaff of Waldcboro officiated.
Combine ingreditnets in bottle; Burial was in family lot at Lawry.
erately hot oven (425°F.) for 12 to
that have ^been created, tried and
tested ln the Rumford Kitchens. 15 minutes. Yield: about 4 dozen cover and shake vigorously. Makes
m cups.
They’re sweet and simple, and since cookies..
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Savory Corn Patties—1 pound un
sugar tends to mask ingredient
VARIATIONS
Wondersl
cooked hamburger. 1 cup drained
flavors, Rumford being an all-phos
Chocolate Drop Cookies: Add H
phate baking powder leaves no after cup grated semi-sweet chocolate to cooked corn, 2 tablespocns chopped
taste in sugarless recipes. Here ia creamed shortening mixture before parsley, 2 tablespocns chopped cel
ery, 2 tablespoons chopped onions,
the basic recipe and its four flavor adding sifted dry ingredients.
ful variations:
Nut Drop Cookies: Add H cup 2 tablespocns chopped g-een pep
chopped nut meats to creamed pers, 1-3 teaspoon Sterling salt, %
8ugarless Cookies
teaspoon pepper.
shortening mixture before adding
cups sifted
% cup shortenwhich makes you
Mix hamburger and corn with
flour
ing
sifted dry ingredients.
CRANKY,
NERVOUS
chopped
vegetables
and
add
season

t teaspoons Rum- IM cups honey
Orange Drop Cookies: Add 2 tea
ford Baking 1 egg. well beaten spoons
ing. Shape into cakes half an inch
It you suffer monthly cramps, back
grated
orange
rind
and
%
Powder
IH teaspoons
ache. distress of "Irregularities." ner
teaspoon orange flavoring to cookie thick. Cook and tuck into plain cr
teaspoon salt'
vanilla
vousness—due to functional monthtoasted
buns.
lydlsturbances—tryLydla Pinkham's
8ift together flour, Rumford Bak batter in place of vanilla.
Compound Tablets (with added
Chow Chow—4 peppers, 12 ripe
Fruit Drop Cookies: Add % cup
ing Powder and salt Cream shorten
Iron). Made espeeiallv for women.
cucumbers,
4
pounds
cabbage.
1
ing, add honey slowly and cream raisins, chopped figs or flrunea to
They also help build up red blood.
bunch
celery,
1
quart
onions,
14
cup
Follow label directions. Try it!
until fluffy. Stir ln well-beaten egg creamed shortening mixture before

Looky! Looky! A Sugarless Cookie!

F
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Sterling Salt, 1 cup flour, 2 table-
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Miss Mary Walsh arrived Mon
day frem Dorchester, Mass, and
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Brown for a week.
iMr. and Mrs. Sherman Wotton
and daughter Mary who have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. William
Belasco. and Mrs. Mary Wotton,
Friendship, for three weeks re
turned Sunday to Swampscott,
Mass. They were accompanied by
Miss Charlotte Dyer who will be
their guest for a week.
Misses Gay Stetson and Patricia
Roes who have been at the home
of the latter's uncle Charles W.
Brown, Portland for two weeks,
returned home Saturday.
Miss Patricia Gregory returned
to her home in Hamden, Conn.
Thursday after visiting Mr. and
Mrs. E. Poster Fales for two weeks.
The Contract Club met at the
Levensaler House, with two tables,
nigh scores going to Mrs. Ellis
Spear, of Warren and Mrs. May
nard Spear. This meeting marked
the beginning of the sixth year.
Donald Reilly who has been
visiting his father Carrol Reilly,
New Harbor, arrived home Thurs
day, accompanied by his cousin
Reginald Reilly who will be his
guest fcr a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Foster Fales,
Miss ‘'Betty” Fales, Miss Leona
Frisbee went Sunday to Castine
where they called on Eugene Fales,
who is a cadet at the Maine Mari
time Academy there. They were
also accompanied by Mrs. Kenneth
Spear of Rockland who called on
her son “Dick” Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barter and
daughter Marlene of Waldoboro
dined Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Ford.
At the meeting of the Garden
Club held at the home of Mrs. J.
Edward Elliot, Thursday, Mrs.
Agnes Boynton won flrst prize for
her miniature arangement and
Mrs. Charles Copeland won hon
orable mention. Mrs. Elliot spoke
on Indian Artifacts found in the
Hathorne Point Shell Heap and
Mrs. Stephen Lavender read an
original poem written >by Mr. Lav
ender.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbert,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kinney and
son "Billy” of Rockland. Richard
Webb of Syracuse, N. Y. Herbert
Newbert and Harriet Willson
spend the week-end at the New
bert cottage, Jefferson Lake.
Mrs. John Shields returned Sun
day after a visit with her daugh
ter Mrs. Margaret Parsons, Chel
sea. Mass.

The Same Officers
Will Conduct Affairs of Knox
Memorial Association tbe
Coming Year
Annual business meeting of the
Knox Memorial Association was
held at Knox Memorial, Thomaston,
'Saturday at 11 o’clock and these
officers were re-elected: President,
Mrs. Anne F. sAow, Rcckland, who
ha.s been president for several years;
vice presidents, Frank H. Ingra
ham; Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of
Waldoboro; Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
Rockland; Alfred Strout, Thomas
ton; treasurer, Mrs. Mabelle F. Rose.
Tenant’s Harbor; chaplain, Rev. E.
O. Kenyon; registrar, Mrs. Mabie
H. Creighton; corresponding and
recording secretary, Mrs. Katherine
C. Derry. Rockland; curator, Mrs.
Kathleen S Fuller. Rockland; cus
todian, Arthur J. Elliot, Thomaston;
Bank Treasurer. Thomaston Nation
al Bank; Librarian, Mrs. R. O. El
liot, Thomaston; auditor. Miss A.
Mabie Fernald, Thomaston; trus
tees, R O Elliot and Robert Walsh,
Thomaston; T. Jenness French,
Camden; Prof. Henry Thatcher
Fowler, Harmony, R. I. (Mr. Fow' ler is a great-great .grandson of
Gen. Henry Knox; Homer E. Rob
inson, Morris C. Perry and Jarvis C.
Perry, all of Rockland.
The flowers were arrnaged by the
Thomaston and Rockland Garden
Clubs and were very attractive.
After completion of the meeting,
members of Kncx Memorial Asso
ciation, General Knox Chapter,
D.A.R.. Thomaston, Lady Knox
Chapter, Rockland and Knox Me
morial Association State Officers
proceeded to the village cemetery
where a wreath was placed at the
grave of General Henry Kncx by
Jarvis C. Perry of Rockland, while
prayer was offered by Rev. E. O.
Kenyon of Rockland.

Social Gossip
Miss Rose Whitmore, who Is on
vacation from Freese's store ln Ban
gor, is spending ten days in Wash
ington, D. C. Upon her return she
will be guest of her mother, Mrs,
Charles Whitmore, Granite street,
over the week-end.

Marion Ginn, Dorothy Lawry and
Barbara Blaisdell have been spend
ing the week at the Sadler cottage.
Spruce Head Island.

Miss Hilda Hall of Owl’s Head has
returned from a week’s vacation
from Hotel Rockland and is now ln
the salad department.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Oxton and
sons Lee and Glenn, who have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Greg
ory, have returned to their home in
East Braintree, Mass.

Miss Virginia D'Agostino of
Portland and Miss Angelina D’Agos
tino of South Boston are here to
Mrs. Merrill Chadwick and chil
attend the wedding of their young
dren Alton. Roger and Gwendolyn est sister. Frances, and are visiting
of Manchester, Conn, spent Fri their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
day with Mrs. Wilson Carter.
D'Agostino.
Member of the Motor Corps ex
pect to receive their new uniforms
Mrs. Edward C. Moran, Sr., of
very soon as they are 'being made
Beech street has as guest Mrs.
by Tony Galiano of 'Rcckland.
A daylight test mobilization will George L. True of Malden, Mass.
be held today. As this is a dayMrs. Carroll M. Wixon and sons
light test no traffic will be stopped
except at direct site of the inci Raymond and Russell are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Wixon of
dent.
Mrs. Virginia S. Dunn of Boston Winslow.
was week-end guest of Mr. and
Miss Ethel Nattrass of Brook
Mrs. Guy Lermond.
Miss jean Harriman who has lyn, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
been a counselor at Wawenock Russell B. Stewart.
Camp, Jefferson arrived Sunday
to visit with her grandfather
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. E. Carl
Frank H. Jordan and her aunt Moran, Mrs Kenneth Lord. Mrs.
Miss Margaret Jordan, before re Carlton Snow. Mrs. Arthur Wisner,
turning to her home in West Hart Mrs. Raymond Watts. Mrs. Howard
Proctor, Mrs. Orel Davies and Mrs.
ford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney of Charles Rose, members of Lady
Pleasant Point entertained the Knox Chapter, D. A. R., were the
Rock Club at lobster stew supper hostesses at open house day at
Saturday, after which Rock was Montpelier, Saturday.
enjoyed Prizes went to Mrs. Theo
dore Rowell and Warren Knights
Mr. and Mrs. J. Eric Love of
for high and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dover-Foxcroft were Sunday night
Jack for lew. Others present were guests of Mrs Minnie Rogers and
Theodore Rowell. Mr. and Mrs. daughter Miss Ruth Rogers, at their
Albert Anderson, Mrs. Warren home on Amesbury street.
Knights and Mr. and Ms. Weston
Mr and Mrs. W. F. Dickey of Mal
Young.
Miss Gertrude Hanley went den, Mass, are making a fortnight’s
Thursday to Vinalhaven where she visit with Mrs. Dickey’s brother,
will spend ten days with her John Newman.
grandmother Mrs. Flora Ames.
Mrs. Frances Gist (Frances
Daniel Lakeman who was at the
home of his grandparents Mr. and Hatch), who is home from Boston
Mrs. E. P. Ahern for the past week, with her mother-in-law, Marie Gist
for a month’s visit wth her par
has returned to Saybrook. Conn.
Miss Leila Smalley will entertain ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Hatch, had
the Goodwill Grange Circle Wed a serious accident Sunday, falling a
nesday. A picnic lunch will be full flight of stairs at tile M. E.
Church. An x-ray at Knox Hospi
served at noon.
Mrs. Minnie Newbert and Miss tal showed badly d slocated muscles
Edna Hilt entertained Sunday at of the right shoulder, a sprained
a birthday party in honor of Miss ankle and bodily bruised. She will
Hattie Hilt who is spending a be confined to the house the re
weeks vacation at her home on mainder of the month.
Elliot street. Supper was served
E. W. Monthouse of Portland
after which gifts were presented was dinner guest of his niece, Mrs.
to Miss Hilt. Othrs present were Wendell Emery, yesterday.
Mrs. Jessie Woodcock. Mrs. Flor
ence Benner. Mr. and Mrs. War
Strand Theatre Fri., Sat.
ren Gammage and Joseph and
Vinal Killeran.
Frank Allen of Springfield, Mass,
was overnight guest Friday at his
heme on Pleasant street.
The Star Circle will meet at the
home of Miss Helen Studley. Hyler
street today with picnic supper at
630 All are asked to take their
own dishes.
The Knox County O.ES. Field
Day Association will hold its an
nual meeting Aug. 7, at the Ma
sonic hall with picnic supper at
6 30. There will be an entertain
ment in the evening, and beapo
and cards will also furnish en
joyment.
On th° admission of Maine to h+e
Union in 1820. Portland was made
the State Capital, and contnued as
such until 1831. In that year Au
gusta became Maone’s capital city.

Job Is to Save
Milan
Buy

War Bands
i

Every Pay Day

i
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CAMDEN

ECONOMY IN
cjhe ^Kitchen
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American-Made Cheeses Replacing Foreign Ones

For economy, nutrition, versatilj ity and general deliciousness, there
Is no other item in the market has-

1 cup undiluted
evaporated milk
1 cup grated
cheese
2 tbs. chopped
pinilento

which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings

Tel. 713

This is the seasoi

1 egg

2 tbs. water
Fat for frying

Edward Manning is residing in
Deer Isle, having been accepted as
student pastor of the Congrega
Cook macaroni according to di tional Church in that town. Mr.
rections on package; drain. Melt Manning will continue his studies at
fat. add flour and seasonings, mix the Bangor Theological Seminary
well; remove from heat; add evap where he is to enter upon his senior
orated milk, stirring until well year.
1 James Schwar-tz, who has been
blended. Cook with constant stir
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thomp
ring until thickened; add cheese son, returned Saturday to East
and stir over low heat until cheese
Orange, N. J.
is melted. Remove from heat, add
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Young of Bath
pimiento, parsley, onion and maca and child spent the week-end with
roni. Spread one-half inch thick in relatives in town.
greased shallow pan. chill until firm
Miss Lillian Grey has returned to
Cut into 12 squares, dip intc her duties at George H. Thomas
crumbs and then in egg beaten Fuel Co. after a week’s vacation.
with water and again in crumbs
Lieut, and Mrs. Lewis Langman
Fry in hot fat in heavy skillet un were guests the past week of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Lang
til brown. 6 servings.
man.
Cottage Cheese Ring with Fresh
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Babb and
Fruit
children, Del and Janan are spend
% cup undiluted
1^4 tbs. plain
ing a couple of weeks at their
gelatin

Mrs. Merle Summerton cf Bath
was week-end guest of her sister,
Mrs. Frank Sallisbury. On returning ! ket that can win over cheese.
Sunday she was accompanied by her
When war broke out it seemed
daughter, Miss Judith Summertcn, ' that America might have to be conwho had been visiting for a week at ' tent with one or two varieties or
the Salisbury home.
i else go cheeseless, for most of the
Ralph Wilson was at home from I more popular ones were European
Criehaven over the weeK-end ac
companied bv his youngest daugh products.
Then, with typical American in
ter, Miss Lillian Wilson, who had
genuity, the large cheese manufac
spent two weeks with him.
Maurice Miller, son of Mr. and turers began to develop foreign va
Mrs. James Miller, who was indbeted rieties in this country. The larger
into the Army two weeks ago is sta distributors lent their assistance by
tioned in Wyoming.
introducing the cheeses to the
Rev. F. Ernest Smith, Methodist homemakers. As an example, the
pastor, was in Dexter Sunday to offi A&P Tea Company, which car
ciate at the funeral services for Mrs ried only two types of domestic
Helen Grant. Mrs. Jennie P. White, cheese before the war, now has
who resides with Mrs. E. M. Law more than 40 types on its shelves
rence, supplied the pulpit Sunday and last year sent more than
in his absence.
70,000,000 pounds of cheese into
Mrs. Myra Giles and Mrs. Blanche American kitchens.
evaporated milk [cottag.e
Carver were recent guests of Mrs.
'□ cup cold water
Strawberries or
Thus, the homemakers not only
3
cups
cottage
Nancy Harmon is a tonsilectomy
Frank Robinson in Rockland.
other fruit ln
have their cheeses, but farmers
cheese
'patient at Community Hospital.
season
Mrs. Harvey Richards of Pater have new and important uses for 1 tsp. salt
*4 cup salad dress
Mrs. Frances Perry has arrived at
U tsp. paprika
son. N. J., has returned home after their milk production.
ing
bash cayenne
her Summer heme here.
spending two weeks with her
If you would like some economi
Mrs. Ellsworth W. Gale who has
Soften gelatin in cold water, dis
mother,, Mrs. Myra Giles.
cal new cheese recipes, you might
solve over hot water, ntash cheest been visiting her sister, Mrs. Mabel
Mrs. Mary B. Crawford, and try these, which have been care
with fork; add seasoning, evapo Weymouth, returned Monday to
daughters, Nancy and Judith, of fully tested.
rated milk and softened gelatin Gardner, Mass.
Metuchen, N. J., who are visiting
Mrs. Stonie Jameson has returned
Macaroni Cutlets
Turn
into quart ring mold. Place in
her sister, Miss Lillian Brann, were
from a visit in Thomaston,
2 tbs. chopped
u.
cup
macaroni
refrigerator
until
set.
Unmold
and
entertained Thursday at the home 4 tbs. fat
parsley
place ring on bed of lettuce, fill j Mrs. Philip H. Newbert and
of her brother, Leroy Brann, Rock 4 tbs. flour
1 tb. minced
'daughter, Priscilla of Portland and
onion
%
tsp.
salt
center with fruit and salad dress
land.
Mrs. Robert C. Randall and daugh
y, cup fine, dry
•/» tsp. paprika
ing. 6 servings.
bread crumbs
Mrs. Harry Goodridge and infant
ter, Ethel of Skowhegan are guests
son, Stephen, returned Friday from
of Mrs.. Myrtle Sherman.
Community Hospital and are at the
Sandra Goodwin celebrated her
CUSHING
SOUTH HOPE
home of Mrs. Goodridge’s mother,
fifth birthday Friday at an informal
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ames and party at her home on Jacobs ave
Mrs. L. True Spear. Her infant
Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwig of
daughter, Susan, will remain at the Stoneham, Mass., have bought and two children of Rockville, Conn, nue. Games were played out of
hospital for a few days longer.
moved tp the Walter Tolman were in town the past week while doors. Ice cream and cake were
The Thimble Club met Wednesday property.
Mr. Ames was recuperating from served amid birthday favors and
afternoon at the home of Miss Lil
balloons.
Those present were:
Miss Mildred Webster cf Massa a throat operation.
lian Brann. It being the birthday chusetts has been visiting Mrs. C.
William McNamara has returned Nancy Harmon, Julia Spear, Judith
anniversary of Mrs. Myra Giles, she C. Childs for a few days.
from Lahey Clinic, Boston where Rhodes. Del and Janan Babb, “Tom
was presented with many nice gifts.
he received a check-up on his mie” Roper, “Sonnie” Goodwin,
Harvesting
of
blueberries
starts
Special guests were Mrs. Mary
Richard Shaw and Dean Mayhew.
health.
Crawford and daughters, Nancy and this week.
The USS. Ape 16, the second of
Miss Carrie Wallace is with Mina this
About ICO relatives and friends
Judith of Paterson. N. J. Follow
type of ship to be launched at
gathered Thursday at the Grange Woodcock while the latte!- is re the Camden Shipbuilding & Ma
ing sewing, lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and hall for a farewell party honoring cuperating from an attack of rine Railway, slid overboard Satur
daughter Katherine of Manchester, Philip Crabtree who went Friday shingles.
day morning at 9 o’clock. Mrs. Eve
N. H. have arrived at their camp to Fort Devens. Mr. Crabtree re
Mrs. Susie Davis of Rockport is lyn Stevens, wife of James Stevens,
on Amsbury street for the Summer. ceived a pen and pencil set from with her sister Mrs. Nora Ulmer Master Builder at the Yard spon
Miss Evelyn Sullivan of Dorches relatives and a wrist watch and bill for an indefinite stay.
sored the boat and was presented
ter, Mass., and Miss Anna Robert fold containing a sum of money
Jill Cogan of Warren is guest of with a beautiful silver dish by a
son of Randolph, Mass., have re from the residents of the com her cousin Patricia Olson at the representative of the Supervisor of
turned to their homes after a few munity. Music for dancing was home of her aunt Mrs. F. G. Olson. Shipbuilding at Bath. Breakfast
days’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. Lou. furnished by Mrs. Harry Pushaw
Mrs. Robert Wallace with her was served by Irma Wadsworth and
E. Upham.
and Myrven Merrill. Ice cream and six children of Bath are guests of her assistants at the Loft following
Mrs. Arthur Crawford and daugh cake was served.
his aunt Mrs. Alice Hart for two the launching.
ters Nancy and Judith of Paterson,
weeks.
Wedding Anniversary
N. J., who have been visiting her
PORT CLYDE
Charles Tucker of Knox was in
Mr. and Mrs. Dominico Leo cele
sister, Mrs. Lillian Brann, left Sat
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo B. Hart of town the past week, calling on brated their silver wedding anniver
urday to join Mr. Crawford on ar
sary Friday night at their home on
rival at Bangor and together they Everett, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. George friends.
Miss Frances Alley is to b« Brookside avenue, at a surprise
will visit his parents at Sebois dur Deacon and Miss Helen Deacon ol
ing his vacation. Mrs. Crawford Concord, Mass., have been registered house-keeper at the Ladies Aid party given by their children in
supper at town hall, tonight at 6 honor of the occasion. The house
and children will return here for at the New Ocean House.
was attractively decorated in silver
another visit before leaving for their
Gorden Winkleplex and Milford o’clock.
Alvaro Olson has so far im- and white and a huge two tier wed
home.
Shipman of New Jersey are guests
.proved’ as to be able to drive his ding cake bearing the tiny bride and
Dr. Howard A. Tribou of Ports of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis.
mouth N. H. and cousin, Mrs. Fannie
Mrs. Elise Freeman has returned car about town, for short distances. groom was the center of attraction.
Mrs. Haybert Stevens has re
The evening was pleasantly spent
Tinsman of Florida arrived Friday to New Jersey after spending a few
to spend ten days at Dr. Tribou’s weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Ver turned from Bar Harbor where with relatives and friends and greet
home on West street. His aunt. Mrs. non Hupper.
she spent a week with Mr. Stevens. ings of congratulation were received.
Annie Deane of Camden is their
Miss Margaret Holman is passing Her mother Mrs. Hattie Orff is Refreshments were served.
Those ppresent were: Mr. and Mrs.
guest during their stay.
new her guest for a time.
the Summer in New Hampshire.
Warren Oliver and daughters
M5ss Doris Ellis of Milford. Macs.,
Mildred Marshall is recovering Diego Lombardo and daughter, Vic
Ruth and Jean of Newton, Mass., ar spent a few days in town recently. ' from an attack of erysipelas in the toria; Mrs. Frances Luizza, Mrs.
rived Sunday to spend several days
Pauline Leo and daughter, Jose
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse visited foot.
at the Oliver camp, “The Birches,” Sunday in Montville.
William Moody and Alice Heyer phine, Mr. and Mrs. Veto Leo, Mr.
Beachuamp avenue.
Mrs. Lawrence Gahann of New of Nobleboro were visitors Sunday and Mrs. Sebastiano Luizza, Mr.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will York is guest of her sister, Mrs. at B. S. Geyer’s.
and Mrs. Julian Passalaqua, Mr.
meet at the church parlors Wednes Levi Hupper.
Mrs. Sarah F. Seavey is confined and Mrs. Vincent Nuccio and
day for an all day session. Mem
Mrs. Lettie Hyler and Mrs.
her home 'by illness. She is be daughters Angelina and Frances,
bers are asked to take their own Leatha Thompson of Thomaston to
ing
cared for by Mrs. Helen (Ha'hn Miss Victoria Arinata, Mr. and Mrs.
lunch.
H. Arico and daughters, Antoinette
visited Mrs. Clifton Morse recently. of Thomaston.
Mrs. Effie Veazie and her house
and Elvira, Louis Nuccio, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. John Holman and sons
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Peek
and
guest, Mrs. Agnes Upham, returned Arthur and John have returned Mr. and Mrs. George Eaton of Tranquillo and daughters, Minnie
Sunday from a week's visit with from a visit in Crouseville.
and Filomena, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Woodbridge. Conn, are in town Maxon.
Mrs. Veazie’s daughter Mrs. Wesley
in the interest of their property
Ryder in Calais.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo have been resi
here, formerly cwned by the late dents of this town for the past 20
SPRUCE
HEAD
Miss Gladys Quimby who remains
ill in Somerville, Mass., would be
Mrs. L. C. Elwell went Thursday Newton J. Peck, their father.
years where Mr. Leo has been a bar
B. S. Geyer with a crew of men ber. The couple left Saturday for
pleased to hear from friends here to Medway, called by the serious ill
Her address is 12 Highland avenue, ness of her sister, Mrs. Laura Rey started Monday to rake blueber a second honeymoon in Boston.
ries for Black & Gay, Thomaston.
Somerville.
nolds.
Succumbed While Bathing
The body of Mrs. Olive Rivers
Mr. and Mrs. William Hewes and
Mrs. Dorothy Repplier returned
Miss
Mary Athene Pendleton, 65,
son Russell and Oscar Martin of Monday to Norwell, Mass., after a w'as brought here Friday for burial
of Roslindale, Mass., suffered a
Whitinsville, Mass., were guests last three weeks’ visit with her sister, in Norton cemetery.
Corp, and Mrs. Joseph Vinal are heart attack while bathing at the
week at the home of Mrs. Emma Mrs. Helen Wilson.
Torrey. Mr. and Mrs. Zelma Dwinal
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr and at the Vinal cottage, Peck’s Point Public Beach, Saturday morning
and son Allan Robbins were also daughter Doily of Rcckland and Mr on a wedding trip. Corp. Vinal. and great effort on the part of the
dinner guests Saturday night of and Mrs. Vincent Carr and two chil son of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal. local Fire Department as well as
Mrs. Torrey and her mother, Mrs dren of Spruce Head Island were Warren teaches in a Kentucky ra Rockland department failed to re
vive her. Dr. James Carswell, Jr.,
Cacilda Cain.
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and dio school.
was called, also Medical Examiner
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Anderson Mrs. C. E. Carr.
Dr. H. J. Weisman.
Dr. Herbert Thomassen and
and son of Orono were week-end
Miss Pendleton was born in Bos
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles daughter Mrs. George Calder of Car Sharing program. All persons,
King. On returning home Sunday Utica. N. Y., are spending a two who use cars to travel to work may ton, daughter of Charles Carleton
night they were accompanied by weeks' vacation at their cottage on leave their names at the Spruce of Rockport and Myra Prescott of
Head Postoffice so that they may Hope and is survived hy two sisters,
Mrs. King who will visit them for a Spruce Head Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas cf get in touch with others traveling Mrs. Luise Heinen and Miss Grace
few days.
The ashes of Lewis C. Spear will Oakland were week-end guests of the same route at the same time and Pendleton, both of Roslindale; and
car sharing plans may be worked a brother, George Pendleton of
arrive from Boston Tuesday and Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton.
Jamaica Plain.
Kenneth Drinkwateer recently out.
will be buried in the family lot in
Motorists must prove their mem
Funeral services will be held this
Amsbury Hill Cemetery Thursday went to Portland to visit his par
afternoon. Mr. Spear was a former ents Mr. and Mrs. Earle Drink bership in a Car Sharing Club be afternoon at 2 o’clock from the
fore they will be able to secure Good funeral home with Rev. Mel
water for several days.
resident here.
gasoline
beyond the amount pur vin H. Dorr, Jr., officiating. Burial
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Manley re
Car Sharing Plan
chasable with the standard “A” card. will be in the family lot at Moun
turned Saturday to New York after
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey has been
tain Cemetery.
spending two weeks as guest of Mrs
Part of the Pacific Ocean is
Minnie Crozier. They also visited appointed as one of the deDuties of
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. (Wishman and the Newest Council Division, the farther east tahn New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier in Rock
land.
Rockport, July 27,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kendall of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Bangor, Mrs. Bertha Thurston of
A happy reunion took place at
Rockland and Mrs. Flora Harper of
the Summer home of Mrs. E. W.
Brockline, Mass., were visitors Sun
Lawrence in Rockport when Mrs.
day at the home of Mrs. Emma
Jennie Price White, the WjC.T.U.
Torrey.
State speaker, who is making her
In compliance with general re
home with Mrs. Lawrence met
quest sent out by the Bituminous
Coal Consumers’ Counsel of Wash
Mrs. Jchn H. Andrews of Rockport.
ington, D. C„ Rockport is doing its
These women had only met once
part by urging all of its home own
in Bar Harbor when Mrs. Andrews
ers to buy their Winter’s supply of
was teaching music there and
coal now. Several reasons for this
Mrs. White was on a speaking
urgent request is given. Among the
tour since their school days at
most important are: Because—if
Kents Hill.
home owners do not buy coal now
Mrs. Whi‘“ was Mrs. Andrews’
they mav suffer heatless davs next
flrst roomm-te at the Hill. The
Winter. Because—America will bury
Kents Hill -’irit i< strong ano
60 to 75 million more tons of coal
Mrs. Lizette Emery ol Kocklanu
this year than last. Because—Thr
nas been ro cm <-n M
.... it
domestic consumers and the 'small
;he al'o att^ndm Kents Hil. a
business and industrial consumers
he
r’mp
We are g.,.d io
who bum 135.000.000 tons every year
-iT-p 4* s \ ..ue (•••’■
will be the first to suffer if thr
transportation system cannot supply
Andrews
enough domestic coal next Fall and
Winter.
Because—The mines and the rail
roads are in a position to supply coal
FOR
now. although thev may not be able
to do so later. Because—Coal wil!
never be cheapepr than it is now
Nothing will be gained by waiting
Because—Your government asks you
to clear the tracks for war ship
ments.
BUY

♦«
Ervin Curtis became
Knox Hospital.

Janitor of

Dr. O. R. Lawry of Vinalhaven
was planning to locate in Rockland.
Capt. W. O. Haskell died in Vineland, N. J.
Mrs. Charles E. Frazier bought
the Roscoe Day farm in Union.
Fred C. Louraine died in Boston.
Forty-three members of the Milli
ken Regiment left for a Southern
training camp. They were present
ed with a purse of $503, raised the
previous night.
Herbert L. Thomas, former pro
prietor of The Brook fish market,
died at the age of 59.
County Commissioner Arthur U.
Patterson of Vinalhaven was ap
pointed trial justice.

From Snow’s yard was launched
the motor ship Edith Nute.

There were three Rockland boys
on the gun boat Marietta—Nathan
Berliawsky, Charles W. Schofield

and Davis Pollock.
O. L. Quinn, moved from Onset,
Mass., into the J. T. Coombs’ house,
Rankin street.
Sch. Augustus Welt, Capt. Sidney
G. Hupper, was torpedoed and sunk,
in passage from New York to Havre.
Capt. Huppqji and crew were saved.
Dr. Guy E. Nicholas was appoint
ed a dental surgeon in the Navy.
The result of the draft was made
known. Knox County’s quota was
178.

William Farrow, the veteran sailmaker died at the age of 90.
Arthur L. Orne was elected presi
dent of the Knox County Board of
Underwriters.
Jerome Travers, famous golf
player, was at the Samoset Hotel,
which had 225 guests.
Charles Ward, U.SS. Georgia re
ceived an honorable discharge, be
cause of physical disability. The
family had removed to Auburn, R. I.
Alan L. Bird was elected presi
dent of the newly organized Rock
land Cemetery Association.
Fred Redman sold the bay gelding
Red Todd 2.28'i to Alonzo M. New
bert of Boston.
Black & Gay were extending the
J. O. Cushing wharf in Thomaston,
and enlarging their canning fac
tory.
Among those who took the Maine
dental examinations were W. Har
rison Sanborn and Perley P. Damon.
L. B. Smith bought the A. O.
Glover farm in South Thomaston.
to to to to
The following marriages were re
corded :
Rockland, July 14, Alfred L.
Church and Miss Bessie E. Breadon.
Washington. July 15, Leland
Edgecomb and Miss Glenice Luce.
St. Albans, July 11, Ferd B.
Thomas of Rockland and Miss Vera
Libby.
tyashington, July 15, Leland Edgecomb and Glenice Luce.
Boston, July 14, Clarence B. Wilbor of Boston and Bernice Syl
vester.
Philadelphia, June 4. Charles P.
Holliday of Monmouth, Ill., and Miss
Ethel Crockett, formerly of Rock
land.

L .M iner visitors a
J;
be a great I.
Glens Falls, N. Y.. JuA 24 n.
Conrad R. Hoffman of Glen, p' iC’jurier-Gazette to
and Miss Ethel G. Shadie cf R, .1 1 .ported as prompt
1.
The host ni,
land.
i
der
that
such infoi
Boston, July 28. Charles
„
formerly of Rockland anc yi. 1 Lv special value, bu
,ike to have friend
Stevens of Boston.
• to to e
Lre here. Phone, wi
The births for this period were •etn—we want those
Thomaston, July 18 to Mr
Mrs. Walter Achom, a son
J [\lr and Mrs. Jam,
Rockport, July 25. to Mr and M- Vildren are spendiim
Roland Crockett, a son M ‘ I I
at Van Godfre
Haney.
J Caterinan
’s Beach.
Waldoboro, July 24. to Mr ,..j ’ engineer
with the (
Mrs. Henry Hilton,
Rockland, July 5, to Mr. andM,
James Moulalson li
Mervyn Flanders, a daughter'iy.' Lj
Electric at Lym
othy Ada.
weekend
in Ro,
Camden, July —, to Mr. and M
Fred Merchant, a daughtei
|C Austin Sherman
Isle au Haut. July 21, to Mr
recuperating sati
Mrs. Llewellyn Rich, a claughfeL appendectomy at '
Ruth Marie.
Reach, July 21. to Mr. and Mr
Berton Morey, a son.
Sir. and Mrs. Edw
Waterman’s Beach, July 28 •, kts to the Albert II
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Munroe a daUs,
elation at their ,
ter.
«nds" at Lucia K,
Warren, July 16, to Mr and Mrs Lr members enjoy,
Clarence. Bowser, a son
j.r with Mrs. Be. •
RocklaiuJ, July 5, to Mr ,i.c y I ertrude Boody and S
Mervyn Flanders, a daughter—Dorj _ housekeepers. Mr
othy Ada,
fill entertain the A
Vinalhaven, July 18, to Mr ar- agust meeting at
Mrs. Ernest Clayter. a daughter'" orth Main street.
Elizabeth Lou.
Vinalhaven, July 11, to Mr. |
I J Shuman
Mrs. Samuel Thomas, a .-.,11. ... 1 Isfrs
Umbers of the Corni
Minturn, July 13. to Mr and M iternoon, at her he
Alden Stanley, a son.
street. Mrs. Ch^
Waldoboro, Julv —. to Mr a- ft
Ljson
was hostess ft
Mrs. RedingtOn Delano, twin
Ighest bridge scoi •
Rockla'nd. July 21. to Mr a
| f Shuman.
Pearl Robertson, a son Albc:- r
sell.
I M's. John McLoo;
Rockport, July 22, to Mr. and M live returned from
Harry McDonald, a daughter.
fey have been gue
Appleton, July 17, to Mr. and Mr fon’s parents, Mr. al
Harry Pierce, a daughter.
In MacDougall.
Camden, July 21, to Mr. and M:
Irving C. Perkins, a son.
I Mr. and Mrs. Che
to to to to
have been
Charles D. Thompson wa
I LmlyMurray
Blakne
.president of the Camden Cardnl lrs.
lfew days.
Club.
Miss Miriam H. Mathews ol
I Among those from
Men was called into the U. S NavJ fended the weddim
service as stenographer and type-, Julien and Corp
writer.
Kncx, Ky.. wh:
Wessaweskeag Inn opened w;:>.| DrtWarren,
Friday
an excellent dinner served by Lc. J jd Mrs. Herbert
m|
lord Smith.
s.
Dcnald Goss,
Rev. H. W. Rhoades closed 1
Mrs. Robert
pastorate with the Rockpott Bapt pd-k.Mrs.
Sam Sax
Church.
-own.
Miss
Prof. William Bullock Clark d,-l| lullen. Mrs. Annie
Berth;,
at his Summer home at Nort ellie Higgins. Mr.
Haven.
Mrs. Doris /
Buildings owned by William fcioate.
L Marsh, Mrs. M
Chetwyn, James Hamilton a:
| |r. and Mrs. John
ert earner were struck by lightnin. Mrs. Zenas m
A. F. Burton sold his land r.i, Ir;- Edward Barnar
marble shop in Thomaston I
I
larsh, Mrs. Katlr
Farmers’ Union which was to e
|iss
Vera Thcmpso
lish a grain union. A M. Mayo ci, kinner,
Mr. and Mr
Thomaston was president o: • | |r. Mr. and
Mrs. Le
Union.
fd Mrs. Clintcn Bi
Mrs. Nathaniel Caswell, 74. died ,.| (rs Faul Plourde.
Warren.
im, Mr. and Mrs.
Reuel Rcbinson was elected pre». forence
Post ar.,
dent, treasurer and manager of
■ne
of
Rockland,
at
Camden Woolen Company.
ly
Easton
and Mi
William A. Humes, 83. died a
Camden.
Stickney’s Corner.
The Wawenock C
;ned Thursday a
Ir- Hattie Keatin
moc

session. Progran

study were gd
Meeting.
The W.I1N. Club
lursday night on
trench at her honi|
Boners in bridge
tlinton Barbour,
prinkwater and
:i hardson.

BE A U.

Visit Lucien K
ond floor. 16 Scl
fellows Elcck. Ci’i
Boats and Cloth C<J
frices.

S. ARMV

M*^flving cadet

OPENING Ti
at t

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

starr

EVELYI
JULY 29, 30.

Wednesday thr,

New Camden Theatre, Wednesday, Thursday

strangers’ glrden*.—Jerrold.

actress in “To Be Or Not To Be," the Ernst Lubltsch comedy

ICTORY

UNITED STATES

BONDS * STAMPS

Boothbay

Appeal

A Happy Reunion

Irene Dunne appears as a flighty
New York heiress in Gregory La
Cava's Universal comedy produc
tion, "Lady In a Jam.” Patrie
Knowles. Ralph Bellamy, Eugene
Pallette. Queenie Vassar and Sam
Happiness grows at our own fire
uel s. Hinds are in the supporting sides and is not to be picked up in Robert Stack is seen as a flying ace and Carole Lombard portrays a famous

I cast.

I Tuesday-Friday

50c, 75c, SI.
Curtai

Upper photo shows Albert Dekkar. Patricia Morison and Preston
in “Night In New Orleans,” a murder mystery whicn tops the -e"-‘
feature program. Co-feature is Jane Withers in the riotous come.;,

Mad Martindales.”

B

All

i .
•4

s

♦
* *
«
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NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
| Social

YOUNG COUPLE ENGAGED •

This And That

By Pauline Ricker

ID

interested I

in 1917

Mrs. Mary Peddle and grandson
Martin j. a. Sullivan have re
turned to East Boston after visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sullivan,
Holmes street.

the season when our
•rfipr vis itors arrive and It
.jp a great favor to Ttie
July 24.
-G..zette to have them
pf Glens fJ
<ed as promptly as pos>adie cf rgJ
t;.
host may not contha'. uch information has
Carles Mo<® special
value, but the guests
1 and Ma:fc’
e friends know they
’ ere

Period werto
*. to Mr. :,to
son.
’ Mr and mI
son—Ma:,

By K. S. F.

a few days.

Phone, write or bring

\e want those items.

Mrs. Charles E. Gould of Eliza
beth City, N. c. is spending the
and Mrs. James A. Terrio ano Summer with Mrs. E. K. Gould.
pending the next few Masonic street. Mr. Gould is with
v.m Godfrey's cottage at the C.T.C., RAJ1, in England.
naI. Beach. Mr. Terrio Ls
to Mr.
.neer with the Government.
Mrs. Charles Whitmore. Granite
street
gave a surprise dinner party,
a Mr. and.XfL ,,
ulaLson from the Gen- Monday night honoring -Mr. and
laughter- i>(® "f,.,;:;
at Lynn, Mass., spent Mrs. Ernest Davis on the occasion
Mr. and m| ,eelc .id in Rockland.
of Mr. Davis’ 88th birthday. Ex
pecting to spend a quiet evening
tighter.
H, to Mr. a»d yjstin Sherman, Grove street, Mr. Davis wras much surprised
.’.pending satisfactorily from upon his arrival to be greeted by
a daughter
uiiiK toiny at Knox Hospital. several dear friends, Mr. and Mrs.
'Mr. and
Frank Fuller, Mrs. E. D. Spear,
and Mrs. Edward Gonia were Mrs. M. E. Wotton and Mrs. W.
July 2«
to the Albert H. Newbert As- O. Fuller. The event was a happy
inroe, a daugt tion at their cottage “White conclusion to a day filled with kind
at Lucia Beach. Thirty- remembrances from his host of
Mr. and Mfc ■nembers enjoyed a picnic sup- friends.
on.
,ir.h Mrs. Belle Frost, Mrs.
Mr. and mI . -ac Bocdy and Mrs. Nellie Dow
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice C. Orbelaughter n„W ;..ekeepers. Mrs. Belle Frost ton of 140 Grant street, formerly
entertain the Association at its of -Rockland, have made known
8. to Mr. ad
meeting at her home on the engagement of their daugh
a daughter rt Mam street.
ter, Miss Virginia Eleartor Orbe
ll. to Mr. add - i .J Shuman entertained the ton, to 'Robert Theodore Grazier,
son of Mr. and 'Mrs. Charles F.
a sen.
bers cf the Corner Club Friday Grazier of Altoona, Pa. The wed
o Mr. and Mil •noon, at her home on Pleasding is -planned for September.
rett Mrs. Charles M. Rich- Miss Orbeton was graduated from
to Mr. a
:. was hostess for the day. The Bangor High School in 1934 and
mo. twin sol
; bridge score was ‘ won by
received her bachelor of science
o Mr. and Mr
Shuman.
degree from Simmons College in
>n Albert Ru|
John McLoon and son Billy 1938, where she majored in library
:o Mr. and MiK . re t urned from Portland where science. She is now connected
laughter,
have been guests cf Mrs. Mc- with the Pennsylvania State Col
lo Mr. and Mil . parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Nel- lege library and continuing her
ghter.
studies working toward' an A. B.
MacDougall.
o Mr. and Mil
and Master’s degrees. (Mr. Grazier,
son.
and Mrs. Chester Arbo and who is on the staff of Pennsyl
v have been visiting Mr. and vania State College, being assis
ion was electJ M .1 say Blakney cf Bangor for tant serial librarian in charge of
miden Gardti™ »■ days.
documents, -was graduated from
Oberlin College and Western Re
ithews of Cani Ifcnong those from Rockland who serve College in Cleveland, Ohio.—
[he U. S. Navj
; :iie wedding of Miss Vivian Bangor Commercial
(her and type| l!!en and Corp. Josef Vinal of
r Kncx, Ky., which took place
Miss Gertrude Brcwn of Crete,
i opened witl ; Warren. Friday night were Mr. Neb. is visiting her cousins, -Mrs.
erved by Lane,
Mrs Herbert Mullen, Mr. and Faith W. Berry and iMiss Hcpe
Dcnald Goss, Mrs. Lcuis B. Greenhalgh, Grove street.
ides closed hi
Mi
Robert P. Russell, Mr.
ackport BaptiJ
Mrs Sam Savitt, Mrs. Harry
Mts. Mabel P. Oreves of -Elmira,
rwn. Miss Annie Mullen, Edwin N. Y. is the guest of Rev. and Mrs.
lock Clark die, .len. Mrs. Bertha Higgins, Mrs.
ame at Nort, ,;e Hitigins, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Roy A. Welker, Beech street.
Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs. VelRobert L. Timmons, son of Dr.
by William ate.
Marsh,
Mrs. Winifred Butler, W. C. Timmons, pastor of the
lilton and Rot. I
Mrs. John Moulaison. Mr. South Congregational Church in
ck by lightnini
Mr Zenas Melvin, Mr. and New Britain, Conn., returned -Mon
his land ani
Barnard, Miss Frances
omaston to thf iiEdward
Mrs. Katherine Hopkins, day after spending a few days as
,ih was to establ
Vera Thompson, Mrs. Marion guest of Rev. Roy A. Welker and
A M. Mayo nl
I
: Mr. and Mrs. William Kos- family.
resident of thi
Mr and Mrs. Leland Trask, Mr.
Air Raid Wardens in Ward 4
Barbour, Mr. and
f well, 74, died i, .M:F.cil Clinton
enjoyed
a lobster feed in Raymond
Plourde, Mrs. Paul MerPerry's backyard Sunday night.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Post,
Mrs.
its elected pretit
Post and Mrs. Francis Those who attended this delicious
manager of thj brence
:
Rcckland.
and Mr. and Mrs. dinner of steamed cla-ms and lob
-mpany.
|<
F
i
ton
and
Miss
Vera Easton sters, with all the fixings were
es, 83, died
Frank S. Marsh, Charles Thorn
[Camden.
ton, James -Dondis, Vance Norton,
Wawenock Club -was enter- Bernice Wolcott, (Lester Herrick,
Thursday at the home of i Edwin Sylvester, -Ralph Stickney,
Hattie Keating with an all ! Laurence Carey and wife, Eleanor
on. Programs for the Win- Grover, Mary Dinsmore, John
■ ady were given out at this Abbott, Ada Witham, Harry Mayo
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Perry.

J

m

T!> WI N. Club -was entertained
1 r-dav night on Mrs. Gardiner
■encii at her home on Broadway,
rs in bridge -went to Mrs.
Barbour, Mrs. Leland
rir.kwater and Mrs. John M.
risen.

Many friend’s of Fred Cates, who
has been a patient at Veteran's
j Hospitaj at New York -will be
: pleased to know that he returned
home Saturday greatly improved
in health.

Augustus Stone underwent an
i Lucien K. Green & Son’s operation recently at Thayer Hos
1 floor. 16 School street, Odd pital in Waterville.

Hotel Samoset—Roekland Breakwater

Rockland Breakwater—Mrs. An and Mrs. R. S Burr. Mrs. Esyc’li
drew McBurney gave a birthday- Ficks, Judge W. P. Gardiner, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl T. Russell, Mr. and
party for her son Andrew McBur Mrs. Den Lowell, Mrs. F. E.Ballard,
ney Jr., cf New York Saturday eve Mrs. George R. Westeifield and Mrs
ning and brought her guests to the Oeorge Montgomery. Ensign J. S.
dance. Others in the party at The Fullerton.
Sairoset included Mr. and Mrs. Har
Winners of the Kicker’s Tourna
bour Mitchell and Ensign Edward ment were William E. Farnham and
Sherman.
|T. J. Ryle. In the putting tourna
Miss Lillian Scott had in her party ment Mrs. William E. Farnham
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston P. Blodgett, and Don Howell were winners.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Grant and A. S.
Arrivals inc’ude Mrs. Morgan
Mucssen.
, Funke, Arlington, N. J., Mr . and
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Farn Mrs. Earl T. Russell, Short Hills;
ham were hosts to Mrs. Victor B. Mr. ,and Mrs. Harnour Mitchell
Woolley, Joseph I. Young and Philadelphia, Mrs. A. S. Carman,
T-ihut. Randolph Eddy and Mrs. New York, Mr and Mrs. R S. Burr,
Eddy. Others there included Mr. Winchester. Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Antonie Murgite
gave a farewell party recently at
their home on Trinity street in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Murgita. Guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Stafford, Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Sorent, Miss Priscilla
Robinson, Mrs. Evelyn Parr, Mrs.
Jasper Lombard-o, Mrs. Keigo Lom
bardo and daughter Victoria, Mrs.
Frances Liuzza, Mrs. Elizabeth
Cr09S, Mrs. Graham Rush, Mr. and
Mrs. Veto Leo, Mrs. Frank Leo,
Miss Matilda Leo, Michael Leo,
Henry Dodge, Veto Murgita and
Mr. and Mrs. Raye. Decorations
were in red. white and blue. Re
freshments and dancing were en
joyed. Guests of honor received
many lovely gifts.
Miss Madora Thorndike
guest of Mrs. Eva Sleeper.

Is

a

Mrs. Edward Wood arrived from
East Haddam, Conn, to attend the
Golden Wedding anniversary of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wade of Waldo avenue. -Mrs. Wade
expects to return to Connecticut
for a visit with her daughter.

carnations.

Following the ceremony, a recep
Mrs. Israel Snow of Kittery and
Mrs. John Griffin, Jr., of Riverdale. tion will be held at the home of the
N. Y., are guests of relatives here bride-elect’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent D’Agostino of 14 Trinity
for a few days.
street. The house will be decorated
with seasonal cut flowers. Those
Miss Mae Chapals has been visit who
assist in receiving will be
ing her sister, Mrs. Walter Anderson, Miss will
Dodge, Mr. Chisholm and the
Calais.
bride’s mother. The bride’s tab e
will be attractively decorated in sil
Mrs. John O. Stevens and grand ver and white.
children. Barbara Ann and John
After the reception, the young
Harry Boynton, spent the week-end couple will leave for a short wedding
in Portland guests of Lieut, and Mrs. j trip; the bride traveling in a beige
Elllsworth T. Rundlett., who has I suit with tan accessories.
just returned from Albany, Ga. ' Miss D’Agostino is a graduate of
Lieut. Rundlett will be stationed | Rockland High School in the class
wUh the harbor defenses at Port ' of 1942 where she was prominent in
land.
j student activities and a member cf
I the girls’ varsity basketball team.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blackington Mr. Rcbinscn attended Thomaston
and family of West Newton, Mass., I High School and at present Ls em
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred ployed at the Portland Cement
Blackington at The Birches. The , Plant. They will reside at 35 Knox
Harold Blackingtons -of Malden, street in Thomaston.
have returned heme after a delight
Miss Mary Bale of Los Angeles,
ful week at The Birches.
was a guest recently of Mrs. Ella P.
Mrs. W. Raymond Stewart is a Grimes at Crescent Beach.
patient at the Smith Convalescent
Home, Pleasant street.

(More Personals on Page Six)

Miss Dorothy Sherman, who is
having her annual two weeks’ vaca
Blcck. City, for Furs, Fur
Robert Chisholm of Manchester tion from Sears’ order office, will
Ks and Cloth Coats at moderate
-5
9tf N. H. is a guest of his parents Mr. leave Wednesday for Andover,
and Mrs. John Chisholm, Grove Mass, to be guest of Mr. and Mrs.
O. F. Moran.
street.

OPENING TOMORROW
at the

[Boothbay Playhouse

Thursday

Sherwood Keith
(presents

I

“Personal
Appearance”

Complete line of Gossard’s Miss
(Miss Doris Coltart and nephew,
Simplicity
Foundation garments,
Rcbert Shaw are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Bird at their front lacing corsets, combinations,
etc. Expert fitting and alterations.
cottage, Mirror Lake.
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St.,
Mrs. Eleanor Grover of the city Phone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf
Treasurer’s office and Miss Helen
Crockett of City Clerk’s office are
back at their duties after two
weeks’ vacation.
Miss Jeanie Birkenhead
of
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. is guest of
Mrs. Setlfc Low at Battery Beach.

starring

EVELYN GREY
ILLY 29, 30. 31, AUG. 1

J

Wednesday through Saturday
50c, 75c. S1.00 plus tax
Curtain 8.30

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Hocking
had as week-end guests at their
Summer -Home Wollston Ledges at
Wollston. Dr. and Mrs. Burton E.
Flanders and Mr. and Mrs. Put
man P. Bicknell. The doctor’s
mother Mrs. Elizabeth Flanders
wras a dinner guest Sunday.

ROBINSON-D’AGOSTINO
Miss Frances Antoinette D’Agos
tino, daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. Vin
cent D'Agostino will become the
bride of Thcmas Robinson. Jr., son
of- Thomas Roo’nsn of Thcmaston,
this afternoon at a 5.45 ceremony at
St. Bernard’s Catholic Reectory.
Rev. John J. Cummings will perform
the double ring ceremony.
Tne couple will be attended bv
Raymond Chisholm as jest man and
MLss Marie Helen Dodg? as maid of
honor.
Ila. bride-to-be wi’l wear crisn.
white organdie, cut long with full
sleeves and bouffant skirt. Her
finger-tip veil will be held in place
wiru a ccionet cf fresh flowers She
will carry a Colonial bouquet of
white sweet peas and pink roses.
The maid of honor will wear a
gown of yellow o-’gand; * with a full
ckirt, ei.d short puffed 'lines. She
will wear a silver julie’ can. and
will carry a hand bouquet of mixed
sweet peas.
Mrs. D’Agostino, the bride-elect’s
mother will be attired in an aqua
street-length frock with white hat
and matching accessories. She will
wear a shoulder corsage cf white

Kool-Aid
Make?

10 BIG

DRINKS/1

TODAY, WED., THURS.
A Double Feature Show Fit For
a King—It’s Got Everything

Hit No. 1

miqtH ano muroer

AT MARDI GRAS
A'
t|ME!

ROCKLAND

LAST TIMES TODAY
DOROTHY LAMOUR in

‘Beyond the Blue Horizon’
In Technicolor

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

• A PromoyM Picture with

PRESTON
PATRICIA
FOSTER • MORISOR

$

I id Preston Wester I

tops the
jus

DEKKER

comtuy. •

SUMMER CLEARANCE
EDWARD SMALL pr.—t,

SALE

JANE WITHERS

BRENT* BENNETT

Beginning Tuesday, July 28
MISCHA AUER

All Sales Final

UNITED ARTISTS

Positively No Memos
•» a

STARTS FRIDAY

ALFREPA PERRY
7 Limerock Street,

ciciiKinmi /(Juki
'
Hit No. 2
If you can’t stand a full hour of
laughs . . .don’t see this one . . *
It’s—
as the sub-deb daughter of a
sub-normal fam'ly

“THE
MAD MARTINDALES”
with
JLMMY LYDON
(P. S. Bring ycur own straightjacket)

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
JOHNNY MACK BROWN

in

Rockland, Me.

“Stage Coach Buckaroo”

Gregory LaCAVA

buy WAR STAMPS HERE

Former North Haven Pastor
and Wife Tendered Re
ception In Springvale
The friendliness and affection
exhibited toward Rev. and Mrs.
Henry F. Huse during their loni
and fruitful pastorate at North
Haven finds its continuance at
their now home 115 Main street,
Springvale where on the occasion
of their recent wedding anniver
sary they were tendered a recep
tion. The story of this happy event
was thus told by the Sanford
Tribune.

I

David Holden and grandmother.
Mrs. Holden of Newton Centre,
Mass., are at the Copper Kettle for

Surprised The Huses

Its channel carved out by rocks
and ice of the glacial period, tbc
Saguenay River in the Province nf
Quebec is approximately a mile
w de. has depths that cannot be
sounded and in many places is
flanked by cliffs towering 1.500 feet
over the water.
• * • *
An Interesting fact has been dis
covered after long study. The
Negro is immune Lorn skin cancer.

♦ A • •

'Rev. and Mrs. Henry Felton
Huse were honored at a surprise
party at the First Baptist parson
age. Springvale, on the occasion
of their 41st wedding anniversary.
Mr. Huse i9 a former pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Spring
vale.

• • A ♦

Mildred E. Reynolds

Ralph L. Thompson
“I am net bound to win but I am
Mr.
and Mis. Russell Reynolds announce the engagement cf their
bound to be true. I tun not bound
to succeed but I am bound to live daughter, Mildred Ervin Reynolds of St. George, to Ralph L. Thompson,
up to the light I have.” These ' son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson of Roekland.
were the sane words Lincoln, the
balanced and great man in the
companists. Miss Verna Robinson
hearts of Americans, left to make
of Warren and Mrs. Roger Gowell
the high standards of living record.
• » » «
of Poland.
Catering at the reception was
Those who travel Union street Rockland Young Woman Be
and Beech, get aesthet c thrills as
Mrs.
Silas Watts of Warren, and
comes Bride of Radio In
well as an eyeful of beauty when
' assisting in the serving were Mrs.
structor In Kentucky
they ccme to the gray stone wall
Ralph Hopkins. Miss Frances
topped by masses pf lovely pink
Marsh. Miss Marie Williamson,
petunias at the home of D~. and
At a pretty wedding held Friday Miss Vera Thompson, Mrs. James
Mi^k. Freeman Brown whose gar night cn the lawn of the Vinal
all of 'Rockland, Miss
den of roses and other lovely homestead. Vivian Foss Mullen, Skinner
Joan
Smith,
Miss Evelyn Smith,
flcwers are a joy through the Sum daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miss Verna Robinson,
Miss Glen
mer. Then comes the lovely gar R Mullen. 43 Pacific street, Rock
den of Dr. and Mrs. Foss, another land, became the bride cf Corp. ice French, Miss Betty Hatfield,
eyefull of beauty. Take a peak Jcsef Sampson Vinal. only son of Mrs. Bart Pellicane, 'Mrs. Walter
back of the house and see for your Mr, and Mrs. Willis R. Vinal of Gay, Miss Muriel French of War
self what can be done in a small Warren. Rev. L. Clark French ren, Mrs. Abbott Spear of Newton
space in a Victory vegetable garden. officiated, using the single ring Centre, Mass, and Warren. Dip
Dr. Foss Ls certainly a fine doctor ceremony, and tiie bride was ping punch at the punch table
cf gardens as well as of humans. given in marriage by her father. were Mrs. Clifton Barbour, Mrs.
And speaking c.f roses, the Kennedy The wedding was attended by over Edward Barnard, and Mrs. Zenas
Crane rose garden is now in its full 200 guests. The couple took their Melvin of 'Rockland, and Miss
glory of blossoms and it is a bou vows before a rcse trellis covered Vera Easton of Camden.
Mrs. Elmer E. Jameson of Wal
quet of loveliness.
with bright pir.k ramblers, flanked doboro was in charge of the guest
» » » ♦
either side with baskets cf bock, and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie of
Governor Lehman has invited on
“
Hills
of Sncw' hydrangea and Warren, had charge of the gifts.
Queen Wilhelmina to visit Albany
Mrs. Herbert Mullen, mother of
and the executive home with her blue lupin.
The bride were a medium blue the bride was> dre&sedi in a sheer
daughter, Princess Juliana, this
being the site of the first perma crepe street length gown, of red navy figured redingote, her cor
nent Dutch settlement in the Unit ingote style, her Juliet hat of soft sage bouquet of red carnations.
white straw and white flowers. Mrs. Willis R. Vinal, mother of the
ed States.
* * » »
She carried an arm bouquet of groom, wore rose silk crepe, her
The Alexandrite, once the na pink bridal roses and white gjpso- corsage of yellow rose buds, mingled
tional gem of Russia, has many phelia tied with blue satin ribbon. with blue larkspur, and babies’
shades of greenish color in the day Her accessories were white.
breath.
Her only attendant was her sis
time with a reddish and amethyst
Following the reception. Corp,
color at night and in artificial 1 gL> t. ter, Mrs. Dcnald Goss of Rcck and Mrs. Josef Vinal left on a
This remarkable gem has much land. as matron of honor. She was short trip
more cf distinct variety of colors dressed in rcse crepe redingote,
Mrs. Vinal was graduated from
when conditions differ. There is street length, and were a match Rockland High School with class
another stone always pink called ing soft felt, wide brimmed hat, of 1935, and has been employed
Alexandrite. Th s is not the valu over the crown of which was a at Cutlers Inc., Rockland. She is a
navy colored veil. Her arm bou member of the Rockland Junior
able gem, however.
♦ » » »
quet was of rose colored sweet peas Woman’s Club.
From the roc-kbound coast of mixed with babies’ breath and
Corporal Vinal, radio instructor
Maine to the sunny slopes of the tied with cld rose ribbon. Her in the Armored Force School, U.
Pacific, one people, one nation, slippers were white.
S. A. at Fort Knox, Ken. was gradone flag, and 50 solutions cf a
The groom wore a dress uniform uatd from Warren High School,
rubber shortage—H. V. Wade in His best man was Elmer E. Jame and attended the University of
Detroit News.
son cf Waldcboro.
Maine. He is a member of St.
• • • •
An a,sle fcr the bridal procession George Lodge, F.AiM. After a
Here's a story from Brooksville, was created across the lawn by short furlough he will return to
(which is in Hancock county): white cords, to which larkspur and duty at Fort Knox. Further plans
“Mrs. Kathleen Herrick heard evergreen were attached at inter c-f the young couple are indefinite
seme rebins, which had young in vals, the cords held by Merrill at this time.
a lilac bush on her lawn, sound Fiske, Earle Moore, Jr., Vaughan
Among the gifts were those of
ing their alarm call. Going out Philbrock, and Warren Philbrock. silver, linen, dishes and money.
to investigate, she discovered a members of a Sunday School class
Among the guests from out of
snake (writhing its way up the taught formerly by the groom.
town
were: Frcm Rockland. Mrs.
bush, evidently anticipating a
The patriotic colors were carried Bertha Higgins, Mrs. Annie Mul
meal of young robins. The snake out in the decorations in huge len, Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs. Wini
was shot. It measured 3 feet 5 bouquets in baskels about the fred , Butler. Mrs. Velma Marsh,
inches. When Pepa Robins sing wide lawns, arranged by George Mrs. James Hall, Edward Barnard,
these mornings, Mrs. Herrick is Garr. Mrs. Willis Vinal, and Sid Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barbour,
justified in imagining he Ls say ney Vinal. A beautiful flag was Miss Pearl Borgerson, Mr. and
ing, ‘Thank you!
Thank you! suspended high above the lawn, Mrs. John Moulaison, Mr. and Mrs.
Aw.ully nice of you!
Thank from a big elm tree.
Leland Trask. William Kester,
you!’ ”
I often think how good
The Bridal Chorus frcm Lohen Mrs. Elza da Barstow, Mr. and
it would be if the snakes would grin as a processional, and Men Mrs. Ralph Post, Mrs. Florence
get after those naughty .cats that delssohn’s wedding inarch as a re Post, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Merriam,
eat so many birds and show them cessional was played by the War Mrs. Howard Kenniston, Mr. and
a bit of Nazi evil.
ren Orchestra ircm the vine deco Mrs. Ralph Choate, Mrs. Nellie
• • * •
rated balcony at the Vinal home. Higgins. Mrs. Marian Cook, Miss
On Shakespeare’s page.
Players were Miss Verna Robinson, Louise Brown, Mrs. Rcbert 'Russell
He claimed that all
piano, Miss Lillian Durrell, Miss Mrs. Sybil Orne. Mr. and Mrs.
The world’s a stage—
Lois Norwood, and David White, Samuel Savitt, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
But he refrained, please note the violins, Charles Stimpson, guitar, Plourde, Edwin Mullen;
from
fact.
John Durrell and Kenneih Wing, Thomaston, Miss Kay Turner,
From saying men knew hew to banjos, William H. Robinson, Mrs. Donald George, Edward
act!
trombone. The orchestra played George, Mr. and1 Mrs. Arthur Mc
W. E. Farbstein
selections
during the reception, Donald, Mrs. A. J. Linekin, Mr.
* * * ♦
which followed the ceremony, some and Mrs. Harold Dana and sons,
Fans were invented by the Chi of the members singing numbers, Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Hathorne,
nese over 3000 B C. The fan and with Beth Robinson soloist.
Miss Mary McPhail, Miss Florence
language is w’ell worth learning.
Mrs. Albert Burdick of Portland, Gardiner; from Cushing, Miss
♦ * » ♦
aunt of the groom, sang “O Agnes Boynton, and William Mc
So few things lovelier than these— Promise Me,” and “I Love You Namara; from Portland, Mrs.
White as snow sea gulls high in air, Truly,” from the balcony, her ac- Thomas Dcuglass, and Miss Emily
Flying gracefully down the breeze. 1
Sampson; from Waldcboro, Mrs.
> * • «
Madeline Cooney Hemenway and
Alfred Noyes is busy on a new
Miss Caroline Hemenway; from
fantasy novel and he says it's sort
Skcwhegan, Mrs. Helen Friend;
of a Maine “Alice in Wonderland"
from Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
to be called "The Squirrels Keep
Easton.
TODAY
—
BARGAIN
DAY
House," but intended for all ages.
Id will contain some verse, some
TWO
BIG FEATURES
TWO
Col. and Mrs. George Blaney of
satire and with Maine characters.
Williamsburg,
Va. were week-end
ANY SEAT
Few writers can resist a go at
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy
ANY SHOW
Maine in book and story.
|
ANY TIME Crane at their cottage at Battery
* • • •
Beach.
Adults
25c;
Children
11c
The professor, met to talk over
Our
New
Hit
misconduct on' the part of some
Miss 'Edith Rich lert Friday for
students during a blackout. One
“NAZI AGENT’’
Norfolk.
Va., in ccmpany with Mrs.
professor insisted on the punish
At Your Request
Ernest
Thompson and children
ment, saying, “God has given us
for an indefinite stay.
“
TOPPER
RETURNS
”
eyes.”
“Yes.” said a colleague w’ith a
LATEST NEWS EVENTS
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
less circumspect nature, “and he
Wonders!
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
gave us eye-lids, too.”
e + • •
I am tcld that a pretty Sootch
KORDA *r*uM»
maiden always eats marshmallows
for her sweets. They do double
HATS OFF—
duty for she powdered her nose
TO THE NEW
with one before she ate it.
• • * *
FEATHER EDGE
The moon’s diameter is but a
little more than one- ourth that
of the earth. The mcon has high
mountains and craters of l£0-miie
length. Wonder what next will
For hatless Sum
be learned of this night-time
mer days, get a
beauty?
brief and breezy
• • • •
permanent that’s
Camden has a remarkably well
flattering and easy
balanced High School Band if one
to flip into place
could judge from the fine music
Get a feathergiven at the Chinese Wedding en
edge!
tertainment recently, and Jean
V
OTHER PF.PMANENTS
Kelley is a whiz.
LUBITSCH’S
$2.50-$4-$5

Vinal-Mullen

The present pastor, Rev. Law
rence N. Selfridge, and Mrs. G. A.
W. Roberts were in charge of ar
rangements. Decorations, includ
ing a “41” made from marguerites
and bachelor buttons, were in
charge of Mrs. E. W. Stjles, Mrs.
G. F. Hennigar and Miss Priscilla
D. Roberts.
Receiving were Rev. and Mrs.
Selfridge and senior deacons, G.
Frederick Hennigar and Allan
Ambler. Mias Eleanor Gile was in
charge of the guest bock. Appro
priate music was furnished and
the honored couple were presented
a pair of dusky rose blankets. Cor
sages were presented . Mrs. Huse
and Mrs. Selfridge. The wedding
cake was made by Mrs. J. Neal
Garvin and refreshments were
served by Mrs. E. W. Stiles. Mrs.
J. Neal Garvin and Mrs. G. F
Hennigar.
Rev. and Mrs. Huse were mar
ried in Scranton, Penn., in 1901
and resided at Skowhegan where
Mr. Huse held a pastorate. He has
also held pastorates in Springvale,
Dover-Foxcroft and North Haven
since their marriage. He is now
retired fom active service.
Mrs. Huse was born in leavenworth, Kan., daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Parsons Grant. Mr.
Huse was born in Boston, sen of
Mr. and Mrs. Washington Huse.
Th? couple are both graduates of
Brown University and Mr. Huse
was graduated from Newton Theolog cal School.
They have two children, Her
bert W. Huse of Swarthmore, Pa.,
and Mrs. Marjorie H. Coffin of
Charleston.

Corydon S. Staples

Fine Tribute Paid To North
Haven Man Active In
Many Capacities
Ed tor of The Courier-Gazette;—
The passing of an old friend and
successful citizen of a town leaves
a void which is not easily filled.
Such is true of Corydon S. Staples
whose life was spent for over 63
years in the town of North Haven,
and who passed away Thursday,
July 23.
Mr. Staples was born on a farm
in the town of Penobscot, May 9,
1852.
He attended the public
schools of the town and later
Buckspo t Academy. Shortly after
his graduation he came to (North
Haven to teach the village school.
He taught successfully fcr a num
ber of terms and then dec ded to
go into trade. He purchased a
grocery business from Frank and
Orin Waterman, which they were
conducting in what was then
known as the Mark Calderwood
block. Later he moved his busi
ness to an unoccupied store which
is now known as the Philip Brown
house.
His business expanded
rapidly and feeling the need of a
larger store he began building the
store warehouse and wharf which
he later sold to. and now is occu
pied by W. S. Hopkins.
Salesmen have remarked that
they knew’ of no store in Maine
which ca. ried a larger and more
varied stock of general merchan
dise than Mr. Staples carried in his
new store. Groceries, drugs, can
dies, tobaccos, hardware, crockeryware, womens and mens furnish
ings, oils, paints, flour feed and
grain, coal, wood, and ice, a modern
meat market, post-office, telephone
exchange, and a livery stable. Thi'
was the acomplishment of Mr.
Staples and mainly supervised by
him. successfully, for years.
In addition to his business duties
he was town undertaker and select
man for a number of years, and
also director of a Rockland bank.
He was deacon and treasurer of the
North Haven Baptist Church, a
Mason and Knight of Pythias.
Mr. Staples leaves two sons. Leon
C. of Connecticut and Scott D of
New Jersey, and a host of friends
to mourn his loss. A truly noble
man has passed on.
A friend.
Harold M. Crcckett,
Wollaston, Mass., July 27.
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THE MAE MURRAY
•NURSING HOME
Chronic Invalids and Elderly People
Reasonable Rates. TeL 2253*or write
F. MAE MURRAY, R.
Camden, Maine
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Judge Clark Is 80
Native of Knox County Hon
ored By Fellow Citizens
In Arizona

DAYS ONLY

The appended article clipped
from the columns of a Phoenix,
Ariz. newspaper of recent date will
lute’-'** the Knox County friends
of the man whcm lt concerns.

Wednesday - Thursday

Eighty years “young" yesterday
was the dean of Arizona attorneys
and one bf the State’s most wide
ly known “old timers"—E. 6. Clark,
who calls Phoenix his home but
whose gentle manner and silver
tongue are known practically the
State over.
Mr. Clark, in the words of a
member of his family, "treated
the day just like it was his 21st
birthday—he’s just about in as
goed health as he was at 21.”
“He spent the day at bis office
as usual,” that informant added,
commenting that "Judge" Clark,
as he is known to a vast circle of
friends, “usually is on the Job two
or three hours longer than anycne
else."
The title “Judge” has followed
Mr Clark throughout the years.
Born in Knox County. Maine, in
1862. Mr Clark came westward as
a youth cf 17 or 18 years and after
spending several years in New
Mexico, moved to Arizona in 1882.
Ten years later, he was admit
ted to the bar and practiced law
in Flagstaff for a number of years.
He served frofn 1806 to 1898 as dis
trict attorney of Coconino county
ar.d also served as clerk of the U.
S. District Court for the territory
of Arizona.
Ivater, he moved to Prescott and
there, in 1902, w’as elected district
attorney of Yavapai county, serv
ing until 1904 In the ‘following
year he was named territorial at
torney general, in which capacity
he is credited with major achieve
ments in behalf cf the territory.
He served four years in that office,
returning to private practice in
Prescott in 1909.
Fcr many years Mr. Clark ba^
made his home in Phoenix.
Aside lrcm the law. which is his
chief interest, he Ands time to
take pu t in Masonic activities and
those of the Benevolent and Pro
tective Order of Elks.

JULY 29 and 30
The New

1943 Fashions of Scoff

Furriers,

New England's Largest Fur Establishment!

At Prices You Can Afford NOW!

Scott Super-Bilt

SEAL DYED CONEY
August Sale Priced

Usually $i2J|

THESE VALUES MAY NOT BE DUPLICATED FOR YEARS!
MANY OF THESE FURS WILL NOT BE OBTAINABLE LATER!
IT’S YOUR DUTY TO INVEST IN BEAUTY for the “MORALE FRONT!

GARFISH WITH GARTERS
Australians Have Something To
Think About Besides War

This year, more than ever before, you witl appreciate the long
term serviceability of a SCOTT SUPER-BILT FUR COAT!
You must LOOK AHEAD! Invest in your fur coat 'future
NOW! Choose Friday or Saturday from hundreds of Magnify
cent SCOTT SUPER-BILT FUR COATS, designed for years
of enduring beauty . . . as only Scott Furriers can fashion
them! Profit NOW by the foresight and tremendous early
buying power of New England's Largest Fur Establishment!

Garfish with rubber bands round
them were caught near Sydney.
Australia, and started anglers to
puzzling. Most puzzled of all is
the Asherman, George Irwin, who
ln 14 years of net drawing, has
never hauled in Ash wearing
garters. Equally in the dark is
the chief of the Asheries division
cf the Council for EcientiAc and
Intu. trial Research (Dr. Thomp
son )
“In Australia and all over the
world. elastic-banded Ash are '
caught.” he said. “But nobody j
has yet found out whose hands l
slip cn the elastic. Small boys
and Ashermen, who catch under
sized Ash, may put the bands on
and throw them back, but there
Is no proof of this. The whole
thing is a real mystery.”
The State Superintendent of
Fisheries. T. C. Roughley, has put
forth a theory of “fatal fascina
tion.” He thinks the Ash may
swim into the rings out of some
psychological desire which may
never be analyzed.
“Garfish seem to have a strange
h bit of swimming into rubber
lings.” he said. “The bands on
these Ash are of the type used for
parceling. I think some bands
must have been dumped into the
sea and the Ash—why, I do not
know—swam into them. We have
had similar cases before. If you
threw rubber bands into the
./ater and garAsh are about, it is
a fair bet that they will swim into
the bands.”

Scott Super-Bilt

BLACK DYED
PERSIAN PAW
August Sale Priced

Buy Wednesday or Thursday and you’ll thank us for our
advice later!'1.

Usually $199
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Almon M Young,
the Kncx County Fi
Association, beamed v
tion Tuesday night a
over the banquet tf
Thorndike Hotel ar.r
members and guests i
at the stag meeting
When the provenci
despatched attention
an interesting prograr
as its guest speaker I
of Bailey’s Island, on<
dens of the Sea anc1.
eries Department w
that ,tuna Ashing is
ing hobby. He rega
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tails as to hew it is
and the local Asher
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came the press annou
the annual tuna As;
this year has been <
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MINIMUM OF INCONVENIENCE
State Director Moran Compliments
Loral Boards For “Efficient
Operations”

Sfate Director E. C. Moran, Jr. of
the Office of Price Administration
tcld newsmen that the new coupon
gasoline rationing system was placed
in operation in Maine “without the
near breakdown of truck and bus
services reported in some other
States.”
He said that “not cnly did Maine
find it unnecessary to resort to last
minute emergency measures by
which dealers sold gasoline on credit
to collect the coupons later, but re
ports frem local boards showed the
new rationing system became effec
tive with a minimum of inconveni
ence to consumers.”
He said that statistics showed
that cf Maine's 146,465 registered
pleasure car owners, 98.3 per cent
received “A" books.
He compli
mented local boards for their “ef
ficient operations and hard work.”

All County
ers, Candidat
meet the Stai
for the Septc

Lakewood Theatre
“Claudia," the charming comedy
cf married life, based on the cele
brated stories of the same title by
Rcse Franken, opens the brief sea
son of p’.ays at the Lakewood The
atre next Monday night, Aug. 3. The
ccmedy. which will be given for six
evening performances and a Satur
day matinee, will be the 560th pro
duction of the famous Lakewood
Players.
What is undoubtedly one of the
finest casts ever assembled here for
a Lakewood play has been chosen
for "Claudia” with the title role act
ed by Elaine Ellis, who left the cast
of “The Merry Widow” on Broad
way to come here to repeat the
role in which she won success on
tour last season.
The second bill of the brief sea
son, the week of Aug. 10 will be
“Springtime for Henry" with Grant
Mills. Katherine Meskill, Blair Da
vis and Elaine Ellis in the leading
roles.
By War Savujfs Bogy M4«tunps

This Luxurious
Scott Super-Bilt
MINK
BLEND MUSKRAT

August Sale Priced

IMPORTANT!
If inconvenient to call at
our store, telephone 288
and we will make the
necessary arrangements
without obligation to you!
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